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Abstract 

Taking the uncertain and complex environment into consideration, the selection of the most 
appropriate control decisions is a very difficult task. The results of the research presented in the 
Thesis focus on the decision support regarding the operational level of manufacturing systems. 
Special emphasis is given to the scheduling and rescheduling decisions, thus new rescheduling 
policies and schedule stability measures are introduced. Having the given production schedules 
as input, our main goal is to support decision makers in utilizing the scheduling system available 
at its best performance. Naturally, different scheduling algorithms and rescheduling strategies 
are compared and evaluated with the simulation-based methodology presented in the 
Dissertation.  

One of the most important objectives of our research is related to the potential 
improvement of computer simulation, as applied to manufacturing systems. Among the current 
limits of simulation, existing tools fall short of offering effective integration into the process of 
production planning and control. In order to enhance the capabilities of simulation and make it 
more responsive to today’s industrial needs, extended simulation is introduced and described in 
the Thesis, as a possible application approach of simulation on different hierarchical levels and 
in the various life-cycle phases of production systems, based on the requirements specified. Our 
proposed view of the combination of Digital Enterprise components and simulation, as well as 
the related information systems and interface connections are introduced. Theoretical solutions 
and results are validated by computational experiments, and through several (industrial) case 
studies, as well. 
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Kivonat 

Napjaink komplex gyártórendszerei gyorsan változó, bizonytalansággal terhelt környezetben 
működnek, ezáltal a termeléstervezési és -irányítási folyamatokhoz kapcsolódó döntések 
meghozatala nem egyértelmű, igen bonyolult feladat. A disszertációban ismertetett 
kutatómunka a termelőrendszerek operatív szintjeihez kapcsolódó döntések támogatásra 
kifejlesztett új módszerekre, megoldásokra koncentrál, különös tekintettel az ütemezési, 
újraütemezési döntésekre és ütemterv-stabilitásra. Ezen módszerek alkalmazása során adott 
bemenetnek tekintjük a termelési ütemterveket, míg legfontosabb célunk a döntéshozó 
támogatása abban, hogy adott döntési szituációban az ütemező rendszert a lehető 
leghatékonyabban használhassa. Mindezek mellett, a disszertációban bemutatott szimulációs 
eljárással összehasonlítunk és kiértékelünk számos a gyakorlatban is használt ütemezési 
algoritmust és újraütemezési stratégiát. 

Mivel a termeléstervezési és -irányítási döntések támogatásához a napjainkban használt 
diszkrét eseményorientált szimulációs modellezési megközelítések alkalmazhatósága igen 
korlátozott, ennek feloldására egy új modellt javasolunk (kiterjesztett szimuláció). A kidolgozott 
struktúra lehetővé teszi a termelőrendszerek hatékonyabb szimulációs vizsgálatát és 
kiértékelését azok különböző hierarchikus szintjein és különböző élet-ciklus fázisaiban. 
Ismertetjük a Digitális Vállalat komponenseinek kapcsolatát a szimulációval, valamint a 
szimuláció on-line alkalmazásához szükséges informatikai hátteret is. A kidolgozott módszerek 
és megoldások helyességét számos szimulációs kísérlettel és (ipari) esettanulmánnyal is 
megerősítjük, melyek eredményeit szintén bemutatjuk a dolgozatban. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 Motivation 

Nowadays an essential role is assigned to the manufacturing and engineering industry that faces 
a very dynamic and continuously changing environment. Today’s and future production systems 
must not only function effectively with small costs but, at the same time, they must respond 
rapidly to market changes in a flexible way, producing environmentally friendly at high quality. 
The sharp competition between enterprises of our days outlines the utmost importance of the 
high utilization of resources (both technical and human ones), low level of work in process 
(WIP), high throughput, in-time delivery, etc., in short: of high level production planning, 
scheduling and control. Moreover, in manufacturing systems difficulties arise from unplanned 
tasks and unexpected events, strong non-linearities, and a multitude of human interactions, 
while attempting to control various activities in dynamic shop-floors.  

Complexity and uncertainty together seriously limit the effectiveness of conventional control 
and scheduling approaches. Manufacturing companies are facing growing complexity, which 
arises not only in manufacturing systems, but in the products to be manufactured, in related 
processes, and thus in the whole company structure. Very often the response to this challenge 
is the implementation of even more complex information and communication systems, which, 
however, over and over again fail to meet the originally expected targets after introduction.  

Uncertainty is another factor which decreases the efficiency of decisions made on each level 
of the entire manufacturing system. Information and communication technology (ICT) based 
production planning and control (PPC) tools handle a large amount of data and provide unified 
solutions for a company-wide management of these data. Validity and optimality of these 
decisions is a key issue in an uncertain, changing environment, nevertheless, conventional PPC 
systems rarely support real-time, shop-floor level decision making. 

The concept of the Digital Enterprise (DE), i.e., the mapping of all the important elements of 
the enterprise processes by means of ICT provides a unique way for managing the problems 
enterprises face in today’s changing environment. Similarly, digital enterprise technologies 
(DET), i.e., “the collection of systems and methods for the digital modelling of the global 
product development and realization process in the context of life-cycle management” [89], 
constitute one of the most promising approaches. 

DET approach serves as the basis for creating a virtual environment in which the effects of 
decisions could be analysed, i.e., possible alternatives, given for the experts (decision-makers), 
could be profoundly tested in advance, before the realisation. 

Simulation is one of the key technologies applied in the DET realisations. The traditional 
applications of simulation (e.g., design and analysis of complex systems) do not include the 
direct coupling with the production planning and scheduling (PPS) or manufacturing execution 
systems (MES). The lack of this integration considerably decreases the effectiveness of the 
applicable results on the level of production control. In the research presented in the 
dissertation we coupled the simulation with real-life information systems on the operational 
decision level of manufacturing systems, in order to achieve more adequate results and higher 
performance during the operation of the manufacturing system.  

The thesis does not consider the entire process of the planning and controlling of 
production systems, but mainly focuses on the solutions related to real-time control decisions at 
the shop-floor level. Most of the corresponding ICT systems can be found on the operational 
level, and thus, involve subsystems of the manufacturing execution systems. The leading 
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principle followed in the dissertation is the initiative to support the decision making on the 
operational level of manufacturing systems. In the MES, where the planning time periods are 
days or hours, the continuous short term refinement (detailed scheduling) of the original master 
production plan is carried out. The details and the planning period of the shop-floor are 
presented in Figure 1. The topic of the dissertation focuses on the scheduling and rescheduling 
related short term decision support that is highlighted in the short term area in the figure. 
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Figure 1: Production planning and control periods of different production functions, as well as the 

degree of details, from [113] 

 
 

1.2 Outline of the thesis 

Following the Introduction, Chapter 2 presents a general model of the manufacturing systems 
and the hierarchical structure of decision making in these systems with related ICT tools. For the 
sake of clearness, categorizations of scheduling/rescheduling problems and approaches are also 
given, based on a literature review. Special emphasis is laid on schedule evaluation techniques 
and related measures. In Chapter 3, an introduction into simulation is given (basics issues and 
categorisation of simulation systems, simulation modelling), as well as the challenges and 
limitations in productions system modelling as a recent research issue in this field (DET) are 
discussed.  

Chapter 4 introduces new solution methods for simulation modelling of production systems, 
enabling easier integration to manufacturing execution systems. We propose the model, 
referred to as extended simulation, which reflects a new approach in simulation modelling of 
productions systems. The necessity and actuality of applying this new technique is proven 
through a literature review, furthermore, the proof of the concept is demonstrated by industrial 
applications of the proposed approach for evaluating the scheduling decisions in a large job-
shop environment. The case-studies presented include also the detailed description of the ICT 
solutions enabling the integration, as well as recommendations for further use. 

The aim of Chapter 5 is to present new benchmarking solutions of scheduling/rescheduling 
algorithms, as well as to deal with performance assessment of these methods regarding 
schedule stability. A stability measure and a stability-oriented schedule calculation method is 
presented to be able to minimize the negative effect of the changes induced by the 
rescheduling, however, keeping efficiency also at considerable level. Situation dependent 
control solutions for supporting and analysis of rescheduling decisions are also presented. The 
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capability of the proposed simulation-based evaluation and benchmark platform is tested on 
several case-studies. 

Chapter 6 presents the results of the research work made on active disturbance handling 
during the past few years. The proposed simulation-based evaluation and benchmark platform 
is capable of recognising different production situations, and supports the decision-maker in 
reacting to deviations or disruptions by applying different simulation experiments in advance, 
i.e., in a proactive manner. A real production facility (large-scale flow-shop system) served as 
the testbench of the prototype simulation system, and we can conclude that in several cases 
simulation considerably supports the decision making through the production control activities. 

The results presented in the thesis are summarised in Chapter 7, as well as some further 
implications are emphasised. A more detailed description of the methods, models and 
experiments are presented in the Appendix of the Dissertation. 
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2. Planning and control on the operational level of 
manufacturing systems 

The objective of this chapter is to position the research work presented in the dissertation in 
the diversified area of manufacturing. Consequently, the manufacturing systems, the 
hierarchical structure of decision making in these systems and the related ICT tools are 
described together with the main issues coming from the environment in which they are 
operating today. The chapter also focuses on the problem domains presenting among others 
the main functional components of shop floor control systems, their possible architectures and 
the disturbances arising on this level. This is followed by a discussion on the stochastic 
behaviour and uncertainty occurring in the level of production scheduling and control. Finally, a 
literature review is given about the manufacturing planning and control especially focusing on 
the evaluation of stability-oriented reactive methods. The main goals of the research work, as 
well as, different terms that are frequently referred in the dissertation are explained here as well. 

 
 

2.1 Manufacturing systems 

A manufacturing system can be defined as a combination of humans, machines and equipment 
that are bounded by a common material and information flow [20]. It is a complex technological 
object composed of machining, material handling, tooling and controlling sub-systems, as well 
as its independent attributes are the products to be manufactured, the processing plans and the 
complex relations between these processes. Manufacturing systems consist of workstations and 
machines (resources), where operations such as machining, forming, assembly, testing and 
inspection are carried out on individual parts, items, assemblies and subassemblies to produce 
goods for customers. In this context a factory, a plant, a cell, or a manufacturing line can be 
considered as a manufacturing system [56]. 

Besides, manufacturing systems integrate different aspects [83]. Firstly, the structural 
aspect as a unified set of hardware including machines, workers and other equipment. 
Secondly, there is the transformational aspect that is the process of converting material into 
products and the subsequent material flow. Thirdly, there is the procedural aspect such as the 
management cycle including planning logistics, implementation of productive activities that is 
interrelated with the information flow including, e.g. business process. The procedural aspect is 
customarily related to production management. 

 

2.1.1 Decision hierarchy in manufacturing systems 

The research to be presented in this dissertation concerns manufacturing (or production) 
systems. Due to the effects presented later in this chapter planning and control of production 
systems is a very complex task. Creation of an overall descriptive model is advantageous for 
understanding and working with such systems. As in the management science, the activities of 
production planning and control systems are organised in three hierarchical levels depending on 
the type of the decisions to be taken [82]. These hierarchical levels are as follows  
(Figure 2): 

 The strategic level concerns the type of the product to be manufactured. Market 
issues and decisions on overall manufacturing system are handled on this level (e.g. 
long term decisions on capacities, business goals) . 
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 On the tactical level medium term plans are generated according to customer 
demands. The output of this level usually appears in the form of Master Production 
Schedule. 

 The operational level takes its input from the tactical level and it is responsible for 
managing the manufacturing system in real time to meet the imposed 
requirements. Activities carried out on this level can be further separated in two 
different levels: a superordinate activity for factory co ordination (MES) and 
separate subordinate process called production activity control (PAC). 

Each member of the hierarchy is responsible for realizing the objectives that characterize 
the given level, and the decisions made at a certain stage become constraints for the lower 
levels [90]. According to Grabot & Geneste [67], three aspects of the decision making are highly 
linked: 

 The type of decision: strategic (i.e., choice of a general goal), tactical (i.e., choice of 
an approach to reach the goal) and operational (i.e., application of this approach 
and control of the result). 

 The organizational level on which the decisions are taken (strategic decisions should 
be made at the highest decision level, operational decisions at the lowest). 

 The horizon of the decision making (long horizons at high levels, short horizons at 
low levels). 

In conjunction with Figure 2, Table 1 summarizes the functions and capabilities of the 
information systems (on different levels) that might exist across an enterprise. The size and the 
focus of the dissertation do not allow the detailed description of all levels of the manufacturing 
system. As highlighted in the introduction, the research focuses on the operational, therefore, 
in the further sections we will concentrate on this level, accurately underlining the issues the 
research dealt with. 

 

MES – control and execution, scheduling 

(SFC, PAC, SCADA)

ERP/CAE – production & req. planning 

(MP, MRP, MRP II, CAD)

Resources, manuf. & logistics processes

MA – manufacturing automation 

(CNC, PLC, SPC)

ERP – capacity and facility planning.

Operational

Tactical

Strategic

 
Figure 2: Planning and decisions hierarchy, as well as related manufacturing 

 information systems 
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Table 1. Five different levels of the ICT systems applied in manufacturing, [86]. 

Major 
functions 

Information 
systems 

Typical data 
handled 

Information 
processed 

Operation 
time scale 

ERP: planning, 
scheduling, 
supply and 
logistics 

Databases, 
applications, 
interfaces 

Enterprise level 
metrics: sales, 
finance, 
manpower 

Ability to plan and 
allocate resources to 
achieve corporate 
targets 

Days to 
weeks 

MES- plant-wide 
optimisation and 
management 

Process 
historians, 
database 
applications, 
middleware 

Plant operational 
metrics: 
production, 
inventory, energy 

Ability to optimise 
and execute 
operations across 
the entire plant 

Minutes to 
hours 

Automation, 
advanced process 
control, 
abnormality 
management 

SCADAs, PC-
based systems 

Unit operation 
targets; metrics of 
highest level 
control 
performance 

Ability to operate a 
unit at its optimal 
point 

Seconds to 
minutes 

Basic control, 
rectification, 
statistical 
analysis 

PLCs, DCS, Soft 
sensors 

Variable set-
points; process 
values; alarms 

Ability to maintain 
process variables at 
desired conditions; 
application logic 

Milli-. to 
seconds 

Measurement 
and sensing, on-
line monitoring 

Sensors, 
actuators, field 
devices 

Measured values 
of actual process 
variables, e.g., 
temperature 
pressure, etc. 

Ability to collect 
current state of 
process streams and 
equipment 

Micro- to 
millisecs 

 

2.1.2 Definitions and terms in manufacturing control 

As it was defined previously, a manufacturing system organizes equipment, personnel, and 
information to create products that are delivered to a customer, and thus satisfying customer 
demands. This system may be as large as a factory or as small as a manufacturing cell. In the 
coming space, a brief outline of the terms and definitions used in the thesis are described. 

Order release controls a manufacturing system’s input by determining which orders (jobs) 
should be moved into production. It may be known as job release, order review/release, 
input/output control, or just input control.  

Shop floor control determines which operation each person and piece of equipment should 
perform and when they should do it. In general this activity controls all manufacturing and 
material handling resources.  

A production schedule specifies, for each resource required for operations, the planned start 
time and end time of each operation assigned to that resource.  

Scheduling is the process of creating a production schedule for a given set of jobs and resources. 
Rescheduling is the process of updating an existing production schedule in response to 

disruptions or changes. This includes the arrival of new jobs, machine failures, and machine 
repairs. (For more information on disruptions see sec. 2.2.2) 

The rescheduling environment identifies the set of jobs that the new schedule should include. 
A rescheduling strategy describes if new production schedules are generated cyclically or not.  
A rescheduling policy specifies when and how rescheduling is done. The policy specifies the 

events that cause rescheduling. These events may be predictable (even regular) or 
unpredictable. The policy specifies the method used for revising the existing schedule. Note that 
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the policy may specify different methods for different situations. If these policies have any 
parameters (for instance, the length of the rescheduling period), the policy specifies these 
parameters. Rescheduling methods generate and update production schedules. 

 
 

2.2 Production scheduling in the face of uncertainties 

Scheduling activities involve allocation of resources to the operations of multiple independent 
processes over time in order to achieve a targeted global behaviour [35]. Examples are the 
coordination of production in a factory, or transportation scheduling. In order to be viable as 
operational guidance, a schedule (solution) must first be feasible, i.e., it must satisfy the 
physical constraints in the field relating to usage of resources and execution of processes. In 
practice – regarding the character of these constraints – these are often wide ranging and 
complex. 

In manufacturing production environments, for example, resource allocation decisions must 
be consistent with capacity limitations, machine setup requirements, batching constraints on 
parallel use work shift times, etc. Similarly, production activities have predefined duration and 
precedence constraints and may require the availability of multiple resources (e.g., machines, 
operators, tooling, raw materials). 

In the following sections production scheduling and rescheduling are presented, as the 
control method for production at the operational level of manufacturing systems. 

 

2.2.1 Static vs. dynamic scheduling problems 

The research presented in the dissertation concentrates both on job-shop as well as flow-
shop manufacturing problems. Flow-shop problems are specialized case of job-shop problems, 
hence, first we define the mathematical model of a job-shop scheduling problem. The 
terminology of scheduling theory came up in the manufacturing and processing industries, thus 
we should talk about jobs and machines. Though the definition of the general job-shop problem 
refers to job and machine, it could be applied to other scheduling problems that arise in 
business, computing, government and service industry. 

The static job-shop scheduling problem is the allocation of resources to a known collection 
of jobs over time in course of which the goal is to optimize one or more performance measures 
selected. Regarding complexity, the job-shop scheduling problem (and, therefore, also its 
extensions), except for some strongly restricted special cases, is an NP-hard optimization 
problem [4],[42]. 

 
The classical, static job-shop scheduling problem (JSP) 

We shall suppose that we have n jobs {J1, J2, …, Jn} to be processed through m machines 
{M1, M2, …, Mm}. It is supposed that each job must pass through each machine once and only 
once. The processing of a job on a machine is called an operation. The operation on the ith job 
on jth machine is denoted by oi,j. Technological constraints demand that each job should be 
processed through the machines in a particular order. For the general job-shop problems there 
are no restrictions upon the form of technological constraints. Each job has its own processing 
order and this may have no relation to the processing order of any other job. An important 
special case is when all jobs share the same processing order. In such circumstances the 
problem is called flow-shop problem. Each operation oi,j takes a certain length of time, the 
processing time, denoted by pi,j. By convention the processing time includes the transportation 
and set-up times. In the general job-shop problem pi,j-s are fixed and known in advance. The aim 
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is to find a sequence, in which the jobs pass between the machines and which is compatible 
with the technological constraints, feasible and optimal with respect to the performance criteria [5]. 

In the well-known classical JSP models, every job has a given sequence of operation without 
any modification opportunity and each job must pass through each machine once and only 
once. In realistic situations, the jobs do not have to pass through all machines or they have to 
visit a number of the machines more then once, because of the technological constrains. 
Moreover, the sequence of operations (process plans) may be optional, fixed or semi-fixed. Each 
type can be described in an appropriate tree (Figure 3). The root of the tree is the starting point 
and the branches from the root lead to the possible first operations, etc. The operations of the 
job are considered as nodes of the tree and a process plan of the job as a route from the root to 
a leaf. Thus, the number of leafs equals to the number of possible process plans. 

P1

P2 P3

P3 P2

P3

P1

P1

P5

R

P2

 
Figure 3: Tree representation of alternative process plans [20] 

 
Mathematical formulation of flexible job-shop scheduling problem (FJSP)  

As it was outlined above, the classical job-shop problem rarely exists in the real, industrial 
environment. In some cases, the operations can be processed on different machines, i.e., 
alternative machines may be selected, thus a flexible job-shop is considered. The formulation of 
the FJSP problem is to organize the execution of n jobs on m machines [65]. The set of machines 
is noted U. Each job Ji represents a number of ni non-preemptable ordered operations 
(precedence constraint). The execution of the kth operation of job Ji (noted ok,i) requires a 
resource or machine selected from a set of available machines. The assignment of the operation 
ok,i to the machine Mj entails the occupation of this machine during a processing time called pk,i,j. 
Compared to JSP, the FJSPs present two difficulties. The first one is to assign each operation ok,i 
to a machine Mj selected from the set Uk,i (when U = Uk,i for all the operations, the problem is 
total flexibile). The second one is the computation of the starting time tk,i and the completion 
time ck,i of each operation ok,i. 

The above job-shop scheduling refers to static cases (even JSP or FJSP) where all the 
information is available initially and remains unchanged over time. Most of the solutions in the 
literature concerning scheduling concentrate on the static problem in question. However, in 
many real systems, this scheduling problem is even more difficult, because jobs arrive on a 
continuous basis, i.e., the set of jobs varies over time, henceforth, this is called dynamic job-
shop scheduling problem (DJSP). 

 
Stochastic vs. deterministic system parameters 

Even in a static scheduling environment, where the set of jobs does not change, there might 
be some pieces of information which are uncertain during the calculation of the schedule. For 
instance, the processing time of the operations on the machines can be characterized with 
probability distributions. Therefore, if there are stochastic variables in the scheduling problem, 
it may be considered a stochastic scheduling problem [32]. On the other hand, when all the 
system parameters are exactly known, the scheduling problem may be treated as a 
deterministic one. 
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2.2.2 Internal vs. external disruptions 

Depending on the environment, there may be disruptions during (schedule) execution in the 
production system, due to unforeseen events, such as  

 machine breakdowns,  

 raw material of insufficient quality or supply,  

 rework or quality problems, 

 stochasticity of processing times,  

 differences in the operators’ efficiency,  

 incorrect or missing information.  
These are internal disruptions which cannot be exactly predicted because of the stochastic 

behaviour of the parameters, though, reaction from the scheduling system is needed.  
During execution, the dynamic nature of the scheduling problem and can be concerned as 

external disruptions (set of orders changes over time), which may also require modifications in 
the schedule. Therefore, the list of external disruption can be formulated as 

 urgent job arrival, 

 job cancellation, 

 due date change, 

 change in job priority. 
Both internal and external disruptions may cause (or trigger) further disturbances which 

necessitate reactions. According to Vieira et al. [41] and Davenport & Beck [85], these induced 
disturbances are as follows 

 overtime, 

 process change or re-routing, 

 machine substitution, 

 limited availability of human recourses, 

 setup times. 
Aytug et al. [3] give a broad overview in their study on production schedule execution in the 

face of uncertainties. Taxonomy for uncertainty is formulated for a better understanding of the 
meaning of uncertainty during the calculation or execution of a production schedule. Three key 
dimensions of uncertainty are described. Cause can be viewed as the object (e.g., machine) and 
its state (e.g., available), context refers to the environmental circumstances and, finally, impact 
is related to the result of the uncertainty. An example is given: the tooling is not ready (cause) 
on a bottleneck machine during a highly utilized day (context), which causes a delay in setup 
(impact).  

McKay & Wiers [28] discuss the relationship between the theory and practice of scheduling and 
describe three principles that explain practical production scheduling processes. First, a scheduling process 
generates partial solutions for partial problems. Second, a scheduling process anticipates, reacts to, and 
adjusts for disturbances. Third, the scheduling process is sensitive to and adjusts to the meaning of time in 
the production situation. All three principles support the perspective that scheduling is part of a dynamic 
process. 
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2.3 Rescheduling manufacturing systems – overview 

2.3.1 Rescheduling framework 

In the previous section, the formulation of the production scheduling problem was introduced, 
categorising the deterministic/stochastic, static/dynamic nature of these ordering problems. 
Furthermore, it was shown that uncertainties may lead to disruptions (either internal or 
external) during the execution of the calculated schedules. Therefore, in this section, the 
possible solution methods for controlling these situations are described based on a literature 
review. 

 Regarding the scheduling environment (static or dynamic), a detailed formulation of the 
problem is given in Section 2.2.1. 

In this thesis we use the terms related to rescheduling set by Vieira et al. [41] (Figure 4). 
Schedule evaluation techniques related mostly to the predictive-reactive scheduling approach in 
a dynamically changing environment are discussed in this work, incorporating both 
deterministic and stochastic system parameters. 
 

Rescheduling Environments 

Static (finite set of jobs) Dynamic (infinite set of jobs) 

Deterministic  
(all information given) 

Stochastic  
(some information 

uncertain) 

 No arrival 
variability  

(cyclic 
production) 

Arrival 
variability  

(flow-shop) 

Process flow 
variability  
(job-shop) 

 
 

Rescheduling Strategies 

Dynamic (no schedule) Predictive-reactive (generate and update) 

Dispatching rules Control-theoretic  Rescheduling Policies 

Periodic Event-driven Hybrid 

 
 

Rescheduling Methods 

Schedule generation Schedule repair 

Nominal schedules Robust schedules  Right-shift 
rescheduling 

Partial 
rescheduling 

Complete 
regeneration 

Figure 4: Rescheduling framework [41] 

 

2.3.2 Rescheduling strategies 

In order to control production in dynamic scheduling environments having continuous job 
arrivals or stochastic environments where parameters are uncertain, two common strategies 
are known, first, predictive-reactive scheduling techniques and second, dynamic scheduling 
solutions (on-line or closed-loop scheduling). 

The predictive-reactive approach means calculating a predictive (off-line or open-loop) 
schedule concerning a static problem, and continuously updating this existing schedule in order 
to adapt schedules to changing circumstances (reactive this way). 

The process of modifying the predictive schedule against execution disruptions (internal 
disruptions) is referred to as reactive scheduling or rescheduling [38], however, the same 
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expression is applied in dynamic scheduling environments, whenever a new job (as external 
disruption) is inserted into the schedule. Expressions for predictive schedules before the 
schedule modification (schedule revision) are quite different: original, initial, baseline or 
preschedule are notations commonly used in several papers. 

Methods belonging to the second solution, namely dynamic scheduling approaches often 
have good performance by dispatching jobs dynamically to account for random disruptions as 
they occur. This can be obtained by simple heuristics, i.e., dispatching by priority rules, of which 
detailed descriptions are given in, [5] and [32]. However, methods like adapting predicted 
schedules to the changed circumstances by applying simple dispatching rules might be effective, 
constructing the production schedule in advance, following these rules, might result in poor 
schedule efficiency. 

From the early ’80-s, stochastic scheduling – as a new dynamic scheduling direction where 
information uncertainty is considered explicitly – was studied and developed. Earlier solution 
methods and studies in this direction are reported by Gittins & Glazebrook [79], Graves [78] and 
Pinedo [77]. These solution methods, however, do not define the sequence of jobs to be 
processed on the different machines. Rather the approach is a dynamic policy which, according 
to Pinedo [77] “allows the decision maker to determine his actions at any moment in time, 
while taking into account all the information that has become available up to that moment”. 
Recent research results in this field are, e.g., given by Monostori & Csáji [80].  

In contrast, previous surveys as Sabuncuoglu & Kizilisik [34], Vieira, et al. [41], Herroelen & 
Leus [15] and Gören [13] give a summary in chronologic order of studies that analyze predictive-
reactive scheduling and rescheduling problems in a dynamic and stochastic environment. Kádár 
[20] categorizes the scheduling techniques, based on the stochastic or deterministic as well as 
off-line/on-line characteristics of the problem. Research results on scheduling with uncertainties 
such as completely reactive, robust scheduling and predictive-reactive approaches are 
categorized and presented by Aytug et al. [3].  
 

2.3.3 Rescheduling policies 

From practical point of view, it is not possible to create schedules too frequently; however, 
the theoretically best performance of the whole system could be realized if schedules could be 
adapted to any changes, disruptions occurring in real-time. Most industrial planning and 
scheduling systems create schedules in idle time of the production, e.g., at nights, since the 
acquisition of production-related data, definition of constrains and creation of schedules for 
larger shops, generally, require significant computational time. This way, the basic question 
“when to reschedule?” needs to be answered. 

A notation of existing approaches is provided in [3] and [9]. Let the time when a new 
schedule is constructed be defined by the rescheduling point and the time between two 
consecutive rescheduling points by the rescheduling interval (RI). The three main types of policy 
included in predictive-reactive strategy are: periodic, event-driven and hybrid. 

Schedule modification can be executed in given time periods (periodic rescheduling policy) 
where any events occurring between rescheduling points are ignored up to the following 
rescheduling point, or related to specified events occurring during schedule execution (event-
driven rescheduling policy). If this specified event means a disruption or an event that has 
significant impact on the further schedule execution, then the schedule must be revised or a 
new schedule must be generated. Combining the two basic methods, hybrid rescheduling policy 
can be defined under which rescheduling may occur not only periodically, but also whenever a 
disturbance (either internal or external) is recognized in the system (e.g., machine breakdowns, 
urgent orders).  
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In his thesis [13], Gören gives another notation related to event-driven policy. By applying 
the adaptive rescheduling policy1, a scheduling decision is triggered after a predestined amount 
of deviation from the original schedule is observed. For example, revisions can be made when 
completion time differences between the initial and realized schedules exceed a threshold value 
(e.g., 30 minutes in average), or a predetermined percentage of the predicted makespan. 

In Figure 5, the concept of hybrid rescheduling policy is presented. Generally, schedules are 
calculated in every RI time interval. Rescheduling is also performed right after Disruption 1 (RI is 
modified to RI*), while the disruption has significant impact on schedule execution, thus the 
initial schedule necessitates modification, i.e., rescheduling. Disruption 2 is neglected, because 
the effect induced by the disruption does not require modification in the schedule, the schedule 
is still executable without much degradation of performance (e.g. it is not necessary to 
reschedule, even because Disruption 2 is close to the next rescheduling point). 

Continuous rescheduling is the extreme case of event-driven policy in which a rescheduling 
action is taken each time an event is recognized by the system. 
 

2.3.4 Rescheduling methods 

Once the system performs the rescheduling action, the way of schedule modification has to 
be defined. The practical importance of the decision, whether to completely regenerate or 
repair the schedule is noted in [37]. Three common schedule repair methods are presented 
below. 

RI RI

RI*

RI

Time

Disruption 2Disruption 1

 
Figure 5: Impact of disruptions on schedule execution by applying hybrid rescheduling policy 

 
Right-shift schedule repair method postpones each operation affected by the disruption by 

the amount of time needed for making the schedule feasible [1],[35]. Right shift rescheduling 
postpones each remaining operation (e.g., shifting it to the right on a Gantt chart) by the 
amount of time needed to make the schedule feasible. For example, in the Gantt chart shown in 
Figure 6, if machine M2 fails while processing job J1 and the repair time requires r time units, 
then the completion time of J1 (on Machine M2) is delayed from t to t + r. In addition, the 
completion times of the remaining tasks on M2, M3, and M4 are delayed by r time units. 

Partial rescheduling means that only a selected sub-set of the operations are rescheduled. 
This method preserves the initial schedule as much as possible (i.e., only repairs the schedule). 
Abumaizar & Svestka [1] developed an algorithm for rescheduling only the affected operations 
in a job-shop. They compared the system performance under the proposed method with the 
complete rescheduling and right-shift schedule repair approaches. In [34] and [43], for selecting 
the subset of jobs for rescheduling during partial rescheduling, they applied a beam search 
algorithm with a fix ratio of the unprocessed jobs to be rescheduled. Similar solution is 
presented by Sadeh et al. [81], where a number of control rules and procedures of varying 
complexity for identifying sets of operations to reschedule are treated. Match-up scheduling is 
another type of partial rescheduling, in course of which, scheduling matches up with the initial 

                                                 
1
 Also referred to as controlled response. 
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schedule at a certain time in the future, whenever a deviation from the initial parameter values 
(mainly deviations from the initial activity durations) arises [2],[43]. 

Complete rescheduling in this context means that at each rescheduling point, all jobs from 
the previous (initial) schedule that remained unprocessed are involved during the schedule 
formulation. Complete rescheduling is, generally, better than partial rescheduling, regarding 
efficiency measures. All the selected papers shown in Table 2, analyze complete rescheduling in 
order to compare and benchmark proposed partial rescheduling strategies. 

 
Figure 6: Application of right-shift schedule repair method to resolve schedule infeasibility 

 
Here we have to emphasize that two main directions are considered dealing with 

rescheduling as response to random disruptions (see “rescheduling methods” in Figure 4). In the 
literature, there are proposed solutions to have 

 good response methods to disruptions, i.e., to have a sophisticated control action 
(e.g., [2],[9],[10],[43]); 

 generate robust initial schedules when the response method to disruptions is known 
(e.g., [15], [18],[27], [29]).  

Robust scheduling2 does not concentrate on the modification of the schedule during revision 
but on the creation and selection of robust schedules, i.e., schedules whose quality does not 
change significantly when a disruption occurs [27],[29] and [66]. In this thesis we do not provide 
solutions for this second solution technique however, a brief literature review is given in 
Appendix C, introducing previous promising solutions in the field of reducing system 
nervousness by robust scheduling. 

 

2.3.5 Impact of rescheduling 

The most important point is that while scheduling will optimize the efficiency measure, the 
conventional strategies generate schedules that are often radically different from the previous 
ones. From practical point of view, scheduling techniques addressing continuity of schedules 
during revision seem to be more acceptable or preferable in industrial applications, since 
constructing completely new schedules and adapting the system to it during the schedule 
execution process should be avoided. 

In the coming space, selected previous studies are presented, dealing with the impact 
caused by the rescheduling action. Mainly, they cope with uncertainty during schedule 
execution, however, the proposed solution methods are different. 

New analytical models are presented by Vieira, et al. [40] that can predict the performance 
of rescheduling strategies and quantify the trade-offs between different performance measures. 
Three rescheduling policies are studied in a parallel machine system: periodic, event-driven and 
hybrid. The presented analytical models are able to estimate important performance measures 
for rescheduling strategies in a dynamic, stochastic manufacturing system, as it is evaluated by 
the developed simulation test environment. These models quantify the trade-offs between 

                                                 
2
 Also referred to as proactive scheduling. 
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different objectives and allow optimal rescheduling parameters to be selected without the need 
to develop and run simulation experiments. 

Bidot, et al. [6] present a reactive approach with event-driven dynamic scheduling problem. 
They consider uncertain activity duration in the form of probability distributions which are used 
in the simulation based execution of the calculated schedule. When an activity ends the 
estimated performance measure is calculated (makespan, absolute makespan or sum of activity 
end times) and is compared to the threshold which can be formed as the quotient of the 
indicated performance measure divided by the sensitivity factor. If the threshold is bypassed, 
rescheduling is initiated and a new schedule is generated. During calculation of the new 
schedule they use the mean value of activity durations. When an activity is still processed and 
its minimum possible duration has been exceeded, the probability distribution is truncated and 
renormalized (since the set of possible durations is now reduced). They conclude that 
monitoring activity end times results better system performance than the other two 
approaches. While the rescheduling frequency increased with an increased sensitivity factor, 
the selected performance measure (makespan) improved, however they do not considered the 
effect of rescheduling on stability.  

In their work, Sabuncuoglu et al. [34] propose a simulation-based approach for testing 
reactive scheduling problems in a dynamic and stochastic flexible manufacturing system, by 
applying uncertain processing times and machine breakdowns. Reactive scheduling policies are 
introduced and examined referred to as when-to-schedule and how-to-schedule questions, 
moreover offline and online scheduling techniques are also compared. When-to-schedule policy 
covers the timing of rescheduling, i.e., the rescheduling policy in case applying predictive-
reactive rescheduling strategy. Three policies are examined: periodic with fixed or variable time 
and event-driven. Policy with variable time is referred to as hybrid rescheduling in, e.g., [9],[40] 
and in the current thesis as well. As conclusion, they stated that system performance is 
proportional to rescheduling frequency and the hybrid method outperforms periodic policy. 
These results are similar to the ones we concluded in our previous work on a single machine 
system [31]. (Further solutions based on simulation are presented in Section 5.3.) 

In contrast, Church & Uzsoy [9] consider single machine and parallel machine environments 
and periodic rescheduling policy to minimize maximum lateness and number of rescheduling 
(which is strongly related to stability, discussed later). The uncertainties considered are only 
random job arrivals. They develop worst-case error bounds for the periodic approach assuming 
that an optimal algorithm is used to schedule the jobs available at each rescheduling point. 
Then, for tight due date problems they introduce a combined periodic and event driven 
approach where additional rescheduling action can take place in case new jobs arrive into the 
system. 

The results, obtained from simulation experiments, indicate that schedule quality initially 
improves quite rapidly with more frequent rescheduling, but after a certain point almost no 
further development can be obtained. Since, once the frequency of rescheduling action exceeds 
the frequency of disruptions to the system, the rescheduling action is just causing system 
nervousness without improving the schedule quality. 

Aytug et al. [3] conclude that in an environment with moderate uncertainty, predictive-
reactive methods based on global information and optimization techniques perform better than 
completely reactive dispatching procedures. However, once unpredictability in the system 
exceeds a certain level, i.e., the system is getting more and more instable or nervous, and the 
gathered global information on which the predictive-reactive approaches are based, turns to be 
invalid. By this way, poor schedules are generated, due to solving not the proper problem: the 
problem data they use do not correspond any more to the problem encountered on the shop-
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floor. Research results on scheduling with uncertainties such as completely reactive, robust 
scheduling and predictive-reactive approaches are also categorized and presented in [3]. 

Cowling & Johansson [10] propose a framework using real time information to improve 
scheduling decisions, which allows users to trade off the quality of the revised schedule against 
the production disturbance which results from changing the planned schedule (schedule 
revision), by selecting an appropriate schedule repair strategy. They tested the method on a 
single machine scheduling model. 

First, they examine the effect of a single event on stability and efficiency measurements, 
taking processing time variance as the only disruption category into consideration, and conclude 
that utility and stability depend not only on the nature of the anticipated future event, but also 
on the time of arrival of the information. Second they use simulation to consider how to use 
these measures to decide on a schedule repair or rescheduling strategy in case multiple real 
time events (disruptions). 

Sabuncuoglu & Karabuk [64] study the frequency of rescheduling in the multi-resource 
environment of a flexible manufacturing system with random machine breakdowns and 
processing times. For the scenario considered, they conclude that never reacting to 
disturbances or reacting to every disturbance does not seem to be appropriate policies. A 
moderate level of rescheduling frequency is suggested to ease the negative effects of machine 
breakdowns. 

One of the major objectives of Shafaei & Brunn ([68],[69]) and Rangsaritratsamee, et al. [33] 
is to examine whether a more frequent rescheduling policy would always improve system 
performance. They conclude that under loose due date conditions, the performance is not 
particularly sensitive to changes in rescheduling interval. However, at tight due date conditions, 
the rescheduling interval has a much more significant effect on performance. They also show 
that frequent rescheduling becomes more effective as the level of uncertainty increases. 

Leon et al. [27] show that the rescheduling problem can be formulated as a stochastic 
control problem using decision trees. They apply multiple objectives as a combination of 
makespan and deviation from the original predictive schedule. At each decision point the 
controller takes one of the existing corrective actions in anticipation of a particular disruption 
(proactive) or because of a particular disruption (reactive). 

A number of control rules and procedures of varying complexity for identifying sets of 
operations to reschedule are presented in Sadeh et al. [81]. These are evaluated on a set of 
randomly generated problems with or without bottleneck resources, with a single simulated 
machine breakdown. In their study, they show that the total rescheduling of all remaining 
operations produce the best quality solutions, however, results in the greatest disruption to the 
original schedule (and took the longest time). Moreover, it is shown that one of the most 
sophisticated operation selection procedures during rescheduling is able to find almost as good 
schedules (regarding efficiency) as complete rescheduling of the remaining operations, while 
rescheduling 30% fewer operations. 
 
Summary 

As a summary, we can state that the applied rescheduling policy (e.g. appropriate selected 
rescheduling interval) and rescheduling method (e.g. fixed ratio of operations to be 
rescheduled) have a major effect on system performance, however, a too frequent revision of 
the initial (original) schedule might cause some degree of system nervousness. This behaviour of 
rescheduling systems is discussed more in details in Section 5.1. The detection of correct timing 
of the rescheduling action (rescheduling policy) and the proper method applied for formulating 
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the revised schedule (rescheduling method) are not a trivial issue and depends very much on 
the characteristics of the system investigated. 

In Chapter 2, we introduced and categorised previous solutions, and derived some results 
gained from simulation-based evaluation of predictive-reactive rescheduling systems. A 
comparative evaluation of proposed methods is presented in Table 2. 

 
Table 2. Selected previous papers on the simulation-based evaluation of predictive-reactive rescheduling 
systems. 
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Scheduling environment            
Internal disruptions            

Deterministic, no disr.   x     x    
Machine breakdown x    x x   x x x 
Stochastic process time  x  x  x x  x   
St. operator availability      x      

External disruptions            
Dynamic job arrival   x  x  x x x x x 
Static, i.e. no job arrival x x  x  x   x   

Rescheduling strategy            
Policy            

Periodic   x   x x x x x  
Event-driven x x  x x     x x 
Hybrid   x      x x  

Schedule repair            
Partial x   x x  x x x x x 
Complete x x x x x x x x x x x 

Performance measures            
Efficiency measures            

Flow-time    x x  x  x x  
Lateness   x  x       
Makespan x x x     x   x 
Tardiness  x   x x  x    

Stability measures            
Actuality       x x    
Rescheduling Frequency   x       x  
Starting time deviation x   x   x x   x 
Sequence deviation x   x       x 

Schedule evaluation classes            
Absolute      x  x    
Relative x x x x x  x  x x x 
Dynamic x x x x x x x x x x x 
Static            

Monitored performance index            
% difference in efficiency x x  x  x      
End effect      x      
New job   x  x      x 
Time   x   x x x x x  
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2.4 Schedule evaluation 

In this section, a categorization and classification of different schedule evaluation techniques, as 
well as several aspects of performance measurement techniques are treated. 

 

2.4.1 Evaluation classes 

As stated in [22], an important aspect of schedule measurement is whether an individual 
schedule or a group of schedules is evaluated. Individual schedules are evaluated for measuring 
their individual performances. Regarding a predictive schedule, the result may determine 
whether it will be implemented or not. 

There might be different reasons for evaluating a group of schedules. One of them is to 
compare the performance of the algorithms the different schedules were calculated with. The 
comparison of different schedule instances against different performance measures is another 
option in the evaluation of a set of schedules for the same problem.  

Two main schedule evaluation categories are defined in [22]. The first category refers to the 
evaluation criteria based on the measurement of the schedule quality. Relative comparison 
assumes that for the same initial factory state, two or more schedules are available, and the 
task is to decide which one is better, while the absolute measurement of schedule quality 
consists in taking a particular schedule on its own and deciding how „good” it is. This requires 
some sets of criteria or benchmarks against which to measure. 

The second category deals with the environment in which the schedule is evaluated. A static 
measurement means the evaluation of the schedule independently of the execution 
environment, while during the dynamic measurement, beyond the static quality, the robustness 
of the schedule against uncertainties in the system should also be taken into consideration. 

Another aspect in the evaluation of schedules is the state of the manufacturing system after 
executing of the schedule. In [22] these parameters are compared as state measurements by 
which the end effects of the schedule are evaluated at the end of the schedule horizon. An 
example of state measurement could be, e.g., the variance of workload represented by the 
work in progress in the input queues of the machines. Thus, a schedule that results in a high 
variance will probably cause major bottlenecks developing during rescheduling in the next 
scheduling period. 

The cases described in the papers highlighted in Table 2 are categorized as absolute/relative 
and dynamic/static, regarding the evaluation classes listed above. 

 

2.4.2 Performance measure categories 

As the objective during rescheduling a variety of measures can be applied. These measures 
can be categorised in two main groups ([46],[43]): 

 time-based measures 
o measures of schedule efficiency, 
o measures of schedule stability, 

 cost-based measures. 
We do not consider cost-based performance measures in this thesis work, therefore, only a 

short explanation of existing cost-based measures are presented in this section. Time-based 
measures are introduced and detailed here, regarding efficiency, while stability measures are 
explained in Sections 5.1 and 5.1.2. 
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Time-based measure – Schedule efficiency 
Similarly to the multiple ways of expressing predictive schedule, multiple notations can be 

read when the “goodness” of a schedule is defined. This performance measure may cover 
schedule efficiency, utility, effectiveness or quality with mostly the similar meaning, naturally 
depending on the context. 

Regarding a single-machine model, (m = 1), let denote ready time (rj ) the point in time at 
which job J is available for processing, completion time (cj), the point in time when the 
processing of job J is finished, and due date (dj) the point in time at which job J must be 
completed. For job-shop scheduling problems (JSP), where a job J has m operations (noted as o) 
and these attributes can be applied to each operation of each job. (The basic formulation of JSP 
can be found in Sec. 2.2.1) 

Basic schedule efficiency measurements cover flow time, lateness, tardiness and makespan 
(or total production time).  

 Flow time (Fj) is the amount of time job J spends in the system:  
Fj = cj – rj. 

 Lateness (Lj) is the amount of time in case the completion time of job J differs form 
its due date: Lj = cj – dj. 

 Tardiness (Tj) is the lateness of job J if it fails in meeting its due date, and zero 
otherwise: Tj = max{0, Lj }. 

 Makespan, or total production time (cmax) is usually measured in multi-machine 
cases. It is formulated: cmax = max{ c1 ,c2 ,..,cn }, where n is the number of jobs. 

Generally, schedules are evaluated by aggregating basic schedule efficiency measurements 
(flow-time, make span, tardiness, lateness) resulting in one-dimensional performance 
measurements, e.g., weighted mean flow-time, mean or maximum tardiness, maximum 
lateness. Furthermore, the number of tardy jobs can be calculated [5],[32]. (In Table 2 only the 
basic metrics are highlighted). 
 
Cost-based measures 

Time-based performance measures (measures to reach schedule efficiency) do not always 
completely reflect the economic performance of the manufacturing system [41]. Therefore, due 
to the lack of an overall, efficient, time-based performance measure, the scheduling decisions 
should also be evaluated by using an economic performance measure. In this case the objective 
is to define and minimize, e.g., the cost of starting jobs too early, work-in-process inventory, and 
tardiness [99]. Managerial indices, as for instance job profitability, productivity, total cost of 
production, or the cost of missed due dates are more important for managers – at the higher 
level of decision making than the time-based measures mentioned above (which are reflecting 
more the quality a decisions form the production point of view)3. Shafaei & Brunn [68],[69] 
propose the use of a total cost function in terms of job due date, completion time, number of 
jobs, number of operations, operation processing time, job raw material cost, processing cost of 
operations, job revenue, processing start times, job release time, job tardiness, holding cost 
rate, and tardiness cost rate. 

Considering rescheduling activity again, Vieira et al. [41] categorise rescheduling costs in 
three groups: 

 Computational costs – computational burden running the scheduling system, 
investment costs in the necessary ICT systems4.  

                                                 
3
 Note that this statement is strongly model dependent. 

4
 In case rescheduling is done manually then the computational cost includes the time that the planners, managers, 

etc., spend generating and revising the production schedules. 
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 Setup costs – tooling and fixtures are allocated in advance based on the schedule. 

 Transportation or material handling costs - related to delivering materials earlier 
than required, or additional material handling work to transport jobs from one 
scheduled machine to other points in the shop. 

 

2.4.3 Multi-objective solutions 

The so called production-triangle reflects one of the conflict sets of multi-objective 
optimisation. This is arising in case the objective is to minimise work in process inventory while 
maximise resource utilisation, as well as to keep delivery reliability at a high level. It can be easily 
seen that it is impossible to increase tow of the measures without degrading the third one [52]. 

As it was stated before, in most scheduling systems, more than one performance measures 
are treated. According to the surveys of Kempf [22] and Aytug et al. [3] in these directions, the 
problem of scheduling in the face of multiple, often conflicting objectives is not well researched 
in practical scheduling. Solutions only for simple systems are usually given. However, based on 
their review, three main approaches can be distinguished, such as: 

 Primary-secondary criteria – the problem is to minimize the primary metric while 
keeping the secondary within a predefined range. This is often done by converting 
the secondary metric to a constraint. 

 Dominated and efficient – discussed more in details under Pareto-optimality. 

 Weighted sum – this approach is to combine different metrics by using a weighted 
sum of the original metrics a surrogate metric. These weights reflects the trade-offs 
between the metrics. 

In order to be able to have highly utilised resources, as well as less system nervousness 
during rescheduling, i.e., effectively combine the hereinabove introduced schedule efficiency 
and stability measures, the way of formulating multi-objective optimisation problems are 
treated in the followings. In most cases, a multi-objective optimisation problem (MOP) can be 
described (for minimizing g()), without loss of generality, using the following formulation (Eq. 1 ): 

 
Eq. 1  

 )(),...,(),(min 21 xfxfxfg L
x 

  

where x is a possible solution for the considered problem, Ω is the feasible solution space and 
fq(·) is the qth objective function (for 1 < q < L). It is obvious that in general, there does not exist 
an exact solution to a problem of this art [65]. However, in order to be able to use the above 
description, the optimality notion should be reformulated when the objective functions to be 
minimized are not linear.  

 
Pareto-optimality solution 

As one of the most known multi-objective optimality notions, the Pareto-optimality concept 
has been widely used in the literature and has significantly contributed in the elaboration of a 
huge set of works. This concept is expected in MOPs to provide flexibility and a large set of 
choices for the decision-maker, and thus it means not to have one global optimum, but rather 
to have a set of solutions in which a trade-off is given. 

Solutions included in the Pareto-optimal set are those that can not be improved along any 
dimension without simultaneously being deteriorated along other dimension(s). The term 
optimality in the Pareto approaches can be formulated as follows: 
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 the Pareto-optimal set is constituted of non-dominated solutions; 

 x dominates y if for each 1 ≤ q ≤ L, fq(x) ≤ fq(y) and at least one index r exists where 
fr(x) < fr(y); 

 a solution is termed non-dominated, if it is not dominated by any other solution. 

In Figure 7, two objective functions are considered as an example. The solutions C, D, and F 
are dominated and {A,B,E,G} is the Pareto-optimal set of solutions. It can be seen that the 
Pareto-optimal set (highlighted as Pareto frontier) is constituted of several non-dominated 
solutions. The main goal in these approach is to find all the elements of this set (to have the 
solutions spread over the two axes (f1,f2) as close as it is possible, thus ensuring the diversity of 
results) in order to give more choices to the decision maker [84]. 

f1

f2

A

B

C
F

D

E G

Pareto frontier

 
Figure 7: Example for the Pareto optimality approach 

Weighted-sum solution5 
Several authors propose a method for dynamic or stochastic scheduling problem, based on a 

multi-objective function that simultaneously considers efficiency and stability, compromising 
between these measures. A bicriteria-objective function (multi-objective solutions comprising 
two objective functions) is provided in [10],[24],[27],[33],[43] and [87], in order to minimize 
makespan and deviation from the initial schedule (D) which is measured by the difference 
between starting times and/or the sequence of operations in the initial and revised schedules. 
During schedule calculation they apply the bicriteria-objective function as follows (Eq. 2): 
 
Eq. 2  

DrMrZ  )1(  

where M is the efficiency measure and r is the weighting factor for stability measure  1,0r . In 

some cases the efficiency or stability itself is a combination of the related measures [33]. Results 
regarding efficiency and stability as well as multi-objective solutions are presented more in 
details in Appendix C. 

 
Impact of stability on schedule efficiency 

Vieira, et al. [40] realized the existence of a conflict between avoiding setups (as a measure 
of stability) and reducing flow-time (measure of efficiency). The rescheduling period significantly 
affects the above objectives, which statement is also concluded in [9],[27],[31],[33] and [34]. 

In their study, Mehta & Uzsoy [29] and Cowling & Johansson [10] indicate that schedules 
that are robust to stochastic disturbances can be generated without a lot of degradation of 
system performance. As it is demonstrated by the evaluation of test problems in [43], 
introducing the proposed bicriteria objective function, schedule calculation may result in 

                                                 
5
 It is important to point out that determination of the weights is not a trivial task and depends very much on the 

experience of the decision maker. Therefore, this seriously affects the quality of the results. 
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significantly more stable schedules, while retaining near-optimal makespans. Bidot et al. [6] 
conclude that while rescheduling frequency increases with an enhanced sensitivity factor of the 
rescheduling threshold, the selected performance measure (makespan) improves. Nevertheless, 
the number of rescheduling is increased, though they do not consider the effect of rescheduling 
as a matter of stability. 

 
 
 

2.5 Scope of the research 

As a conclusion of this chapter, in manufacturing systems, difficulties arise from unexpected 
tasks and events, non-linearities, and a multitude of interactions while attempting to control 
various activities in dynamic shop-floors. Complexity and uncertainty seriously limit the 
effectiveness of conventional control and (predictive) scheduling approaches.  

Taking the uncertain and complex environment into consideration, the selection of the most 
appropriate control decision(s) is a very difficult task. The results of the research to be 
presented in the following sections focus on the simulation–based decision support on the 
operational level of manufacturing systems. Special emphasis is given to the scheduling and 
rescheduling decisions. None the less new scheduling algorithms were developed during the 
research, it should be stressed that the main goal of the work was not the development of new 
scheduling algorithms. Instead, having as input a given production schedule, our main goal was 
to support the decision makers to be able to utilize their scheduling system on its best 
performance. Naturally different scheduling algorithms can be compared and evaluated with 
the methodology presented in the Dissertation. 

Taking the manufacturing control into consideration, in this thesis we do not consider the 
whole manufacturing system, but mainly focus on the solutions related to control decisions at 
the shop-floor level. Therefore, the corresponding ICT systems found on the operational level of 
manufacturing systems is considered with special focus on manufacturing execution and 
manufacturing automation (Figure 8). 

 
 

MES – control and execution, scheduling 

(SFC, PAC, SCADA)

ERP/CAE – production & req. planning 

(MP, MRP, MRP II, CAD)

Resources, manuf. & logistics processes

MA – manufacturing automation 

(CNC, PLC, SPC)

ERP – capacity and facility planning.

Operational

Tactical

Strategic

 
Figure 8: The scope of the research in hierarchical PPS systems 
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Previous studies in the literature, as well as the daily industrial practice mostly consider only 
two main goals defined for the rescheduling action:  

 make the schedule executable/feasible again, 

 improve the efficiency performance measure due to adaptation of the schedule to 
the situation occurred. 

In the recent years, as the third goal, several studies deal with the effect of the rescheduling 
also from the stability point of view. One of the aims of the thesis is to analyze the control 
action taken by the scheduler on several rescheduling scenarios (especially focusing on the 
timing), this way, fostering decision-making activities at the operational level of PPS systems. 

Limitations of previous simulation-based approaches are inhibiting the real-time, interactive 
evaluation of (re)scheduling decisions. In these solutions, simulation is not integrated to the PPS 
or manufacturing execution systems. Therefore, without the on-line data connection and 
common database structure with the planner/scheduler, advantageous features, e.g., 
automated model building or automated model parameterization are not available, and by this 
way, the application areas and effectiveness of simulation in production systems are 
considerably reduced. 

In the following chapters, new solution methods are introduced for simulation modelling of 
production systems, enabling their easier integration to MES systems. Applying this technique, 
several aspects of stability-oriented rescheduling are performed and analysed.  
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3. Simulation systems in production planning and 
control 

In this chapter, the possible application areas of modern, discrete event simulation tools in 
production planning and control systems are discussed. We give an introduction into simulation 
(basic issues and categorisation of simulation systems, simulation modelling), we underline the 
challenges and limitations in productions system modelling as a recent research issue in this 
field, as part of the DET solutions.  
 

3.1 Introduction to simulation in production 

3.1.1 Definition of simulation 

Simulation6 is the art and science of creating a representation (model7) of a process or system 
for the purpose of experimentation and evaluation [47]. In other words: building a model of a 
real system (or a system-to-be), making experiments with this model, and creating output result 
for decision making and implementation support. VDI guideline 3633 defines simulation as the 
imitation of a dynamic process within a system employing an experimental model.  

The answer to the question “Why should simulation be used in production planning and 
scheduling systems?” could be summarised as follows. Simulation experiments can be made for 
several reasons but they, actually, are of the same primary purpose; as it is described in [48], all 
simulations are made to be able to make good decisions in some way. Good decisions lead to 
increased efficiency and reduced costs, which are usually two of the main goals of a company. In 
other words, the main reason of simulations is to support decision making. Moreover, the aim 
of simulation is to receive results that may be transferred to real systems. In addition, 
simulation defines the preparation, execution and evaluation of directed experiments within a 
simulation model. 

Some examples of what simulation can be used for are: prediction of system performance, 
evaluation of certain features in the system, comparison between several alternatives, gaining 
knowledge of the system at different life-cycle phases, problem detection and presentation of 
predicted results, assessing the cost of quality, and several others. 

In general, operations research processes are intended to make the right decisions, 
qualitatively as well as quantitatively [26][96]. They formulate optimization models, containing 
all relevant factors, such as destination function, conditions and destination description. These 
processes require large amounts of processing power the more detailed the model is. Besides, 
the results and acceptance of operations research processes are often not satisfactory. In 
addition to linear optimization models nowadays simulation is increasingly used for making the 
“right” decisions. It offers reasonable solutions for complex problems but does not automatically 
create the actual optimum.  

As processes to be analyzed become more complicated and complex and as more 
parameters have to included, the more important simulation becomes with its capability of 

                                                 
6
 The Oxford English Dictionary describes simulation as: The technique of imitating the behaviour of some situation or 

system (economic, mechanical, etc.) by means of an analogous model, situation, or apparatus, either to gain 
information more conveniently or to train personnel. 
7
 Model is defined in the same book as: A simplified or idealized description of a system, situation, or process, often 

in mathematical terms, devised to facilitate calculations and predictions. 
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analyzing real processes (regarding complexity of manufacturing systems see Section 2.2). These 
processes cannot be covered by mathematical solution methods or optimization processes or 
they may be realized only by using a large amount of resources. The aim of simulation is to 
arrive at objective decisions by dynamic analysis, to enable managers to safely plan and, in the 
end, to reduce cost.  

As mentioned in [26], the greatest overall benefit of using simulation in manufacturing 
environment is that it allows a manager or engineer to obtain a system-wide view of the effect 
of “local” changes to the manufacturing system. On the one hand, if a change is made at a 
particular workstation, its impact on the performance of the station concerned may be 
predictable. On the other hand, it may be difficult, if not impossible, to determine the impact of 
this change on the performance of the overall system in advance. 

The potential benefits of applying – traditional or conventional8 – simulation in production 
planning and scheduling are as follows: 

 Increased throughput, decreased times, reduced in-process inventories of parts, 
increased utilizations of resources, reduced capital requirements or operating 
expenses. 

 Better overview and understanding of the system and system-processes during the 
model building phase. 

 „Virtual” statistical data by analyzing results from simulation. 
 

3.1.2 Types of simulation 

Traditional methods like statistical analysis often are insufficient for the analysis of complex 
production systems. These methods mostly work in the way that they divide the system into 
subsystems in order to reduce the complexity. As a result they lose the information about the 
dynamics that means the change of relations in the course of time [59]. Methods of non-linear 
dynamics look at the system at a whole by displaying the dynamic behaviour in a multi-
dimensional state space. Dynamic systems generally can be classified in stochastic and 
deterministic ones. A system is deterministic when the state at a definite time (tB) is explicitly 
determined by the state at the time (tA). With the same initial state, at the same time and with 
the same circumstances the temporal development of the system will always be identical. The 
transient likelihood from state (A)–(B) is 1 (denoted as ID1 in Figure 9). The development of a 
stochastic system cannot be predicted explicitly [59],[93]. For a state at time (tC) different 
alternative states (C1,...,Cn) with the likelihood (P1,...,Pn) are possible (marked as ID2 in Figure 9). 

time

state

ID1
ID2

tCtAB

A

B

Cn

C1

 
Figure 9: Transient likelihood of stochastic systems 

                                                 
8
 In this context, the terms traditional and conventional simulation are used for simulation studies or experiments, 

where simulation is formulated in order to find a solution for a defined problem, or evaluate a certain policy or 
strategy. Typically, these are situations where the objective of the simulation is to, e.g., evaluate a factory layout, or 
the control strategy of a conveyor track. Simulation is designed for one purpose and the time horizon of the 
application is limited to the study in which it is realised. 
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From modelling perspective, manufacturing systems are typically dynamic discrete event 
systems (DDES). For constructing valid models of manufacturing systems and their processes the 
models should represent the discrete event evolution of the system, as well as features of the 
underlying continuous processes [20]. 

In most manufacturing simulations, time is a major independent variable. Other variables 
included in the simulation are state variables, which describe what is happening in the process 
or system as functions of time [76]. In contrast, continuous simulation models are used for state 
variables that change continuously with respect to time [26][74]. Typically, continuous 
simulation models involve mathematical and differential equations that give relationships for 
the rates of change of the state variables with time. 

In the discrete event simulation approach, state variables change only at event times (see 
definitions below). Examples of state variables include the number of jobs waiting in the queue 
in front of a machine, the status of each machine on the shop floor, and the location of each job 
in the factory. DES models are mainly flow models that track the flow of entities through the 
factory. The tracking is done using times at which the various events occur. The task of the 
modeller is to determine the state variables that capture the behaviour of the system, events 
that can change the values of those variables, and the logic associated with each event. 
Executing the logic associated with each event in a time-ordered sequence produces a 
simulation of the system. As each event occurs and expires, it is removed from the sequence, 
called an event list, and the next event is activated. This continues until all the events have 
occurred. Statistics are gathered throughout the simulation and reported with performance 
measures. Different probability distributions can be associated with each process to simulate 
variations.  

A discrete, event oriented simulation program only takes points in time (events) into 
consideration that are of importance to the further course of the simulation. Such events may, 
for example, be a part entering a station or leaving it or of it moving on to another machine (see 
Figure 10). Any movements in between are of little interest to the simulation as such. It is only 
important that the entrance and the exit events are displayed correctly. When a part enters a 
material flow object, simulation calculates the time until it exits that object and enters an exit event 
into the list of scheduled events (event list) for this point in time.  
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Figure 10: Event-oriented and continuous representation of a material flow process, regarding events 

as the function of time 
 

In reality, on the other hand, time passes continually. When inspecting a part move along a 
conveyor system, one will detect no leaps in time. The curve for the distance covered and the time it 
takes to cover it is continuous, i.e., it is represented by a straight line in Figure 10. 

Finally, the most important basic terms, related to the simulation modelling of dynamic, 
discrete systems are cited and categorised here. 
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Dynamic discrete event systems (DDES) might be characterised as follows: 

 both time and state variables are defined on discrete set; 

 state variables can change only a countable number over time. 
While terms regarding simulation modelling are: 

 System – a collection of entities (e.g. facility, process) that comprise a system for 
one might study; 

 State of a system – the collection of state variables necessary to describe the system 
at a particular point in time; 

 Event – point in time where state variable may change value; 

 Model – description of the system behaviour (e.g. logical relationships); 

 Simulation – usage of computer to evaluate a model numerically; 

 Emulation – a simulation model without the control functions modelled inside 

 Dynamic simulation models – system evolves over time. 
Contrary to the traditional application of simulation tools, in the research work an attempt 

was made to use the simulation as a development platform and create a system whose building 
elements, beyond the traditional characteristics provided by the basic system, incorporates 
advanced features. 

 

3.1.3 Steps and life-cycle of a simulation study 

Based on the steps required for a simulation study, defined by Banks [76], the simulation 
study must contain the following phases (Figure 11): 

 Problem formulation and objectives. Define the problem to be studied, including a 
statement of the problem-solving objective. 

 System definition, Model conceptualisation. Abstract the system into a model 
described by the elements of the system, their characteristics, and their 
interactions. 

 Data collection. Identify, specify and gather data in support of the model. 

 Model building (or translation). Capture the conceptualised model using the 
constructs of a simulation language or system. 

 Verification and validation (VV&T). Establish that the model executes as intended 
and that the desired accuracy or correspondence exists between the model and the 
system (we make a difference between communicative, programmed and 
experimental model VV&T). 

 Experiment design. Design the simulation trials regarding the objects formulated in 
the beginning of the study. 

 Analysis. Analyse the simulation outputs to draw interferences and make 
recommendations for problem resolutions. 

 Presentation of simulation results, Documentation. Supply supportive or evidential 
information for a specific purpose. 

 Acceptance, Implementation. Fulfil the decisions resulting from the simulation. 

According to [20],[26], the previous sequence the execution of a simulation study is a 
cyclical and evolutionary process. The first draft of the model will frequently be altered to make 
use of in-between results and in general the final model can only be achieved after several 
cycles. The aim of such a traditional simulation study is to arrive at objective decisions by 
dynamic analysis and support the user in the decision making process. Because of cost and time 
constraints the real manufacturing systems cannot be utilised to conduct trials, therefore, 
modelling, simulation and animation is more widely used in this field today. 
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Figure 11: Steps and related activities in a simulation study (based on [76]) 

 

3.1.4 Challenges and limitations of simulation modelling 

Because of its great versatility, flexibility, and power, simulation is one of the most widely 
used evaluations and decision-support techniques ([21],[34],[75], [76]). While simulation, in 
theory, has great potential to assist in the understanding and efficient operation of 
manufacturing systems, several studies show that there is a low usage of simulation by industry.  

An extensive study of the penetration and use of discrete event simulation in the UK 
manufacturing industry identified only 11% of sites out of a sample of 431 which were currently 
utilizing simulation as a decision support tool, reported in [75]. This view of the penetration of 
simulation into industry is also supported by more recent surveys presented in Appendix C. The 
literature on manufacturing systems simulation reported reinforces our conviction that 
simulation is a technique that still has a lot of underexploited potentialities. 

As it was shown in the previous sections, describing the application areas as well as the 
penetration of simulation in production control, simulation has been typically used for off-line 
decision-making. One of the limitations of its use for on-line decision-making is the considerable 
amount of time spent in gathering and analysing data. Consequently, this has resulted in 
decision-makers relying on simulation primarily for off-line decision support and not for the 
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critical on-line decision-making9 that may arise. In real-time control, the three key issues are 
data acquisition, quick response and instantaneous feedback.  

During the last 20 years, simulation became one of the most popular techniques for 
evaluating the impact of manufacturing decisions. Sometimes it is used alone; sometimes it is 
used in conjunction with operational research (OR) or artificial intelligence (AI) techniques [74]. 
Many types of simulation techniques are used including physical, Monte Carlo, process, discrete 
event ones, and system dynamics simulation. For production decisions, DES is by far the most 
popular and wide-spread member of the set of these techniques [26][76]. At different levels of 
detail, DES models typically describe the flow of materials, the flow of information, the flow of 
jobs, and a number of performance measures. 

When conducting a simulation study it is recommended that a structured systematic 
approach be carefully planned and rigidly adhered to. The 40–20–40 rule is a widely quoted rule 
in simulation related papers. The rule states that, in developing a model, an analyst’s time 
should be divided as follows [75]: 

 40% to requirements gathering such as problem definition, project planning, system 
definition, conceptual model formulation, preliminary experiment design and input 
data preparation;  

 20% to model translation; 

 40% to experimentation such as model validation and verification, final 
experimental design, experimentation, analysis, interpretation, implementation and 
documentation. 

The previous principle is confirmed in [96], where the authors point out that collecting and 
preparing the data in order to use in the simulation study is one of the most important tasks, as 
it takes up about 35% of the project time. Creating the model takes up another huge amount of 
time (25%), while validating and correcting needs 15%, running the experiments 10%, finally 
analyzing and evaluating 15% of the project time. 

Similar ratio highlighted in Figure 12, given by Banks [76], however here a curve is defined 
which reflects the possible benefits as a function of the progress of the simulation study. Data 
collection and model building considerably contribute to the overall expenditures of a 
simulation project. Therefore, it is obvious to focus on those advanced solutions, which 
encourage these two intensely important phases. 

 
Figure 12: Development of benefits and expenditures of a simulation problem (from [76]) 

 
 

                                                 
9
 In this thesis, we present the results of the research efforts made in the field of simulation-supported decision-

making, which resulted new approaches and solutions might contravene the following quotation of Scott Adams. 
“There are many methods for predicting the future. For example, you can read horoscopes, tea leaves, tarot cards, or 
crystal balls. Collectively, these methods are known as nutty methods. Or you can put well-researched facts into 
sophisticated computer models, more commonly referred to as a complete waste of time”. (Scott Adams, [71]) 
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3.2 Simulation for decision support in PPC 

3.2.1 Simulation in production decisions 

The discrete event simulation (DES) approach has been applied to decisions in design, 
scheduling, and planning related to production applications ([26],[76],[91]). The simulation 
models that are used for making or evaluating these decisions generally represent the flow of 
materials to and from processing machines and the operations of machines themselves [74]. 
Design simulations focus on long-term questions regarding plant design and continuous 
improvement. Before building a new manufacturing system (or a part of it), the designer must 
decide on the processing machines, storage devices, and transportation systems to buy, and the 
proper physical layout. Building the manufacturing system on the computer using DES model, 
before equipment purchased and construction begun, one can save a lot on the investment 
costs. Purchasing the needed equipment only and ensuring that the facility can produce at the 
anticipated demand rate, the designer can minimize risk and capital expenditures [91].  

Once a manufacturing system is in operation, DES models can be used to evaluate system 
improvements. A system engineer can analyze the impact of the system changes like adding 
new equipment, reducing work-in-process buffers. Potential problems can be identified and can 
be corrected using a DES model. By far the most common use of DES models is for operational 
decisions such as planning and scheduling [26]. Rabelo et al. [74] differentiate between capacity 
planning, production planning, and process planning simulations regarding the planning 
decisions.  

 Capacity planning simulations evaluate the impact of changing product mix or 
demand.  

 Production planning simulations evaluate the impact of various aggregation 
schemes and their associated material-order policies. The planner can use a DES 
model to test material reorder points and delivery procedures to manage inventory 
buffers.  

 Process planning simulations evaluate assignments of jobs to machines and routings 
for those jobs through the shop.  

Scheduling simulations (or simulation-based scheduling) try to find solutions to daily issues 
including on-time order completion, priority changes, and unexpected changes in resource 
availability. The simulation approach provides a great level of detail without being 
computationally too heavy. DES helps a system engineer in detecting potential scheduling 
problems through checking the resource and schedule performance during the scheduling 
interval (shift, day, or week). The new alternative policies are then executed and performances 
of alternatives are compared. This process is repeated until a feasible and desired schedule is 
achieved [72][73]. Indicated in another way, a schedule is created by simply simulating the 
execution of the factory and taking the recorded execution history as the schedule [100]. The 
result will be a feasible schedule if all the relevant constraints are included. Simulation-based 
scheduling systems tend to include at least two modules: one for generating a preliminary 
schedule, and another module that verifies or refines it [104]. Simulation is used in the latter 
module. In addition, the systems contain a connection to company ERP systems so that 
operative data can be downloaded. Unlike tactical simulation models used for policy 
formulation, operative simulation models are usually deterministic. If a random event such as a 
machine failure occurs, a new schedule can be quickly generated and evaluated [63],[62]. 

In simulation-based scheduling, simulation is used for evaluating the feasibility of the 
preliminary schedule, getting more precise start and end times for events and identifying 
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potential problems. Musselman et al. [62] point out that exact durations of events are usually 
not needed on the – real – shop floor as long as there are no problems. The usefulness of 
simulations lies in detecting and preventing these problems before the detailed schedule 
reaches the shop floor. 

Thus, the key benefit of a simulation-based scheduling system comes not from optimal 
solution designed by experts. Instead, the key is feedback of the schedule performance to the 
expert human scheduler and his tools for improving it.  

From the preceding brief discussion, we can see that DES is a widely used and increasingly 
popular method for studying the design and operations of manufacturing systems. In fact, DES is 
often the only type of investigation possible. There are three main reasons we can define. 

 DES has the ability to describe the most complex manufacturing systems and to 
include stochastic elements, which cannot be described easily by mathematical or 
analytical models.  

 DES allows one to track the status of individual entities and resources in the facility 
and estimate numerous performance measures associated with those entities under 
a wide range of projected operating conditions.  

 Alternative system designs or operation policies for a system can be compared via 
DES, to see which best meets a specified performance goal.  

 

3.2.2 Simulation supported schedule evaluation 

A number of authors present simulation-based experimental studies aiming at analyzing 
scheduling problems and rescheduling techniques in a dynamic and stochastic environment. The 
categorization of the selected papers is also highlighted in Table 2. 

The analytical solutions proposed in [40] are able to estimate important performance 
measures for rescheduling strategies in a dynamic, stochastic manufacturing system, and are 
evaluated based on the simulation test environment developed. Rangsaritratsamee et al. [33] 
present simulation for analyzing the effect of rescheduling interval on job-shops by using 
periodic rescheduling. In [6] and [10] the simulation-based execution of the calculated 
schedules is introduced, by applying event-driven rescheduling and considering uncertain 
activity durations in the form of probability distributions. 

Regarding the robustness and flexibility of tardiness and total flow-time in job-shops, 
several schedule repair methods are investigated in [17], and an experiment is performed on a 
set of benchmark problems by executing schedules against simulated machine breakdowns. 

Sabuncuoglu et al. [34] propose a simulation-based approach for testing the rescheduling 
methods in a dynamic and stochastic manufacturing system, applying uncertain processing 
times and machine breakdowns. In their approach the system consists of three components: 
simulation model, controller and scheduler. Hadeli et al. [14] and Cavalieri et al. [8] describe 
different prototype implementations of agent-based manufacturing controlling systems, 
focusing on disturbance handling. The prototype systems are evaluated by using a simulation 
model of a flexible manufacturing system where simulation generates both internal and 
external disturbances. Kim & Kim [23] and Jeong & Kim [19] present a scheduler connected to a 
simulation model where simulation helps to evaluate and select situation-dependent 
dispatching rules. An extension of the dispatching approach is to allow the system to select 
dispatching rules dynamically as the state of the shop changes. Wu & Wysk [103] examine the 
problem of dispatching rule selection in a flexible manufacturing system environment. They 
divide the time horizon into shorter intervals. At the beginning of each interval a variety of 
dispatching rules are simulated, and the rule that yields the best performance is implemented 
for the next time period.  
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An interesting combination of deterministic and stochastic simulation is given by Honkomp 
et al. [95]. They describe a simulator for semi-continuous and batch processing manufacturing 
environments that can accept deterministic schedules and simulate both a deterministic and a 
stochastic realizations of the schedule. The stochastic version can also use rescheduling logic. 
Running two versions of the simulation the authors compare the performance and robustness 
of the schedules. Two metrics are used for comparison.  

PB = avg(OF) / OFDB is a measure of how well the average objective function (OF) value of the 
stochastic simulation compared to the objective function of the best deterministic schedule 
(OFDB).  

DBSD = SD / abs(OFDB) is the standard deviation (SD) of the replicas of stochastic version 
compared to best deterministic objective function (OFDB). This is used as a measure of 
robustness. In simulations, without rescheduling schedules with the best performance also had 
the best robustness which is somewhat counter intuitive. In cases with rescheduling, 
rescheduling strategy with no penalties (i.e., can reschedule anything in the future) or no 
rescheduling created the best performance. Again those that had the best performance had the 
best robustness. 

Watt [94] presents a case-study where several information sources and applications are 
integrated. Simulation is applied for both off-line simulation and scheduling. Most of the 
information used was present in the MES and MRP/ MRPII systems and missing data were 
added. Periodically snapshots of the plant status and static data from the MES are collected and 
schedules are generated by a commercial scheduling package. Off-line simulations are 
performed to test what-if scenarios and reused the same information for scheduling. New rules 
can be created and tested against history data. The improved rules are then applied in the 
scheduling system. 
 
 

3.3 Summary 

In contrast to the needs discussed mainly in Section 3.1, there are a number of problems 
and limitations associated with the “classical” simulation techniques that keep potential. 
Limitations of previous simulation-based approaches, presented in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 are 
inhibiting the real-time, interactive evaluation of operational level decision making. In these 
previous solutions, simulation is not integrated into the PPS or manufacturing execution 
systems. Therefore, without the on-line data connection and common database structure with 
the planner/scheduler, advantageous features, e.g., automated model building or automated 
model parameterization are not available, this way, considerably reducing the application areas 
and effectiveness of simulation in production systems.  
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4. New simulation approaches for planning and 
analysis of complex productions systems 

In this Chapter it will be shown, how some of the problems, described in Chapter 3, are relaxed 
due to alternative modelling and application solutions. As the main contribution of this Chapter, 
we propose a model, extended simulation, which reflects a new approach in simulation 
modelling of productions systems and may support better integrity to manufacturing ICT 
systems. The necessity and actuality of applying this new technique is proven through a 
literature review, furthermore, the proof of the concept is reinforced by two case-studies, as well. 

 

4.1 Key requirements of production simulation 

In the coming space we will introduce, how and why key elements (requirements) for simulation 
influence the needs and expenditures of the realisation process of a simulation. We specify the 
requirements, based on the challenges formulated in the previous sections, and highlight the 
main directions to be followed in order to be able to fulfil the requirements. Thus, key 
requirements can be listed as follows. 

 Data acquisition, preparation and modelling capability are key elements, while 
during the other phases, regarding a production simulation study the reduction of 
the expenditures is fairly not as promising as by the others (see section 3.1.4). 

 Consequently, improving model building techniques, applying reusable model 
elements, through modular software architecture (similarly to software engineering 
tasks, such as UML) and object oriented modelling. 

 Integration to ERP, MES systems might results in a reasonable data acquisition platform. 

 Reuse model components for different purposes in different life-cycle phases of the 
system modelled. 

Data acquisition and preparation 
Simulation input data is a major problem which usually takes considerable time to collect. 

The simulation input data problem actually consists of a set of problems: 

 availability, 

 syntax and semantics, 

 information model, 

 dependencies, autocorrelation, and inhomogeneities, 

 information content, and 

 input data analysis. 

Availability of input data is stated by several authors as the main problem. Many companies 
seem to plan and control production with simple rules of thumb, which approach makes correct 
data not necessary. Others have the data, but well hidden in their information systems. The 
same data can also be in several information systems, but with inconsistent values. Yet another 
problem is the dependencies hidden in the data. 

Two problems occur as information is being transferred between applications. The first 
problem is that of syntax. The second problem is that of semantics; in automating the 
conversions. Instead, the major problem in the information content that tends to be focused on 
static means instead of the distributions desired for DES. For a more detailed discussion on 
simulation input data see, e.g. [26],[76] and [92]. 
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Model building, model translation 

As the second key element, model building is an overwhelming task that requires much 
training and experience. The level of detail required can be hard to define. Traditionally, 
simulation has been applied to the long-term planning, design and analysis of manufacturing 
systems. These models have been termed “throw away” or “stand-alone” models because they 
are seldom used after the initial plans or designs are finalized [54]. As opposed to the 
“traditional” use of simulation, Wysk et al. [36] proposed that once the system design has been 
finalized, the simulation that was used for evaluation could be used as the basis for system 
control. Moreover, simulation is created by using neutral system components, i.e., they made 
efforts to build simulation models for SFC, generated automatically.  

Another problem is the exchange of system logic. Application integration partially solves 
that problem, but a neutral modelling language that is capable of describing the systems logic 
would solve the problem of exchanging both models in between DES tools and the exchange of 
logic in between DES systems and, DET components. Randel [92] gives a quite pessimistic view 
regarding the possibility to, e.g., exchange DES models in between tools. He states it might 
never ever come true, because software vendors are interested in protecting their own 
interests. Hitchens [106] presents a life cycle approach to the simulation and emulation of 
automated systems. The approach uses conventional discrete event simulation in all the phases 
for different purposes and reuses the model from stage to stage. And thus, regarding simulation 
from the project point of view, a distinction is made between simulation and emulation. 
Simulation is generally applied in the early stages of a project while emulation is applied during 
the detailed design and implementation phases. 

 
Complexity and granularity in the face of computational efforts 

The level of detail defines the depth or resolution of the model. At one extreme, an entire 
production system can be modelled as a single “black box” operation with a random activity 
time [115]. At the other extreme, every detailed motion of a machine could be modelled with a 
one-to-one correspondence depicting the entire machine operation. Unlike the model scope 
which affects only the size of the model, the level of detail affects model complexity as well as 
model size. Determining the appropriate level of detail is an important decision. Considerable 
high detail makes it difficult and time consuming to develop a valid model. Too low-level of 
detail makes the model unrealistic by excluding critical variables. Figure 13 illustrates how the 
time to develop a model is affected by the level of detail. The importance of including proper 
detail to meet the objectives of the study is also highlighted. 
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Figure 13: Effect of level of modelling detail on model development time (from [115]) 
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The complexity of model building should never be underestimated and it is always better to 
begin simple and add complexity rather than create an entire complex model at once (see 
different modelling details at the different phases in Figure 14). Building a model in phases (or 
stages) enables failures to be more readily identified and corrected as well. It is also easier to 
add detail to a model than it is to remove it from it, furthermore, a model with excessive detail 
may be too expensive to program and to execute.  

Our hypothesis on the extended simulation approach to be verified is that if the level of 
modelling detail increases, the features and functions modelled must be reduced, required by 
the limited computational efforts available. 
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Figure 14: Granularity of the model objects at the different phases of the simulation models 

 
 

4.2 Extended simulation 

One of the most important objectives of the research presented here is related to the potential 
improvement of computer simulation as applied to manufacturing systems. Among the current 
limits of simulation, existing tools fall short of offering effective integration into the control 
process of production. In order to enhance the capabilities of simulation and make it more 
responsive today’s industrial needs, the task was to find a way of introducing such applicable 
approaches. 

The Section describes the possible applications of simulation on the different levels of a 
production system, as well as the requirements are specified, which are necessary for the 
successful application of the model. Our proposed hierarchical view of the combination of DE 
components and simulation, as well as the related information systems in interface connections 
are introduced here. Hereafter, we refer to it as extended simulation. 

The different roles of simulation in production planning and scheduling as well as in 
production control systems are shown in Figure 15. In order to make the categorization easier 
three main levels are defined. 
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Figure 15: Proposed structure, possible functions and connections of productions simulation, given at 
the different levels of production information systems. 

 

A real production environment is presented on the left side of the figure. The physical 
system constitutes the lowest level that includes the real manufacturing facilities of the factory. 

The middle level corresponds to the schedule and control of manufacturing systems. 
Generally, the multifunctional application system is the Manufacturing Execution System (MES). 
It controls the physical system, i.e., propagates the scheduled tasks as commands to the 
physical system and receives reports about the execution state of the plan. This level, generally, 
does not have any complex strategic planning or tactical decisions-making function but a close 
connection to the resources at a lower level (operational). Any change in the state of the lowest 
level is described by events, and these events will cause reactions in the control system. 

The highest level represents the integrated planning and master scheduling system where 
complex decision-making and planning processes are carried out. The plan is executed by the 
physical system under the control of the second level. The planning and scheduling system gets 
feedback information about the plan from the second level. Both, the new planning and 
scheduling tasks and feedback information are received from the production database. With 
regard to production systems, the here described highest level is usually very complex. As 
described in [49], these systems are tested on the shop-floor after the installation only, which 
results in costly failures at the start-up stage. In order to eliminate the technical problems in the 
design phase, the modelling and simulation of the whole system is needed.  

 

4.2.1 Vertical extension 

However, in order to model the three levels in one framework, substantial compromise is 
needed. A good solution is to distinguish the model of the systems, in the same way as in 
reality, as represented on the right side of Figure 15. 

Generally, a simulation model is developed, for modelling the overall behaviour of the 
system, including control methods and reflecting the physical system by modelling the 
resources. Mainly this kind of simulation model (simulation model in Figure 15) is applied for 
testing and validating production plans and collecting statistical data. The details, the 
granularity and the time-horizon of the simulation model depend on the system to be modelled. 
These features should be chosen in a way that they should enable fast simulation runs, ensuring 
a great number of model runs, which gives statistical confidence. A guideline for the appropriate 
selection of these key elements are described in section 4.1. Naturally, the simulation model 
applied in this level must fulfil the requirements regarding data acquisition and modelling 
capability, i.e., must have a common database structure as the production information system 
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connected, as well as simulation must follow a modularised, component-based structure and 
must be realized in an object-oriented tool. 

Expanding the simulation with additional components (e.g. optimization algorithms) 
powerful simulation-based solvers can be created that may be applied in the solution of 
planning and scheduling problems (simulation-based solver in Figure 15). Generally, in a system 
like this, the simulation module is applied as an evaluation (fitness) function of an optimization 
algorithm. These algorithms may reside outside the simulation software in a separate solver 
system or in the simulation system as an integrated sub-module. 

In contrast to simulation, emulation reflects only the system-state of the underlying 
production structure. Emulation (emulation model in Figure 15) is actually a simulation model 
without control inside. This differs from the typical discrete event simulation models, but the 
applied modelling techniques are the same. Instead of validating production plans, emulation is 
applied for testing and evaluating control systems. Emulation models are used in a much more 
precisely defined way; in order to test the operation of the control system under different 
system loading conditions, and as a risk-free means of training system operators and 
maintenance staff. Emulation and simulation models are used for experimentation in a different 
way. Emulation reflects more precisely the system that will be implemented, and as such, can 
be used to carry out a constrained series of verification procedures to ensure the performance 
or reaction of the control system [50]. Emulation may reduce the developing time of control 
systems and shortening this way the time-to-market, furthermore, allows testing of control 
systems faster than it is done in real-time and under safe conditions. The conditions under 
which the tests are carried out can be better controlled, allowing the study of different 
scenarios the control system has to deal with. The effects of worst-case scenarios and machine 
break-downs can easily be studied.  

 

4.2.2 Extension of simulation to different life-cycle phases 

We propose a second direction for the extension of simulation, namely extension of 
simulation to different life-cycle phases (orange arrow in Figure 16), such as for example factory 
planning, process planning and installing control systems or machines. This is only feasible if the 
features provided by the advanced modelling capability and data integrity, defined above, are 
strictly kept in focus during the realisation of the different phases.  

In the conception phase the simulation is used for marketing a project to the management. 
The modeller should realize the simulation meta-model following the principle that the first-
phase models usually do not require model components which are too detailed, i.e., the system 
itself to be modelled is very complex (see Figure 16). At this work-phase simulation is not 
connected usually to the company information systems. Another constraint in this phase is to 
provide data mainly regarding investment cost and capacity, moreover these results must be 
interpreted to managerial personnel, which usually means high level graphical representation of 
the system modelled. 

In the design phase simulation is used to find the best solution from a set of potential 
designs. The focus in this phase is the overall operating strategy. From the modelling point of 
view, the model-structure created in the preceding phase, is expanded with the static data 
gathered from the DE, i.e., an interface to the company database has to be realised. 

During the implementation phase – where usually subsystem of the production system are 
built, delivered, and installed – the simulation is connected to the real control software to test 
the software implementation. The controllers use the emulation (refined simulation) model as a 
replacement for the physical equipment. In this way the control logic can be tested for the 
entire facility. 
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Figure 16: Proposed extension of simulation to different life-cycle phases of a production system 

In the operation phase the emulation is used as a diagnostic tool and runs in parallel with 
the operation of the physical system (the functions of emulation are described in the details 
above). If changes of the system are required the simulation model can be applied for improving 
the installed system or testing suggested modifications before implementing the changes. 

The introduced new approach, extended simulation, reflects a new conceptual view in 
simulation modelling of productions systems and may support better integrity to manufacturing 
ICT systems. The necessity and actuality of applying this new technique is proven through a 
literature review, furthermore, the proof of the concept is reinforced by a case-study, in the 
coming space, as well. 

 

4.2.3 Summary 

The hereinabove introduced and detailed approach, extended simulation, gives the answer 
to the question and challenge arising during the simulation modelling and analysis of complex 
production systems.  

Thus, in this section, extended simulation architecture was introduced and described, as a 
possible application approach of simulation modelling on the different levels and in different 
life-cycle phases of production systems, based on the requirements specified. Vertical extension 
of the simulation on the hierarchical levels was proposed, by applying parallel (instead of 
separate, stand-alone simulation models), demand-driven, temporary simulation models, based 
on a common model structure (e.g. capacity planning then validating production schedules). We 
developed novel methods aiming at the extended application of simulation over time. In the 
proposed approach, key requirements of simulation considered and thus the needs and 
expenditures of the realisation process of a simulation are reduced.  

Emphasizing the importance of applying progressive refinement to model building, is also 
reinforced by our view of simulation modelling. We can state, if the level of modelling detail 
increases (Figure 16), the features and functions modelled must be reduced, because of the of 
the model complexity and computational efforts trade off theorem.  
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4.3 Evaluating and improving PPC systems by using simulation in 
different lifecycle-phases 

In this section, a new method is introduced, aiming at the extended application of simulation 
over time. The basic idea of the solution is to develop a simulation method appropriate for the 
different life-cycle phases, following the changes occurring over time in the production system 
under examination (e.g. design, implementation and operation phases of productions control 
systems) 
 

4.3.1 The emulation and control in an event scheduling simulation environment 

One of the biggest challenges in manufacturing today is to plan a system to produce a high 
variety of customer specific products in the shortest amount of time. In doing this, the 
motivation of using a simulation tool is obvious, as virtual, simulated manufacturing models 
create a test field for conducting experiments on the influences of design on production, for 
supporting operations planning and for testing new methods of production management. 
Simulation is often combined with search and optimization algorithms where the simulation is 
applied as a fitness function.  

The section highlights the results of a research and development work on the optimization 
of temporary storage- and intra-plant transportation operations related to an existing factory 
producing cylindrical sub-assemblies for machine tools. The work highlights the combination of 
a genetic algorithm (GA) and a simulation model, where the main aim is the improvement of 
performance of an intra-plant logistic system. Furthermore, the study described here also 
focuses on the separation of the emulation and control and suggests new control strategies to 
optimize and improve the functionalities of the storage and transportation unit. 

Within emulation, the real control system is connected to a simulation model that imitates 
the machines or the production systems. Emulation may reduce the developing time of control 
systems and thus shorten the time-to-market. It allows testing of control systems faster than in 
real-time and under safe conditions. 

Based on the possible combinations between reality and simulation, we describe four 
possible approaches to test control systems: 

 The traditional way to test control systems. Both the control and logistic systems 
exist. The control system is tested after installation. 

 Emulation is a combination of a real control system and a simulated logistic system.  

 Combination of a simulated control system and a real logistic system. 

 Off-line simulation. Both the control system and the logistic systems are simulated. 
 

The main steps of the development process 
Because of the possible iterative steps through the creation of conceptual model, model 

implementation and testing, three main steps have to be defined for the model (Figure 17). 
First, a classical simulation model is created, focusing on the material handling system in the 
design phase. After that the model is separated into two model parts, fostering the 
implementation of the control system, regarding mainly ICT solutions. Finally, in the operation 
phase the implemented and deployed real control system is trained to real-life situations on the 
emulation model and real interface. 

It is clear that this realization process fits into the life-cycle extension concept, described 
under extended simulation. 
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Figure 17: Main steps of how to separate the controller and emulation and of how to evaluate the 

control system 

 
The case study 

As a reference case study, the "long parts" production segment (Figure 18) of a leading 
Belgian manufacturer is addresses. In the segment under consideration, different products are 
manufactured, starting from raw material. These products are long cylindrical and square pipes, 
of different length and diameter. The production is organized around the ASRS, the only 
temporary buffer in the system. A TRAM system serves the ASRS and the workstations. Each 
container contains a various number of identical parts travelling together till the completion of 
their processing plans. 
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Figure 18: Topology of the inspected part of the plant 

The machines are grouped in workstations, with a variable number of container docks and 
with different processing capacities. Typically, two containers are included into a workstation: 
an empty container to be filled with the finished parts, and a container full of parts to be 
worked on. Inside the workstation a part is taken from the full container and loaded into the 
processing machines by the human operator. Then it is processed and unloaded, furthermore, 
stored in the originally empty container. When this last container is full, the ASRS is prompted 
to take it away. Because the TRAM has two container docks, prior to picking up the finished 
containers, it travels to the ASRS to bring the next container which is going to be processed in 
the requesting workstation. Therefore, once the TRAM transported the container with the 
finished parts, it unloads the next one without an additional movement. 

Finished pieces are stored in the ASRS and retrieved in a given number on a daily base, 
according to the assembly orders. The human operators are assigned to workstations and not to 
a single machine on the basis of their skills, shifts and preferences. Overall, the plant holds the 
characteristics of a classical open job-shop, with different alternatives to carry out a processing 
operation. 
 
Preparing off-line simulation 

In the first phase both the emulation and controller were developed in eM-Plant, in the 
same simulation model, in order to be able to test the behaviour of the physical system. 
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Predefined commands and events are available for the controller making the communication 
with the resources possible. Most of them are implemented and used in our simulation model 
as string messages. By using eM-Plant, these messages can be handled asynchronously by 
applying dynamic message lists. 

The message processing component was built to be able to handle the incoming and 
outgoing messages parallel. This enables processes to send messages without expecting an 
immediate answer. A process sends messages to the message processing component and goes 
on as normal, without having to wait for the other process. The message we use is a 
standardized string message: 

 
<msg_ID|time|SensorID|sender|order|name|param1|param2| param3|param4|param5|param6|receiver> 

 
At this state of the work, the only dispatching rule is to store the containers as near to the 

next process as possible. In the initialization phases all the slots of the ASRS are totally empty. 
Applying this setup, the internal rack-serving algorithm of the ASRS was tested to discover the 
most frequent places in the store. 

During the whole model development we have focused on the message-oriented 
communication approach between the controller and emulation parts, which made the 
separation of the controller from the classical simulation easier. When running the controller 
and emulation in the same simulation environment, it is easy to synchronise the two models, 
because the same event controller generates the events and both models have the same 
internal (simulation) clock. This behaviour could be applied very well in the development and 
testing phases. 

In the second phase our communication interface was specified and implemented to be able 
to separate the model, which was divided into emulation and controller. DDE communication 
was established between two eM-Plant licences running on two different computers. The 
structure of the communication between emulation and the external controller is a standard 
string-message-based-real-time-communication, similar to the tested one in the first phase.  
 

 
Figure 19: The interface of the emulated model of the production system in eM-Plant. The controller is a 

separated library in the model 
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Emulation 
The eM-Plant emulation model of the Picanol longpart section (see Figure 19) is a detailed 

simulation model (referred to as “Picanol Sim”) without the control functions. The emulation 
part is highly detailed: e.g. sensors on the track of the TRAM are implemented, and the 
acceleration of the TRAM is taken into account. The simulation clock (EventController) is built in 
the emulation but generates also events for the controller. 

The relation between emulation and controller, the methods and the main message types 
are shown in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20: The main methods applied in the controller and emulation 
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4.3.2 Suggestions on optimizing the TRAM and the ASRS 

Finding an optimal place in the store 
As it is described above, most workstations do not have a buffer capacity for more than two 

containers. Between operations, the temporary storage of the containers is needed, so the 
most important questions are when and where to store the containers in the ASRS. The answer 
to the question when depends on the schedule of the resources as discussed above. As another 
major possibility for improving the control logic of the internal logistic system, we suggest 
optimizing the utilization of the store. 

Comparing this system to that of in common high-raise warehouses, there are no exact in- 
and output points defined for the material flow in the store. For this reason, the classical zone-
strategy – applied in most warehouses – had to be modified.  

The main idea to improve the utilisations level of the ASRS is to collect information about 
the resource, by monitoring the store-in (or store-out) operations. This took place by applying 
data tables frequent_places and inventory_stat – at the controller side – representing the slots 
of the ASRS where the number of the store-in operations at one defined slot and the priority of 
the slot are collected. This gives enough information to build from these tables utilisations maps 
of the storage system (see Figure 21). 

 
Figure 21: Utilisation map of the storage system. The axis x, y, z represents the columns, the levels 

and the number of times the slot was used, respectively. 

After discovering the location of the most frequently used slots, e.g., the main in- and 
output points of the material flow, it is obvious to set the initial priority for these slots relatively 
high. Priority for slots is a dynamically changing value reflecting the actual turnover rate. A 
monitoring system has been developed and tested in the controller, to make the store adaptive 
to changes. If the number of the store-in operations exceeds a predefined value at a defined 
slot (e.g. the value of the dynamic priority for each slot), then this slot will be inspected. 
Inspection is a special operation for filtering the inactive orders in frequently used slots by 
moving the container to a slot with a lower priority.  

The results of the simulation study showed that, the above described method results faster 
temporary-storage operations for the TRAM. The maintenance operation technique (inspection) 
– responsible for the best allocation of the containers – required only about 3.6% more 
operations from the transportation resource. 

 
Figure 22: The store at the initialisation 

 
Figure 23: The store at the end of the simulation run. 

Entities marked with red (see Figure 23) are inactive containers removed from frequently 
used slots during the model run. If it is possible, the “normal” status of the store (allocation of 
the containers) is always similar to the inverse of the actual utilisation map. 

x 

z 

y 
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4.3.3 Optimization of the transportation resource – Experimental design 

Regarding the current state at the factory, the production schedule is calculated without 
directly scheduling the TRAM. That means the system calculates with a fixed transportation 
time which is considered in the schedule after each operation on a machine. This way, the 
TRAM is not controlled by scheduled events, but is operated by „direct” calls from the operators 
at the workstations (the operators use their terminals to call the TRAM). This is an obvious and 
flexible solution in the current situation, but this kind of dispatching rule is responsible for the 
periodically occurring overbooking of the TRAM, as it is proved by the simulation. In the 
situation where the TRAM is called by several operators in a very short time, it becomes a 
bottleneck in the system, because it is not able to carry out the needed transportations in time, 
moreover, the scheduled tasks for the workstations will be delayed. There is no feedback 
information during the schedule calculation to ensure if it is able to do the task, i.e. whether it is 
free at that moment. By applying this control strategy, our simulation model represented the 
above problems very well. 

In such an environment sensibility in the schedule of the transportation resource could 
question the effectiveness and fault-tolerance of a prescheduled production schedule compared 
to a distributed controller system. This pre-scheduled system lacks robustness and for this 
reason it had to be rescheduled several times in one shift to handle uncalculated disturbances 
occurring in the system, and thus resulting in a high level of system nervousness (regarding the 
impact of frequent rescheduling see section 2.3.5). 

Changing the layout of the physical system or placing new resources is not allowed, so only 
the improvement of the control logic or scheduling method of the resources is effective. One of 
these control logics is the rack selection strategy (RSS) in the temporary storage system. 
Applying optimization by simulation, we searched for an optimal RSS taking into account the 
actual state of the production system (independent variables, namely work in process, stock 
level, order-pattern), while as output of the simulation (as a fitness or evaluation function for 
the GA) we considered the utilization rate and the distance run by the TRAM, as well as the 
average and the maximum service time (the time spent by the worker waiting for the 
transportation operation). 
 
Problem encoding and Genetic Algorithm settings 

The main task is to specify the optimal rack serving strategy (RSS) for the TRAM. In this case 
the RSS means a percentage value, defined by the quotient (Q) of the temporary storage and 
next-operation positions. Q is zero, when – at a given relation – it is obvious to store the 
containers near to the location of the last operation, and is 100, when it should be stored near 
to the workstation for the next operation. A matrix (M) represents the relations between 
resources (rows: “from-workstation” and columns: “to-workstation”) (see Figure 24). Elements 
of M are the Q for the given relation. 
 
3. Eq. 

SPWjWiSP

WiSP
ij

dd

d
Q


  

where 
Qij is the calculated quotient from workstation i to workstation j, 
dWiSP is the distance between workstation i and storage point SP, 
dSPWj is the distance between storage point SP and workstation j. 
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Figure 24: The calculation matrix of the Genetic Algorithm 

Initial values are not specified. The search criteria are the minimum and maximum value of 
Q between 0 and 100, step is 10. The matrix M also contains “nil” values for non-existing 
relations, which can be neglected. This is done by converting the matrix M to a single vector, 
containing values only for the existing relations. The individuals in one generation are these 
vectors. Standard settings for the GA are as follows: mutation rate: 0.1, crossover rate: 0.8, 
fitness reference: absolute, parent selection: deterministic, generation level: 20, number of 
generations: 100. Note that the reason for selecting GA and the detailed description of the 
tuning of the GA is presented in Appendix A. 

The optimization engine defines the input parameter set for the simulation – in our case the 
actual RSS – and the simulation returns the resulted fitness value after each simulation run. The 
optimization engine creates new RSS and evaluates the new fitness from the simulation, until 
the predefined stop condition. 
 
Results 

The value of the fitness is 71852 in average (for 100 orders and 10-20 orders/day), without 
the GA optimization (Table 3). Applying the optimized M input matrix after 2000 model runs, 
the fitness value calculated by simulation is reduced to 67269 which is a 7% reduction of the 
considered value. This percentage value changes to 6,4% when the ASRS is filled up to about 
92% at the initial phase of each model run. 

 
Table 3. Results for optimizing RSS considering the utilization of the TRAM and the ASRS 

Applied RSS ASRS is empty ASRS is filled up to 92% 

Currently applied 71852 72471 
Optimized 67269 68115 

 
In Table 4 the comparison of the utilization level, the average and the maximum service 

time for the currently applied “next-to” and the optimized strategy is highlighted (more results 
are highlighted in Appendix A).  

However, these values could be considered as a are relatively low improvement, it is 
important to outline that the processing time on a machine takes hundred times more than the 
transportation time (Table 5). 
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Table 4. Results for optimizing RSS considering the utilization, the average service time and the maximum 
service time of the TRAM 

Applied RSS Utilization level (%) Average service time (s) Maximum service time (s) 

Currently applied 36,3% 25,6 134 
Optimized 38,7% 24,03 88 

 
 

4.3.4 Summary 

The study showed that the resulting combination of the developed control system and 
emulation model coupled with an optimization module is highly advantageous. Based on the 
extended simulation approach three different phases of the resulted simulation system has 
been developed (design, implementation and operation, thus the first two phases were detailed 
in this section). 

The results of the experiments show that designing new control systems or testing existing 
ones through interactive, object-oriented simulation provides unique designing and testing 
features. As to the results of the simulation study, by using the optimized control strategies, the 
average and maximum time needed for a transportation operation as well as the distance run 
by the transportation resource has been reduced. 
 
Table 5.Production schedule for a particular production order (note that there is a high difference in the 

processing times compared to the transportation times scheduled) 

Resource Startingtime Duration Status 

W3495 2001/01/11 17:25:00.0000 1:17:00.0000 COMPLETED 

TRANSPORT 2001/01/11 18:49:50.0000 3:20.0000 COMPLETED 

TRANSPORT 2001/01/11 18:53:10.0000 3:30.0000 COMPLETED 

W1264 2001/01/11 21:59:50.0000 1:48:00.0000 COMPLETED 

TRANSPORT 2001/01/11 23:47:50.0000 3:20.0000 COMPLETED 

TRANSPORT 2001/01/11 23:51:10.0000 3:30.0000 COMPLETED 

W1529 2001/01/12 14:27:10.0000 2:25:00.0000 COMPLETED 

TRANSPORT 2001/01/12 16:52:10.0000 3:20.0000 COMPLETED 

TRANSPORT 2001/01/12 16:55:30.0000 3:30.0000  

W3754 2001/01/12 16:59:00.0000 2:15:00.0000  

TRANSPORT 2001/01/12 19:14:00.0000 3:20.0000  

TRANSPORT 2001/01/12 19:17:20.0000 3:30.0000  

W3234 2001/01/14 15:45:00.0000 4:08:00.0000  

TRANSPORT 2001/01/14 19:53:00.0000 3:20.0000  

TRANSPORT 2001/01/14 19:56:20.0000 3:30.0000  

W3513 2001/01/14 21:25:10.0000 6:45:00.0000  

TRANSPORT 2001/01/15 04:10:10.0000 3:20.0000  

TRANSPORT 2001/01/15 04:13:30.0000 3:30.0000  

W3234 2001/01/15 04:17:00.0000 58:00.0000  

TRANSPORT 2001/01/15 05:15:00.0000 3:20.0000  

TRANSPORT 2001/01/15 05:18:20.0000 3:30.0000  

W1528 2001/01/15 05:21:50.0000 1:45:00.0000  

TRANSPORT 2001/01/15 07:06:50.0000 3:30.0000  

FINISH    
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4.4 Component-based simulation modelling for off-line schedule 
evaluation 

In this section the proposed new component-based simulation modelling approach is 
introduced. By applying the extended simulation architecture presented in the previous sections 
constituted the stochastic evaluation environment in which we performed absolute evaluation 
of static schedules. The overall goal of these experiments is to prove that the proposed 
extended simulation architecture can be successfully applied for off-line decision support 
purposes at shop-floor level. Thus, the detailed description of the ICT solutions enabling the 
integration of the scheduler and the simulation are presented. Experimental results gained on 
real industrial-sized data are discussed as well. 
 

4.4.1 Simulation model as a schedule evaluator  

As it was stated in the previous sections, simulation captures the relevant aspects of the PPS 
problem, which cannot be represented in a deterministic, constraint-based optimization model. 
The most important issues in this respect are uncertain availability of resource, uncertain 
processing times, uncertain quality of raw material, and insertion of conditional operations into 
the technological routings. 

Here the proposed simulation model is utilized as a component of a higher level system 
taking the role of the real production system. The reason of the intention to connect the 
scheduler to a discrete event simulator is twofold. On the one hand, it serves as a benchmarking 
system for evaluating the schedules on a richer model, on the other hand, it covers the non-
deterministic character of the real-life production environment. Additionally, in the planning 
phase it is expected that the statistical analysis of schedules should help to improve the 
execution and support the scheduler during the calculation of further schedules. The evaluation 
of schedules is measured over several runs of the discrete event simulation where the number 
of replications (independent simulation runs, with different random numbers) depends on the 
construction of confidence intervals. The main functions of the discrete event simulator are as 
follows: it 

 evaluates the robustness of daily or weekly schedules against the uncertainties, 

 helps in visualizing and verifying the results of a PPS system, 

 supports the systematic test of a pilot PPS system, 

 offers a benchmark platform for the calculated schedules, 

 supports off-line rescheduling decisions. 

 sensitivity analysis of the schedules 
 

4.4.2 Architecture of the proposed PPS system 

Based on previous explanatory experiments and basic research, a multi-tiered system 
structure was defined. The layers of the system are as follows: 

 the solution of medium-term, integrated capacity and production planning problem 
is provided by an integer-linear programming approach (Capacity requirements 
planning in Figure 25), 

 the solution of the short term, detailed finite scheduling problem is calculated by a 
constraint programming technique (Finite capacity scheduling in Figure 25), 

 the evaluation and analysis of the predictive short term schedules is carried out by a 
DES model (Simulation in Figure 25). 
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Figure 25: Outline of the developed prototype PPS system 

An important practical requirement is that the system components should be able to work 
with the data stored in existing production information systems. The details of the capacity 
planning module and the finite capacity scheduler are described in [25] and [39]. (Interested 
readers may find more figures introducing the user interface of the short-term scheduler and 
the simulator in Appendix F.) 

 

4.4.3 Architecture of the simulation module 

In the following sections the simulation module of the above architecture and the schedule 
evaluation approach are described. The main requirements for the simulation module (for off-
line schedule evaluation) are as follows: 

 common data, on-line and bi-directional connection to the scheduler, 

 support for input/output inspections, 

 support for different playback strategies, 

 playback time horizon: 1 day to 1 week, 

 short response time, making multiple model runs possible. 

In order to meet all the requirements for a flexible simulation system, the structure 
presented in Figure 26, namely the component10-based simulation method, has been developed. 
The simulation module and the finite capacity job-shop scheduler (highlighted in Figure 25) have 
connection to the same production database (DB – Production data in Figure 26). Resources, 
products, process plans, production information, i.e., directly and indirectly usable data are 
transformed exactly to the same form for all system components. This necessitates an on-line 
database connection, which can be realized by standard database interfaces (e.g. simulation 
tools usually offer built in ODBC or Oracle interfaces). Note that simulation relevant data are 
stored locally in the simulation model (DB – Simulation data in Figure 26). 
 

                                                 
10

 Component-based software engineering (CBSE) is a branch of the software engineering discipline, with emphasis 
on decomposition of the engineered systems into functional or logical components with well-defined interfaces used 
for communication across the components. Components are considered to be a higher level of abstraction than 
objects and as such they do not share state and communicate by exchanging messages carrying data. In this context, 
hereafter, we use the term component for the simulation units, constituting the different functional elements. 
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Figure 26: Architecture and the main process flow in the simulation module 

Hereby, the complexity of integrating the simulation module into the system is significantly 
reduced. None the less, the common data tables ensure data integrity during the creation of the 
simulation; moreover, the data-model serves as a basis for the more detailed shop-floor model. 
Running the simulation by applying the basic data tables results in a waste number of queries 
during the model run, reducing the simulation speed significantly. However, in order to ensure 
enough number of simulation replications for the evaluation of a short time production 
schedule, the total response time should be minimized. In order to resolve the above two 
contradictory objectives an exhaustive data pre-processing phase is included in the simulation 
process.  

The data-processing is carried out before the overall simulation (phase a in Figure 26). The 
redundant data storage in the simulation model is compensated by the advantage of the 
shorter response time. 

Modelling real production systems frequently brings up the problem of handling hundreds 
of resources in a simulation model. Having the modelling objects in hand, which were created 
on the base of the conceptual model, in our architecture the simulation model is created 
automatically based on the pre-processed data (phase b in Figure 26). Note that the processes 
phase a) and phase b), as the key elements for the successful application of extended 
simulation, are described in the following subsection more in the details. 

The automatic generation of the model is followed by the initialization phase (phase c in 
Figure 26). In this phase, besides classical parameter settings, the procedure involves the 
generation of input-parameter-specific model components (entities such as products, 
operators). Contrary to the previous phase, this one is carried out for each replication. 

The simulation runs are repeated until the required number of replications is obtained 
(phase d in Figure 26). Each replication is a terminating, non-transient simulation run, having the 
same initial parameters and settings, but different parameters for uncertain simulation times 
and events generated on the base of random numbers. In the last phase the schedule is 
evaluated by using the evaluation criteria and the results of the evaluation process are 
interpreted by shop-floor managers who are predestined to take necessary actions (the 
Decision maker, phase e in Figure 26). 
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4.4.4 Implementation and experiments 

Case-study for component-based simulation 
The capabilities of the extended simulation approach are presented in this section, aiming at 

to bring the theoretical results/solutions into practice. Thus, a case-study of industrial character 
intended to evaluate schedules in a large job-shop environment was also carried out. By 
applying the new component-based simulation modelling (introduced in the section), the 
resulted model constituted the stochastic evaluation environment in which we aimed to 
perform absolute evaluation of static schedules. The case-study was elaborated at a factory that 
produces mechanical products (Figure 27) by using machining and welding resources, assembly 
and inspection stations and some highly specialized machines. Production is performed in a 
make-to-order manner where deadline observance is an absolute must, even regarding 
unpredicted orders. Since quality assurance is a key issue, tests may result in extra adjustment 
operations. The planning and scheduling method was validated and tested with the real-life data. 

The object-oriented hierarchical simulation model of the plant to be modelled is based on 
the functional decomposition approach. The simulation includes the modelled elements of the 
real plant and each unit of a production set is identified uniquely and traced during its lifecycle. 
The simulation model (hereafter the simulation model of the plant is referred to as “PS Sim”) is 
created following the simulation modelling process described above. The deterministic inputs of 
the simulation are provided in three main data tables. These are tables of resources, process 
plans, and the short time schedule, passed by the scheduler (for more information on the 
simulation – ERP interface, please read Appendix F) 
 

 
Figure 27: One representative product type of the factory considered 

 
Implementation of the simulation  

The simulation model of the case-study implements a dual-frame architecture (PlantModel 
and SimManager, Figure 28). SimManager component is responsible for the management issues 
related to the simulation experiments (control of the simulation, run simulation replications and 
evaluate results). DataPreparator component manages the ERP interface to the production 
database and pre-processes the downloaded data to the required format. Model creation, 
initialisation and parameterisation is executed by the ModelBuilder component. This 
component contains the meta-model of the resources, as well as the built in execution logics 
and policies. The components of the model are created into the PlantModel frame.  
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Figure 28: Component structure of the simulation model 

 
The detailed process flow of the data preparation and automated model building is depicted 

in Figure 29. 
At the current application phase, and regarding the needs, the simulation experiment is 

initiated11 by a human user. The DataPreparator component opens an ODBC connection to the 
remote production database. Data tables are downloaded, by using sql queries and stored into 
local object tables (highlighted as Schedule_tab, ProcessPlans_tab and resource_Tab). 
Schedule_Table is a result of the basic schedule_tab, expanded with data regarding process 
plans. Again, the user selects the desired week of interest to be evaluated, thus the data stored 
in the schedule_ofSelectedWeek table give the basis for the ModelBuilder component, to create 
the product part objects ASSY and COMPONENT (depending on whether the part needs to be 
assembled with other parts or not). These object instances are then registered to the 
mach_ScheduleTable. Next step is the build-up of the resources (the resources of the plant are 
categorized in two main groups: machine and personnel), based on the weekly calendar 
(resources_Tab), and the object class RESOURCE. The stochastic inputs (Simulation-relevant 
data), such as for example, distribution function of MTBF, are represented by the uncertainty 
parameters mentioned above and stored locally in the simulation. The model resulted, contains 
all the exactly parameterised resources (which are also registered objects of the 
mach_ScheduleTable), and thus the part objects can be placed on these resources. This is the 
initialisation phase (phase c), which is followed by the next phases detailed in the previous 
section. As it is described previously, the realisation process of the schedule execution in the 
simulation is totally object-oriented, i.e., part objects are moving from resource to resource 
following the reference of these objects, stored in a list as an attribute of the part object. 
Therefore, this results in a very high-speed execution, despite the large number of resources and 
tasks.) 

In order to reduce the rigidity of the schedule during execution, the fixed start times of 
operations are removed and only the sequence of the operations on the various resources are 
kept (phase c). We use this control rule in order to follow the predictive schedule as far as 
possible. By default, an operation can be processed if it is in the front of all of its queues. 
However, since there are not only single, but also alternative resources, we may apply a 
relatively liberal execution policy, while keeping the consistency of the overall job-shop 
schedule. Accordingly, an operation may be processed any time if it does not cause lateness in 
the subsequent operations. As a main principle, the simulator should play back the schedule 
only without changing the optimized sequence of the tasks. 

 

                                                 
11

 We have successfully implemented remote control of simulation models via COM interface, which facilitates 
connection to and control of eM-Plant models. A remote control console has been developed in Borland Delphi, 
which has a limited control over the simulation model (load, save, run, read/write parameters, etc.) according to a 
predefined set of functions. 
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Figure 29: The simplified description of the process flow of data preparation and component-based model 

building realised in eM-Plant (phase a and phase b) 

Four main criteria simulation model has to cope with: 

 During the simulation, only the sequences of the scheduled operations are 
considered, while, the calculated starting times are neglected because of the 
discrete event-driven execution. 

 All of the operators should return to the operators pool when the shift ends. 
Operations not finished within the current shift should request new operator in the 
following shift. The reordering process of the operators to the unfinished operations 
is sequential. 

 Each processing activity of an operation requires at least one operator. 

 It is possible that the processing time off the operator is shorter than the processing 
time of the machine, for the same operation. 

 
Simulation model of the manufacturing process (execution) 

Regarding the resource modelling of the designated production system (e.g. flow/job-shop 
model) a meta-machine model (Figure 31) is developed and applied for all the machine 
resources. These are preprogrammed component objects in the simulation, consisting of a 
generalized model of the resource, a built in execution policy as well as the process flow. As a 
main principle, the simulator should play back the schedule without changing the optimized 
sequence of the tasks, but considering the calculated start times of the processes. Therefore, as 
a new solution, an ordered queue of the tasks (jobs) is built up in front of each scheduled 
machine (TaskObject in Figure 31), and the parts to be processed are forwarded into these 
objects. Each part has a list of the TaskObjects to be visited during the manufacturing process, 
according to its process plan and the production schedule. Arriving parts at the stations are 
processed in the simulation as follows: 
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Figure 30: Machine group level, workstations, representation of the machine (set-up and operation) 

 
1. Parts waiting for operation are stored in the input buffers of the workstations, always 

sorted by the starting times of the operations (TaskObject in Figure 31). Each operation 
in the schedule contains one of these TaskOject, which, at the initialisation phase of the 
simulation, are distributed to the input buffer of the workstations  
(Figure 31).  

2. The first TaskObject in the input buffer queue reserves the first position of the IN buffer 
on the machine. This ensures that the designated machine is reserved for the 
designated task. 

3. If there is a TaskObject in the IN buffer of the machine (Figure 30), which become ready 
at the moment, the setup process will be immediately started (regarding the task 
represented by the TaskObject). Setup processes even have to be started also in cases 
the part itself has not arrived at the TaskObject. In this case, there is no event generated 
by the arrival of the part for the simulation, however, because of the first criteria 
(enlisted above), it is not allowed to start the setup process based on the calculated 
starting times. The proposed solution is to start the setup process, but freeze it 
immediately, before requesting the operator. It will be restarted only if the simulation 
time equals the planned starting time of the setup process. 

4. In order to start the process at least one operator is needed with the designated service 
skills. One setup operation is executed by one operator (Human resources are allocated 
to tasks as described under „operators”). 

5. If the setup process has finished and – in case it is an assembly process – all the required 
parts (Component type) are already exist in the input buffer, the main process can be 
initiated. 

6. Before the parts are reallocated to the machines, the processing times of the operations 
are set, according to the (_tasks) attributes of the part objects. The processing of the 
parts are realized on two machine objects. For the first one no operator (with service) is 
necessary, while, for the second, it is mandatory to have at least one operator (see 
fourth criteria). In this case, the processing time of the first machine is calculated as 
processing time = sum machine time – operator time. Of course, for the second machine 
the processing time equals the operators’ time. 

7. Human resources are allocated to operations as described under „operators”. If no free 
operator is available then the process cannot be started. 

8. After processing, parts are sent to a virtual transportation unit (for a predefined 
transportation time interval), before being reallocated to the input buffer of the next 
workstation. 
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Figure 31: Object-oriented model of the execution of the pre-calculated production schedule in the 

simulator, by applying the TaskObject-structure 

 
Table 6. Precedence constraints and assembled parts 

ID Week Version OrderID TaskID Starttime Precedes 

43256 17 1 4 79 128 0 

43257 17 1 4 80 72 79 

43258 17 1 4 81 65 80 

43259 17 1 4 82 60 81 

 

4.4.5 Experimental results 

The planning and scheduling method, described in section 4.4.2, was validated and tested 
with the real-life data. First, projects were generated from existing routing tables and Bill of 
Materials (BOMs), then, using the resource calendars, the planning problem was solved on a 15-
week horizon, with a time unit of one week. Then, the production plan was passed to the 
constraint/based finite job-shop scheduler that worked with a 10 min. time unit. 

The shop-floor of the case-study includes more than 100 resources, all of which are 
modelled in the simulation module. The short-term schedule table contains approx. 2000 tasks 
to be executed in one replication. The time frame of one simulation replication is one week. The 
statistical data are collected both on the resource and product sides. Figure 32 shows the 
developed simulation model. Table 7 summarizes the size of the case-study scheduling problem. 
The initial schedule and the schedules after the simulation runs can be visualized in the 
simulation module providing a comfortable user interface for necessary interventions (Figure 32). 

The most important objective regarding the factory in the case-study was the minimization 
of tardy jobs and WIP level. Additionally, the simulation runs always have a one-week time 
horizon. Taking these facts into consideration, mean tardiness (Tmean), maximum tardiness (Tmax) 
and the number of unprocessed tasks (nupt) after the schedule execution were considered as 
responses and performance measures in the evaluation of the schedules.  

 
Table 7. Summary of the size of the scheduling problem in the case-study. 

Input Size 

Number of tasks in a job 20-500 
Working resources/week 80-120 
Average number of jobs/week 15-20 
Average number of tasks/week 1500-2000 
Scheduling horizon 1 week 
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Figure 32: Screenshot of the simulation model of the case-study and the Gantt charts of the initial and the 

executed schedule, respectively 

Uncertainties in the simulation model 
The basic types of uncertainties modelled in the simulation model are as follows: 

 downtimes: due to failures or the unexpected absence of machines and/or workers, 

 processing time: the actual processing time of some operations may depend on the 
proficiency and skill of the worker; processing times may be shorter or longer than 
planned, 

 rework and adjustment: the execution of specific operations depends on the result 
of quality check operations; based on the result of the check, they may be repeated 
or some adjustment operations are to be performed. 

 
The effect of different uncertainty factors 

Table 8 demonstrates the results of the experiments after the execution of a predictive 
schedule in the simulation model including different uncertainty levels. 

Deterministic execution means that no uncertainty was set in the simulation. As expected, 
in this case the executed schedule is exactly the same as the planned one. In the stochastic 
processing time scenario (row 2 in Table 8) the processing times of the tasks were set randomly 
applying the uniform distribution. The lower bound is 90%, while the upper one is 130% of the 
planned process time. This set-up includes a variation of processing times deriving from the 
difference of the skills of operators, as well. Row 3 in Table 8 refers to machine availability 
which is 95% in the case-study. Tasks not executed are added to the plan for the next week. 

Figure 33 shows the effect of both machine availability and processing time variance on 
average tardiness. Apart from the fact that the chart reinforces the prior expectations about the 
average tardiness effect of input values from different interval sets can be analysed together. In 
the figure, the upper bound for the processing time variance is highlighted. 

Table 8: Illustrative results of deterministic and stochastic schedule execution regarding one week 
(average values in hours, calculated from 250 simulation replications). 

Applied play-back strategy Average tardiness (h) Max. tardiness (h) 
No of unprocessed 
tasks 

Deterministic process times - 0 0 
Stochastic process times 2.74 17.13 5 
95% machine availability and stoch. 
process times 

5.25 18.65 27 
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Figure 33: Response surface: the dual effect of machine availability and processing time variance on 

average tardiness, for a selected production schedule 

 
The effect of missing operators 

Figure 34 represents the effect of the operators’ availability on average tardiness value for 
one selected weekly schedule. The dark bars show the results where the number of operators 
per group was decreased by 10%, while the white bars represent the results with 20% less 
operator per group. The replications were carried out sequentially, group by group, analyzing 
the effect of only one group at one time. The results of the experiment show that it is the 
groups 7 and 8 that have the main effect on the average tardiness. The other operator groups 
have no significant influence on the same output value. Results were calculated from 20 
different parameter settings, each of 10 replications. 
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Figure 34: The possible effect of missing operators on the calculated schedule 

 
The effect of employees with lower skills 

The major part of manufacturing processes in the factory concerned comprises welding 
which depends highly on the skills of the workers. Experiments were carried out for evaluating 
different worker groups including operators with different skills. We suppose that new 
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operators are employed and their efficiency is lower during the “learning period”. We 
investigated their overall effect on the planned schedule.  

As the input settings of a further experiment, the 10 different operator groups were 
considered. We investigated the total number of the operators in each group combined with 
the number of supposed new employees with skills under the standard skill level. The other 
input is this percentage ratio of the skills of these new employees compared to the standard 
value which is 100%. Table 9 shows the simulation results with the three pre-selected ratios 
(75%, 85% and 95%). 

 
Table 9. Simulated effect of different worker efficiency levels on average and maximal tardiness value. 

Efficiency of new  
employees 

Avg. tardiness 
 (h) 

Max. tardiness 
 (h) 

No of unprocessed 
 tasks 

75% 5.73 27.20 45 
85% 3.25 16.39 15 
95% 0.98 5.15 1 

 

4.4.6 Summary 

A new, component-based – simulation modelling method was developed and presented in 
the section, based on data-base information, describing the production systems, as well as, 
based on predefined model elements. The simulation components are separate units, 
constituting different functions, and formalizing a certain structure for temporary simulation 
models, defined by the goal of the simulation study. The method is capable of effectively 
realizing the extended simulation structure, as proven by the case-study. A novel execution 
model for simulation was developed and applied, which is capable of keeping the precedence 
constraints during the simulation analysis of assembly operations of resources and related 
production schedules. 

In this section we demonstrated a hierarchical PPS system whose components - a medium-
term aggregate capacity and production planner, a short-term job-shop scheduler, and a 
discrete-event simulator - work on the more and more detailed models of a given production 
environment. While the basic models of the planner and scheduler are deterministic, the 
simulator can capture non-deterministic events – especially the ones that may occur on the 
shop-floor. We gave a detailed description on the architecture and the functionalities of the 
simulation module as well as the data-base interface, as one of the main focuses of this thesis work.  

The simulation model is generated by using the proposed component-based modelling 
technique, as a part of the extended simulation approach. More than 100 resources, and 2000 
tasks are treated in the model, which regarding a conventional model building and 
parameterisation technique, might be intractable. 

Different experiments can be performed with the overall system supporting the mid- and 
short-term planning and control decisions on the shop-floor, however, in the case-study 
presented, rescheduling is not performed automatically but the calculated schedules are 
executed in advance in a stochastic environment. Contrary to the solution presented later 
(Sections 5.3 and) where rescheduling actions taken are defined by some monitored 
performance indexes (e.g. rescheduling thresholds) in this case, the so-called ‘what-if’ analysis 
are presented (considered as off-line application of the simulation). In the reality, these 
experiments could be performed by the decision making personnel at the shop floor level. 

A more detailed description of the experiments and more results are presented in [21] and [110]. 
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5. Novel solutions for supporting stability-oriented 
rescheduling 

The Chapter introduces a new schedule stability measure and the cost-based validation of the 
proposed solution. Simulation supported, on-line evaluation of periodic and hybrid rescheduling 
methods are proposed both for single- and multi-machine cases. The overall goal of these 
experiments is to prove that the proposed extended simulation architecture can be successfully 
applied for on-line decision-support purposes at shop-floor level. Regarding rescheduling 
decisions, it is assumed, finding the appropriate schedule stability factor and rescheduling 
threshold for each given rescheduling situation may result in a compromise between the stabile 
schedule execution and schedule quality. 

 
 

5.1 Production schedule stability 

5.1.1 Definition of schedule stability 

It is important to point out that while rescheduling will aim at optimizing efficiency by 
considering classical performance measures (e.g., makespan or tardiness), the impact of 
disruptions induced by moving jobs during a rescheduling event (Figure 35) is mostly neglected. 
Previous studies in the literature mostly consider only two main goals defined for the 
rescheduling action. First, make the schedule executable/feasible again, and second, improve 
the efficiency performance measure due to adaptation of the schedule to the situation 
occurred. In the recent years, as the third goal, several studies deal with the effect of the 
rescheduling also from the stability and robustness points of view. In case of minimizing this 
impact, the performance measurement applied is frequently called stability12 [9],[29], [43]. 
According to Herroelen & Leus [15], if the objective is to generate a new schedule that deviates 
from the original schedule as little as possible, a particular rescheduling case is created where ex 
post stability is induced. This is in contrast to robust scheduling case where the basic objective is 
to minimize a function of the deviation between the initial schedule and the final schedule, 
referred to as ex ante stability in Appendix C). 
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Figure 35: Gantt visualisation of the effect of new jobs on the schedule execution of a single machine, 

applying a periodic rescheduling policy. Incoming new orders are the basis of uncertainty. 

                                                 
12

 Note that the term stability is also applied for measuring the stability of the whole production system. Therefore, 
this is called production stability. A production system can be termed stabile, in case of an arbitrary long time horizon 
the number of jobs in the system is finite. In this thesis, we use stability in the schedule or rescheduling stability 
context. 
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Besides allocating machines to competing jobs, a schedule also serves as a plan for other 
activities, such as determining shipments dates, releasing orders to suppliers, planning 
requirements for secondary resources such as tools, fixtures, delivering raw material to 
resources, etc. Deviations from the planned schedule might disrupt these secondary plans and 
create system nervousness. Thus, adhering to the original schedule during the execution (i.e. 
stability of the schedule) is desirable. 

For a better understanding the need of measuring schedule stability, let us consider a small 
example here (Figure 35), in which the importance of measuring schedule stability is 
emphasised. A production system is given, containing a number of machines and a set of jobs to 
be processed on these machines. As disturbances, during the execution of the schedules, we 
consider external disturbances occurring, i.e. continuously arriving new jobs have to be 
processed. By applying predictive-reactive strategy, an initial schedule is calculated, and thus, 
sequences of operations are given for all the machines. Regarding a selected single machine M, 
this sequence is highlighted as “Schedule No1”. After a certain time (“Rescheduling”), new jobs 
are released into the system, the schedule is revised (new jobs are inserted into the existing 
schedule) and, therefore, the sequence of machine M is also modified. The resulted new 
sequence is highlighted as “Schedule No2” for machine M. Again, after the next rescheduling 
point is reached, the schedule is adapted to the new situation: recalculated containing the new 
jobs (“Schedule No3”). Finally, after performing the two rescheduling actions, one can compare 
the sequence of operations in “Schedule No1” and “Schedule executed”. It can be seen that a 
considerable number of operations have different positions (also can be measured by the 
differing starting times) in the sequence “Schedule executed” for the selected machine M. 
Moreover, several operations are removed and several new operations are inserted into the 
initial schedule during the rescheduling actions. 

 

5.1.2 Schedule stability measurements and solutions 

In earlier papers, e.g., Church & Uzsoy [9], the number of rescheduling actions is used as the 
measure of stability, while Alagöz & Azizoglu [2] studied the case in which the stability measure 
is the number of jobs processed on different machines in the initial and the new schedule. 
Other approaches [10],[43] defined stability in terms of the deviation of job starting times 
between the original and revised schedules, or the difference of job sequences between the 
initial and revised schedules. 

Starting time deviation can be a very useful measure of the rescheduling algorithm in 
manufacturing environments where secondary resources (e.g. tooling) are delivered to the 
machine, based on the initial schedule. Changing job starting times may incur transportation 
costs if the tools or materials are delivered earlier than required, moreover, rush order costs 
also incur in case these are requested earlier than planned in the schedule. For this reason, in 
[1] starting time deviation comprises two components: delay and rush. 

Measuring sequence deviation is clearly obvious if machine setups are prepared in advance, 
based on the initial schedule (initial order sequence). If, e.g., jobs are waiting in sequence 
queues in order to feed a production line, a sequence change incurs costs in resequencing the 
queue, reallocate associated resources, etc. 

One of the shortcomings of these approaches, i.e., measuring starting time, sequence or 
machine deviations, is that they ignore the fact that the impact of changes increases if those are 
closer to the current time. In [33] one of the dimensions of stability reflects how close the 
changes are to the current time (referred to as actuality in [31]). Recently applied stability 
measures in previous papers, are the followings: 
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 number of rescheduling actions, 

 number of jobs processed on different machines, 

 deviation of job starting times, 

 difference of job sequences, 
in the initial and the revised schedule. 

 

5.2 Proposed new schedule stability measures 

5.2.1 Concept of the new measure 

In the previous sections, several possible solutions for measuring schedule stability were 
discussed (e.g. sequence deviation, number of rescheduling). 

Here we propose a solution (Eq. 4.), where stability is calculated for each available job in the 
system during schedule calculation by giving penalty (PN) values, using the relation penalty = 
starting time difference + actuality penalty. Start time deviation is the difference between the 
start time of the job at the new and previous rescheduling points (see Figure 36). Measuring 
start time difference also reflects the changes in the sequences before the machines, i.e. with 
limitations it is capable to measure the sequence changes. 

Actuality penalty (we also use the expression “closeness”) is related to a penalty function 
associated with the deviation of the start time of the job from the current time. For instance, in 
case two jobs have the same penalty values for start time deviation after rescheduling, the one 
with the starting time closer to the time of execution will be given a higher penalty value (by 
applying (Eq. 4.). Scaling factor (k) and the square root operation are responsible for tuning the 
expression, i.e., for smoothening the actuality curve. Scaling factor (k) must have the same 
order as the mean processing time of the operations. 

Penalty values are only calculated in case starting time deviation is greater than 0. A 
schedule with less average penalty value can be considered a more stable schedule. The value 
of stability (PN ) is calculated for each new schedules as follows: 

 
Eq. 4. 
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where 
B is the set of available jobs J that remained unprocessed in the initial schedule, and  
|tj’– tj|>0 and min{ tj , tj’} –T >0, 
npn is the number of the elements in B, 
tj is the predicted start time of job Jj in the current schedule, 
tj’ is the predicted start time of job Jj in the successive schedule, 
T is the current time, i.e., the point in time at which the rescheduling action is performed, 
k is the scaling factor for actuality penalty. 
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Figure 36: Gantt chart visualisation of calculating starting time deviation and actuality regarding a 

single operation (marked as orange) 
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In order to a have a dimensionally better clarified expression, and not to have the probable 
model dependency, we propose a second combined schedule stability measure (Eq. 5, referred 
to as INS). This expression uses the same variables, as the previously introduced PN measure, 
except the scaling factor k. The relation then can be given as penalty = starting time difference / 
actuality. 
 

Eq. 5.  
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where 
B is the set of available jobs J that remained unprocessed in the initial schedule, and  
|tj’– tj|>0 and min{ tj , tj’} –T >0, 
npn is the number of the elements in B, 
tj is the predicted start time of job Jj in the current schedule, 
tj’ is the predicted start time of job Jj in the successive schedule, 
T is the current time, i.e., the point in time at which the rescheduling action is performed. 
 

Let us consider a small example here (case1 and case2), demonstrating the calculation of 
the given penalty values for a single operation after rescheduling and also to prove that in 
characteristics, representing the stability, PN and INS are of the same kind. The current time, T, 
when the rescheduling action is taken is 28 and the scaling factor (k) is 10 for Eq. 4. For case1, 
the start time of the operation is 30 in the current schedule, while in the newly calculated one it 
equals 32. For case2, these are 45 and 50, respectively. The resulted actuality penalty 
(highlighted in Figure 37 as ap1 and ap2) is about 7.1 for case1 and only about 2.4 for case2. 
However, the start time deviation for case1 is less as in case2 (2 and 5, respectively), the 
resulted penalty values (PN and INS in Table 10) show a less critical modification in the schedule 
of the operation for case2. 

 
Table 10. Example - resulted penalty values for one selected operation after rescheduling. 

 Starting time difference Actuality Actuality penalty (PN) PN INS 

case1 2 2 7.1 9.1 1 
case2 5 17 2.4 7.4 0.3 

 

Finally, a brief summary of the proposed stability measure is presented here. The 
hereinabove described schedule stability measure integrates two important stability measures, 
namely start time deviation and sequence deviation. Moreover, it gives expression on the 
actuality of the operation which necessitates the modification, in the face of its execution. 

Naturally, there are some restrictions and limitations when applying this schedule stability 
measure. For instance, inserting a single operation into the sequence of a selected machine will 
result in a high penalty value, while all the operations following the newly inserted one will have 
a start time deviation (each the same) and a considerable amount of actuality penalty. 
Furthermore, in the current solution, the effect of changing the machine is – directly – not 
included. One possible way could be to calculate, e.g., a doubled actuality penalty for those 
operations that are reallocated to a different machine. 
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Figure 37: The characteristics of the actuality penalty curve for expression Eq. 4 

 

5.2.2 Stability – proof of the “closeness” relation 

As it was stated before in Section 5.1, besides allocating machines to competing jobs, a 
schedule also serves as a plan for other activities, such as determining shipments dates, 
releasing orders to suppliers, planning requirements for secondary resources such as tools, 
fixtures, delivering raw material to resources, etc. Deviations from the planned schedule might 
disrupt these secondary schedules (plans) and create system nervousness. 

In order to validate our assumption regarding the characteristics of the schedule stability 
measures Eq. 4 and Eq. 5, namely, the closeness to the execution influences the system 
nervousness during rescheduling, a cost-based evaluation solution is proposed. As a first step, 
secondary schedules are defined as follows: 

 Transportation of raw materials is taken into consideration, i.e., arising cost are 
calculated related to moving material to- and between workstations and delivery of 
the finished goods to the warehouse. Therefore, a transportation schedule, which is 
based on the main production schedule, is calculated in advance for each scheduling 
period. 

 Availability of the tooling of the machines. Each machine at each workstation 
requires tools in order to be able to execute the requested process. Each process 
requires one unique tool. These tooling of the machines can be considered as 
available at the beginning of the scheduling horizon, and the number of the tools is 
not limited at the shop floor. However, their availability might become a hard 
constraint in case, after rescheduling, additional processes are inserted into the 
machine schedule. Thus, the machine has to wait until the missing tools arrive.  

 Deployment of the raw material. The delivery table of the so called main products 
(assy), as well as the component parts (which are built in the assy-s), are calculated 
as the secondary schedule of the main production schedule. Thus raw material is 
delivered into the production warehouse, before the planned starting time of the 
designated process, on the basis of the delivery table.  

As second step, we introduce some costs measures reflecting losses occurring because of the 
resource constraints violated by the disrupted secondary schedules.  

Transportation related costs are proportional to the number of waiting transportation task 
and calculated as TrLoadCost = numWaitingTransportOrders * TrLoadCostFactor. Another 
transportation related costs is proportional to the number of load/unload operations and 
calculated as TransporterLoadUnloadCost = StatNumofEntrance * TransporterLoad UnloadCostFactor 
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Machine related costs are calculated as: MachineWaitingCost = ((numofMachines * plannedCmax 

– szumProcTimePlan) - (numofMachines * executedCmax - szumProcTimeExec)) * 
MachineWaitingCostFactor.  

The last cost introduced is associated with the costs arising because of the assy parts are not 
ready. It is calculated as AssyTardCost = szum(max{0, Li,j } - max{0, Li,j-1 }) * AssyTardCostFactor. 

 
Validation of the costs and cost factors introduced 

In order to validate our assumption regarding the characteristics of the schedule stability 
measures a simulation model of a small-sized production site has been created in eM-Plant 
environment. The test production system in question includes five workstations and the related 
input/output buffers, a transportation resource applied for serving the internal logistic 
demands, a warehouse for raw material and finished goods (see Appendix D for more 
information on the topology of the system). 

During the evaluation, we analyse the effect of the three different failure type on the 
occurring four costs-categories (sum cost, i.e., all the developed cost factors are considered), in 
order to analyze the proper settings of the cost factors, i.e., all the cost types should have 
similar weight in the sum. Simulation results are gathered both on event as and time based 
modes. Event-based representation means that costs are calculated/updated in case of an 
event is realised in the system. Time-based representation means that with a predefined 
interval costs are calculated even if no specified event occurred (for results please read 
Appendix D). 

The process of gathering production-loss related costs is the following: 

 The short term production scheduler calculates the schedule for the given set of 
jobs (in the current case, there are 8 jobs and each job consist in 5 operations) 

 Secondary plans are calculated in the simulation, on the basis of the production 
schedule 

 Costs of a non-disrupted simulation is calculated for each failure type, in order to be 
able to remove the model-dependency effect. Thus sum costs are the calculated as 
a pair wise subtraction of non-disrupted costs from disrupted costs. 

 During the experimental simulation runs, specified disturbances (defined by the 
failure types) disrupt the execution of the planned schedules. Costs are collected 
continuously, both in a time-based and an event-based mode. 

 Sum costs are calculated and stored for the given input setting and simulation run.  
Logarithmic trend-curves are fitted on the resulted simulated costs, in order to have the 

characteristics of the costs as a progress of the time. 
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Figure 38. Results of the simulation, sum of the costs and failure type 1 are considered 
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Figure 39: Results of the simulation, sum of the costs and failure type 2 are considered 

 
Summary of the results 

Based on the limitation of the previous measures, a new, complex expression for measuring 
the stability of production schedules was proposed in this section. The main advantage of the 
new measure is that during the schedule modification not only the rate but the actuality 
(relative to the execution) of the schedule modification is considered (Eq. 5).  

A cost-model (four different types of costs) and a related simulation environment of a 
production system was introduced, in which the effect of the disturbances on resource 
constraints can be analysed. It was confirmed that if the production schedules are modified 
(rescheduling), during the execution of the pre-calculated secondary schedules (e.g. 
transportation, material request) – calculated on the basis of the production schedule – 
additional costs occur. The time-based values of these costs occurred can be characterised by a 
decaying curve (see Figure 38 and Figure 39). On the results of the experiments, it can be stated 
that for the operations closer to the execution (actuality) in the secondary schedules, the 
average increase of the costs are always higher compared to the operations scheduled later in 
the time horizon. Note that the occurrence of the costs are strongly model-dependent, and 
thus, the proposed heuristic solution has to be adjusted to the system in consideration during 
the evaluation process. 
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5.3 Simulation supported evaluation of rescheduling methods 

By applying discrete event simulation, the solution methods for rescheduling problems, 
described in the previous literature review sections, can be profoundly tested, analyzed and 
compared in a dynamic, changing test environment. In this section, simulation supported 
evaluation approaches are presented focusing on the on-line evaluation technique. 

We propose an architecture, based on the extended simulation approach, in which the 
simulation model replaces a real production environment, including both the manufacturing 
execution system and the model of the real production system. Furthermore, simulation is able 
to generate internal and external disruptions into the system (we shall refer to Section 2.2.2), 
while these disruptions are managed by the scheduler. 

The outline of the architecture developed is presented in Figure 40. The production related 
data are accessible for both the scheduler and simulation. The simulation model is generated 
from predefined model components by using the production data (e.g., available resources, 
process-plans used, scheduled jobs, etc.), using the similar three main groups of data, as those 
were introduced in Section 4.4. 

With the purpose of testing the capability of the proposed simulation architecture, several 
rescheduling scenarios are established, and thus decision points are occurring, where the 
selection of the parameters can be tested, in order to obtain a reasonable decision. The 
formulation of these scenarios is a cyclical process and can be described as follows: 
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Figure 40: Architecture developed for simulation-based evaluation of scheduling and rescheduling 

strategies. 

The scheduler calculates the production schedules to be executed by using the same data 
structure as the simulator. The calculated schedule is executed with the simulation model, and 
the execution of the schedule is continuously monitored, i.e., the performance of the predicted 
and so far executed schedule is compared (highlighted as execution monitoring). 

Due to the disturbances occurred, a deviation is realised, or simply because the rescheduling 
point is reached, a decision has to be made: whether to continue the execution, repair the 
schedule or perform a rescheduling (this procedure is also referred to as control action), 
highlighted as “Reschedule?” in Figure 40. The reaction taken to the situation occurred, 
depends (in our case) the selection of the rescheduling policy and method. In case the 
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rescheduling point is reached, i.e., control action is taken not because of an internal disruption, 
but new jobs are added to the scheduling problem. The scheduler revises the current active 
schedule, regarding the applied rescheduling method and criteria, and uploads to the 
simulation, where the execution is continued, taking the new schedule into account. This 
cyclical procedure continues up to the scheduling horizon. 

In the following sections the results obtained from two case-studies are presented, followed 
by the conclusions drawn regarding the simulation-based evaluation and stability-oriented 
rescheduling. 

 

5.3.1 Schedule creation and schedule stability factor 

The main scopes are the analysis of the effect of the rescheduling period and the schedule 
stability factor on efficiency and stability performance measures, and thus stability-oriented 
evaluation of dispatching rules in a stochastic, dynamic scheduling environment are presented. 
The periodic rescheduling method is evaluated by the simulator in a single-machine case. 

The system to be scheduled is a single-machine case with continuous job arrivals, but 
without any due date limitations. In scheduling literature, single-machine (single-server 
systems) constitute the basic case of ordering problems. However, in the real-world production 
systems it is often the case that resequencing the input buffer of machines is necessary, while 
reallocating the tasks to another resources is not possible. According to Baker [5] and Koltai 
[98], the current scheduling problem can be classified as a single-machine sequencing case with 
independent jobs and without due dates. In these situations the time spent by a job in the 
system can be defined as its flow-time and the “rapid turnaround” as the main scheduling 
objective can be interpreted as minimizing mean flow-time. Note that in such single-machine 
systems, it does not worth to consider due-dates in the system, hence minimizing job lateness 
(missed due-dates) can be originated to a flow time minimization problem (see [5]). Thus, the 
objective function is calculated as follows (Eq. 6): 
 
Eq. 6. 

 



n

j

jj rc
n

F
1

1
 

where 

F  is the mean flow-time, 
n is the number of total arrivals, 
rj is the point in time at jth job entered the system, i.e., the ready time for job Jj, 
cj is the completion time of jth job, calculated when job Jj leaves the system. 
 

When minimizing the objective function in Eq. 6, in a single-machine case the optimal 
dispatching rule to be selected is SPT (shortest processing time) detailed in [5]. In the current 
case the truncated shortest processing time (TSPT) rule is applied, in which the schedule 
stability factor (SF) can be introduced as the measure of the importance of schedule continuity 
or monotony. SF is the continuity rate of the schedule creation. In case SF is equal to zero, the 
new schedule may completely differ from the previous one, in case SF equals 1 the “old” jobs in 
the successive schedule must have the same position as before. 

SPT based scheduling means that the priorities of the available activities are calculated by 
taking only the length of the processing time into consideration. On the other hand, the 
introduced TSPT rule – see Eq. 7 – generates schedules by using SF in order to override the 
priorities of the activities given by the SPT rule, by this way ensuring a more stabile schedule. 
Each priority must have an integer value and it is calculated as follows: 
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Eq. 7.  

 )1(' , SFprioSFprioprio SPTjjj   

where 
A is the set of available jobs j that remained unprocessed in the initial schedule, 
prio’j is the modified priority of jth job ( Aj ) in the successive schedule, 

prioj is the priority of jth job in the initial schedule, 
prioj,SPT is the temporary priority of jth job calculated by using the SPT rule. 
 

At each rescheduling point the following scheduling procedure is executed: 
1. Add new jobs to set A. 

2. Create a priority list of jobs in set A by using the SPT rule. 

3. Compare current and previous priorities regarding “old” jobs and 

calculate new priorities by using Eq. 7. 

4. Add remaining priorities to new jobs and sort the list by 

priority, calculate penalties by using Eq. 4. 

5. Apply successive schedule and continue the schedule execution 

till the next rescheduling point defined by RI, then return to 1. 

 

5.3.2 Evaluation of the periodic rescheduling method 

The above method was tested on a simulated single-machine prototype system in order to 
measure the characteristics of stability in a simple environment. 

The simulation system was developed by using eM-Plant, the object-oriented, discrete event 
driven simulation tool described before, appropriate for extending the current problem to 
larger, job-shop problems. 

In a single-machine case, for minimizing mean flow-time, SF and RI are applied as input at 
given shop utilization levels. As output the mean flow-time (F ) and the total penalty are 
considered. Total penalty is the sum of all PN  values calculated at the end of each simulation 
run. By the selection of the scaling factor for actuality penalty, it is obvious to have the same 
order as the mean of the processing times needed for the operations, e.g., for the current 
experiment it is equal to 100. 

It was experimentally determined that the results from the first 2000 arrivals should be 
eliminated from computations in order to remove transient effects (Figure 41). Hence, each 
simulation run in this study consisted of 12000 arrivals out of which the final 10000 were used 
for computing the performance and stability measurements reported, defined by the so called 
Welch-criteria (for a detailed definition of the procedure of Welch, please see [114] and [26]). 
Each experiment was replicated 10 times in order to facilitate statistical analysis. 
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Figure 41: Transient effect occurring at the start-up phase of a simulation run 

 (steady-state arrives around at the release of job, j= 400) 
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The inter-arrival time (b), i.e., the average time between arrivals for jobs, is generated from 
exponential distribution with mean calculated by using Eq. 8 (from [7]): 
 

Eq. 8.  

mU

np
b o




  

where p  is the mean processing time per operation, no is the number of operations in a job, U 

is the planned level of system utilization, m is the number of machines in the system. 
In the current case both no and m equals 1. Expected shop utilization level is selected as 

85%, 90% and 95%, therefore, U = 0.85, 0.9 and 0.95, respectively. Mean processing time p = 
140 with a normal distribution, where the expected value mu is p and the standard deviation 
sigma is set to 40. In order to have values only greater than zero, the lowerbound is set to 1, 
while an upperbound is defined (2p), as well. 
 
 
Experiment 1 – setting the expected utilization level 

The main goal of Experiment 1 – as a preliminary experiment – was to analyse the impact of 
system utilization level on WIP level, i.e, to analyse system stability (more information and the 
definition of system stability can be found in Section 5.1. SF was set to 0, thus no schedule 
stability was considered. Figure 42 shows, that the system utilization have a significant effect on 
WIP level (number of total jobs in the system). In the following experiments, where stability is 
examined, we would like to use a relatively high utilization level in order to provide as much 
work-in-process as possible. However, as it is expected, extremely high utilization level (95%) 
lead to undesirable system instability, namely increasing the standard deviation of the resulted 
values and worsening the quality of the experimental results. The maximum acceptable value 
for U in the current case is 0.9. 
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Figure 42: Effect of utilization level on WIP a the function of elapsed time (2500 samples are highlighted). 

Orange – 95%, green – 90%, blue – 85% 

 
Experiment 2 – relation between efficiency and stability 

The aim of Experiment 2 was to prove the assumption that applying the proposed stability 
criterion increases the stability of schedule execution however it reduces schedule efficiency. As 
a second scope of the experiment the effect of schedule stability factor on performance 
measurements was analysed. 
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Then the mean of b equals for the two different utilisation levels 165 and 155, which can be 
calculated from the simplification of Eq. 8. That means a new job will arrive in the system with a 
mean of the above time units, however, it will be only scheduled when the rescheduling point is 
reached. According to Little’s law, in the system under study, the average number of jobs 
waiting (L) to be processed would be 9.33 (compared to the simulated values, approx. 20, in 
Figure 42). However, in this case it is not true, while the incoming jobs are not released 
immediately, but scheduled and then released only in RI time intervals. Therefore, the 
interarrival time of jobs can not be described by exponential distribution, which is a necessary 
condition of the above rule. 
 

L = lam * W 

W = Wq + b 

Wq = b * p/(1-p) 

 
Wq = 1306,667 

W = 1446,667 

L = 9,333 

where lam is 1/b, W is the average time spent in the system, Wq is the average time spent in 
the queue, and L is the average number of jobs in the system. 

 
Three rescheduling intervals were considered 500, 2000 and 3500 time units to have results 

from a wide range of RI. The second group of input parameters was SF, set to 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75 
and 1. Therefore, the full factorial experimental design, in order to be able to study the effect of 
variations in the levels of the independent variables – listed above – on the two response 
(dependent) variables (F  and PN ) can be listed as follows (Table11). Note that the results 
highlighted in the thesis are aggregated results, i.e., the results of the simulation studies in full 
length (e.g. results representing each replications) can be found in [31], [110], as well as in 
Appendix E. 

 
Table11. Treatment combinations for the experiment (settings for U = 0.9 are highlighted) 

Combintion ID RI b SF 

1 500 155 0 
2 2000 155 0 
3 3500 155 0 
4 500 155 0.25 
5 2000 155 0.25 
6 3500 155 0.25 
7 500 155 0.5 
8 2000 155 0.5 
9 3500 155 0.5 

10 500 155 0.75 
11 2000 155 0.75 
12 3500 155 0.75 
13 500 155 1 
14 2000 155 1 
15 3500 155 1 

 

Experimental results 
Figure 43 shows the illustrative results where SF was set to 0. Efficiency measure F  is 

represented by the linear increasing dotted line, while the penalty values of the stability 
measurement are represented by the continuous line having a negative steepness. The penalty 
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values decreased, because a higher number of modification made in the schedule at RI=500 
with lower PN  values resulted a greater product than the same parameters at RI=3500. 
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Figure 43: Effect of rescheduling interval on mean flow time and penalty values, in case SF=0. As the 

rescheduling interval decreases the efficiency improves and the stability of the schedules decreases. 

 
The effect of the parameter SF on penalty values given for stability and efficiency 

measurement F  at different rescheduling intervals are shown in Figure 44 and Figure 45. 
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Figure 44: Effect of SF on normalized mean flow-time at different rescheduling intervals 
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Figure 45: Effect of SF on penalty values at different rescheduling intervals 

 
As it can be assumed, the lengthening of the rescheduling interval increases stability but 

decreases the efficiency of the system. Comparing the results to SF=0, in case SF was set to 1, 
the outcome of the simulation showed an 8% increase of the performance measurement F , in 
case RI was set to 500. Analyzing the other two cases when RI was equal to 2000 and 3500, the 
performance of the system worsened few percent only. Based on these results, it can be stated 
that the negative effect of a higher SF level on F  decreases as the length of the rescheduling 
interval is growing. On the other hand, penalty values decreased significantly at each RI, 
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because the higher SF values reduced the total PN  values, i.e., enabled less modification in the 
schedule. 

Comparing PN  values at different SF and RI parameter settings, it is interesting that a 
penalty value given for SF=0 and RI=3500 is less than a penalty value for SF=0.5 and RI=500, 
while the efficiency is much better for RI=500. Applying a limit for penalty values, e.g., let total 

PN  be about 2*106, then the optimal SF values can be selected for the given rescheduling 
intervals RI=500, 2000 and 3500. These values from Figure 45 are 0.7, 0.4 and 0.25, respectively.  

The profound statistical analysis on the results can be found in Appendix E. 
 
Table12. Impact of stability factors and rescheduling intervals on efficiency and stability in a single-
machine case. 

 RI = 500 RI = 2000 RI = 3500 

 F  PN F  PN F  PN 

SF = 0 658,8 807033,0 1887,6 433164,6 3135,7 299956,8 

SF = 0.25 682,6 654768,1 1888,6 272448,0 3139,3 187545,4 

SF = 0.5 695,9 445522,4 1898,9 147609,0 3145,7 102741,4 

SF = 0.75 710,6 157619,0 1913,2 67075,5 3159,6 40694,4 

SF = 1 714,4 0 1927,3 0 3160,3 0 

 

5.3.3 Summary 

Summarizing this SectionHiba! A hivatkozási forrás nem található., the simulation 
architecture presented in the previous sections constituted the stochastic evaluation 
environment in which we performed absolute evaluation of schedules in a dynamic 
environment. 

Applied to multi-criterion analysis of rescheduling policies, and combined with efficiency 
measures, we proved the effectiveness of the proposed stability measure for dynamic 
rescheduling problems and a periodic rescheduling strategy. As it is assumed, finding the 
appropriate schedule stability factor (SF) and rescheduling interval (RI) for each given 
rescheduling situation may result in a compromise between the stabile schedule execution and 
schedule quality. An illustrative result is highlighted in Figure 46. Detailed description of the 
experiments as well as the results can be found, e.g. in [31]. 
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Figure 46: Resulted trade-off between the normalized mean flow time and normalized stability 

measures, in case rescheduling interval (RI) equals 2000 
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5.4 Situation dependent control solutions for support and analysis of 
rescheduling decisions 

For the evaluation of hybrid rescheduling policies in a dynamic scheduling environment, a new 
method is proposed, by which the timing and the rate of the schedule modification can be 
determined. The idea to be verified is the following. Let define different circumstances and 
system states together as situations. In case these situation are classified in advance, then based 
on simulation experiments, the proposed solutions (in form of reactions) can be identified and 
used by in the decision making procedures.  

Consequently, by extending the experiment – described in the previous sections – to a 
multi-machine job-shop system, and by using the results on stability gathered in the single-
machine case, a hybrid rescheduling strategy is proposed in a job-shop environment defining 
two types of rescheduling events. The first type is done periodically (e.g., daily or weekly) using 
RI, releases new orders and involves tasks associated with order release. The second type is 
done when a disturbance occurs which has a significant effect on schedule execution. It does 
not release new orders but instead, for instance, reassigns work to machines. 
 

5.4.1 Rescheduling threshold 

In the presented experiments end time monitoring (as the measure of execution-deviation) 
is considered as the monitored performance index during the schedule execution. As a new 
solution, in case the processing of an operation ends, the mean absolute lateness is calculated 
for all the operation involved and compared to the rescheduling threshold (β) by applying (Eq. 9.). 
 
Eq. 9. 
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where 
n is the number of the completed operations counted from the last rescheduling point, 
cj,sim is the simulated end time of operation j, 
cj,pre is the predicted end time of operation j. 
 
Once the threshold is bypassed, a rescheduling action is initiated and a new schedule is 

generated. The way of the schedule creation (how to repair the schedule) depends on the 
settings of the experiment: right-shift or complete rescheduling is applied. In the current static 
job-shop problem the total penalty values (PN) – regarding stability after rescheduling – are 
calculated by using scaling factor k = 10 (see mean processing times in Section 5.4.2). 

 

5.4.2 Design of the rescheduling experiments 

In this section a simulation-based evaluation of the several settings of the proposed 
rescheduling threshold and the timing of rescheduling are presented. We concentrate on the 
relationship between the rescheduling threshold and schedule stability as well as efficiency 
under different scheduling circumstances. The results of the experiments are valuable for future 
work in this direction (consider, e.g., dynamic job arrivals as additional disturbances in the 
rescheduling system). 
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The system to be (re)scheduled is a five-machine test system. Calculated schedules are 
executed several times, defined by the number of required replications, by using the simulation 
model of the system. The evaluation of rescheduling capability, i.e., the reactions when realizing 
disruptions in the proposed scheduler are analyzed. The applied internal disruption-category 
during schedule execution is machine breakdowns. 

By applying discrete event simulation, the solution methods for rescheduling described in 
the previous sections can be profoundly tested, analyzed and compared in a dynamic, changing 
test environment. In this section the simulation-based evaluation approaches are presented, 
while the detailed theoretical background and methodology of simulation itself can be found in 
Section 3. A detailed description of the possible application areas of simulation and new 
modelling techniques in production planning and scheduling systems are given in Section 4.2. 

Three different scheduling problems are considered, denoted as alt0, alt1 and alt2. Case 
alt0 is a classical job-shop scheduling problem where each job must be processed on each 
machine only once and the machines are not interchangeable.  

Settings alt1 and alt2 cover a job-shop where operations can be processed on different 
machines, i.e., alternative machines may be selected. The number of alternative machines for 
each operation (average number of machines per operation) is set to 2 and 3 for problems alt1 
and alt2, respectively. The above presented scheduling problems were generated with the 
purpose to have similar characteristics compared to the benchmark problem sets (sdata, rdata, 
vdata) presented by Fisher & Thompson [11] and Hurink et al [16]. A description of the input 
data structure is given in Appendix B. 

The scheduling problem presented can be considered as a 5 X 8 job-shop scheduling 
problem, and this way, the number of machines (m) is 5, the number of operations (no) per job 
is no = m. The efficiency measure for the schedules is makespan calculated Cmax = max{c1 ,c2 
,..,cn}, where n is the number of jobs. The number of jobs to be scheduled in each initial 
schedule is 8. Resulted best makespan values, calculated by the GA scheduler concerning 
deterministic system parameters, static scheduling problem and no machine breakdowns, are 
42, 30 and 21 time units, for alt0, alt1 and alt2, respectively. The calculated mean processing 
times (p) are 3.50, 3.42 and 3.38 for alt0, alt1 and alt2, respectively) 

 

5.4.3 Evaluation against stochastic process times 

In the first group of disruptions, stochastic processing times are considered in the form of 
probability distributions. In the case of a uniform distribution, processing times (p) can vary 
between {p-1,..,p+2}. The probability of changing the given processing time is 0.8. The number 
of simulation replications equals 30. PN is the overall penalty, nr is the number of rescheduling 
actions (nr number of times in case the threshold value is bypassed, and rescheduling is 
initiated, calculated for one simulation). The results of the four selected levels of the 
rescheduling threshold (where n must be greater than 4) on the three different scheduling 
problems are presented in Table 13.  

It can be stated that even in a static scheduling case with stochastic system parameters, a 
more frequent rescheduling, induced by a lower rescheduling threshold, results in better system 
performance, while reducing/worsening stability. This experiment sustains the assumption, 
stated in the previous sections that in a system with a high-level of unpredictability, the applied 
predictive-reactive rescheduling methods generate schedules that are not able to resolve the 
disturbances occurred. 
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Table 13. Impact of rescheduling threshold and stochastic processing times on schedule efficiency and 
stability. 

  alt0 alt1 alt2 

β=∞ Cmax 50.75  37.26  29.93  
 PN 0  0  0  
 nr -  -  -  

β=2 Cmax 50.4  37  29.63  
 PN 146.92  122.1  149  
 nr 2.3  2.17  2.16  

β=1,5 Cmax 50.22  36.86  28.87  
 PN 292.65  174.86  220.14  
 nr 3.83  2.86  3.43  

β=1 Cmax 50.16  36.48  28.76  
 PN 406.16  294.43  337.97  
 nr 5.03  4.46  4.76  

 

5.4.4 Evaluation against machine breakdowns 

Four different settings for the rescheduling strategy are introduced. Setting β=∞ can be 
considered as a right-shift schedule repair after machine breakdown, i.e., no rescheduling action 
could be performed but each operation affected by the breakdown is delayed by the simulation. 
By the next setting, β=1 and for the level of n 4 is applied, which has a major effect on the 
reaction time to disruptions (e.g. compared to n=0). β=0 can be considered an event-driven 
rescheduling method (noted as β=0) where each execution-related event, i.e., disruption 
realized by the system indicates a rescheduling action. A modification of this setting is also 
introduced. By giving additional information, the mean time to repair (MTTR), about the 
machine breakdown to the scheduler (β=0 + MTTR). 

The four different settings for the rescheduling strategy is presented and analyzed on two 
particular machine breakdown cases as well as on the three scheduling problems (alt0, alt1 and 
alt2). It is assumed that no operation can be processed during the disruption, and job 
preemptions are not allowed so that disrupted operations must be restarted form the 
beginning. Each failure generated into the system occurs only once in the scheduling horizon. 

By the first set of machine failures, the effect of the breakdown duration is considered. One 
selected machine is disabled from time unit 5 until time unit 7 and 15, denoted as dt=2 and 
dt=10, respectively (in Table 14 more detail is given on the different problem sets and break 
down times). Results of the simulation-based evaluation show, in case a particular disturbance 
occurs in the system, predictive-reactive approach, applying stability-oriented rescheduling 
methods, a slight improvement on efficiency can be obtained, comparing it with standard right-
shifting schedule repair methods (Figure 47 and Figure 48 for the results obtained by the 
problem set alt0 and alt2). The results indicate that if in the system no alternative resources for 
operations exist (problem set alt0), event-driven rescheduling (β=0), might be more effective 
than monitoring rescheduling threshold with a higher value in case dt is 10, while keeping 
stability in an acceptable range. Similarly to the case study presented in [31] (one machine 
case), increase on the efficiency measure results a degradation of the measured stability can be 
also observed. 
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Figure 47: Effect of the duration of the machine break-down (dt) on efficiency 
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Figure 48: Effect of the duration of the machine break-down (dt) on stability 

 

As the second set of breakdowns, the time of the disturbance occurred in the system 
(relative to the time of execution) is considered. Aggregated results are highlighted for problem 
set alt0, alt1 and alt2 in Figure 49 for efficiency and Figure 50 for stability measures. The x-axis 
represents the time point at which the machine breakdown occurs in the system (1, 5, 10 or 20). 
It can be stated that right-shift method outperforms the GA-based rescheduling method only in 
case of the machine breakdown occurs nearly at the end of the considered scheduling horizon 
(time point 20). However, if the disturbance occurs right after the schedule creation – normal 
(re)scheduling point – or in the middle of the scheduling horizon, it is obvious to apply the 
proposed rescheduling method. The selection of the most suitable rescheduling threshold (β) in 
these cases depends on the required level of stability. For instance, compare the cumulated 
makespan for the rescheduling threshold settings β=1 to β=0+MTTR at a machine breakdown 
initiated at time point 5. The values are 148 and 144, respectively; meanwhile the resulted 
stability (PN) values for these settings are 586 and 1362. 
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Figure 49: Resulted efficiency measures on the applied re-scheduling threshold (β) and the time of 

breakdowns (Tbr) 
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Figure 50: Resulted stability measures on the applied re-scheduling threshold (β ) and the time of 

breakdowns (Tbr). 

 
Table 14: Impact of rescheduling threshold and machine breakdown on schedule efficiency and stability. 

Strategy  Performance alt0 alt1 alt2  
and β measures dbr=2 dbr=6 dbr=10 dbr=2 dbr=6 dbr=10 dbr=2 dbr=6 dbr=10 

β=∞ Cmax 44 48 52 31 35 39 24 28 32 
 PN 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
 nr - - - - - - - - - 

β=1 (n>4) Cmax 44 48 48 30 35 38 24 26 30 
 PN 54 121 161 18 71 13 60 15 0 
 nr 

(Tr) 
1 
(24) 

1 
(22) 

2 
(25, 55) 

1  
(16) 

2  
(20, 26) 

1  
(24) 

1 
(14) 

1  
(18) 

1 
(22) 

β=1 (n>0) Cmax 43 47 51 30 33 35 21 25 26 
 PN 127 308 317 105 162 88 80 79 62 
 nr 

(Tr) 
2 
(10, 12) 

2 
(14,16) 

2 
(18, 20) 

1  
(9) 

2  
(13, 17) 

1 
(17) 

1 
(8) 

1  
(12)  

1  
(16) 

β=0, e. d. Cmax  42 45 49 31 31 37 25 26 28 
 PN 290 249 212 307 272 319 327 265 241 
 nr 

(Tr) 
2  
(5, 7) 

2  
(5, 11) 

2 
(5,15) 

2  
(5, 7) 

2  
(5, 11) 

2 
(5,15) 

2  
(5, 7) 

2  
(5, 11) 

2  
(5, 15) 

β=0, e. d.+1 Cmax 43 45 50 31 36 37 24 25 27 
 PN 411 334 435 326 330 287 207 197 181 
 nr 

(Tr) 
2  
(6, 8) 

2 
(6, 12) 

2 
(6, 16) 

2  
(6, 8) 

2 
(6, 12) 

2 
(6, 16) 

2  
(6, 8) 

2 
(6, 12) 

2 
(6, 16) 

β=0, e. d. Cmax  42 46 49 30 30 34 23 25 25 
+ MTTR PN 305 536 501 323 233 246 328 301 253 
 nr 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

 
 

5.4.5 Summary 

Finally, regarding the results gained from these experiments, it can be stated that the tested 
rescheduling parameters (rescheduling threshold, amount of available information) and the 
disturbance generated into the system have considerable impact on the number of rescheduling 
actions and the timing of these actions, this way, on the nervousness, i.e., the stability of the 
schedule execution. A more detailed description of the experiments and more results are 
presented in [108],[110]. 

The results presented here, regarding schedule stability are promising, however, in order to 
prove the assumptions and implications, testing several other scenarios might be necessary. 
Moreover, industrial related circumstances (production data, uncertainties, etc.) are needed for 
a further analysis.  
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Closing this section, it is clear that the proposed extended simulation architecture could be 
successfully applied for on-line decision-support purposes. However, the experiments are of 
small scale problem characteristics, the main focus of this research, presented here, was not 
only to develop a sophisticated production scheduler but rather to formulate a structured 
model, applicable for varying problem sizes at different life-cycle phases of a shop-floor control 
system, as well. 

 
Outline of the results 

In this section situation dependent control solutions for support and analysis of rescheduling 
decisions were treated. For the evaluation of hybrid rescheduling policies in a dynamic 
scheduling environment, a new method was proposed, by which the pareto-optimal timing and 
rate of the schedule modification can be determined. A rescheduling threshold was introduced 
(Eq. 9.), based on the monitoring of the execution process of the operations. Based on 
simulation experiments, it was verified that the efficiency measures do not significantly 
decrease during the control action is taken, moreover, the expected negative effect of the 
control action can be minimized, resulting in a higher overall schedule stability. 

A control action curve was defined (Figure 51), determining for each point in time the 
required rescheduling threshold values (and thus the desired rescheduling policy as well) in the 
predictive-reactive scheduling environment considered. The proposed solution was verified by 
several simulation experiments, and it can be stated that depending on the situation occurred, 
the optimal timing and rate of the control action (rescheduling or schedule repair) can be 
calculated by applying the proper rescheduling threshold values. 

 
Figure 51 Rescheduling threshold values, calculated between two consecutive normal rescheduling 

point, as the function of time (based on mean values, dt is the predicted down-time of the machine 
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6. New approaches for simulation supported 
active disturbance handling 

This section deals with the research results gained in the field of simulation supported active 
disturbance handling. The motivation of the work was the lack of on-line decision support 
architectures reported in the literature for operational level production control. Thus, the main 
goal of the research work was to prove if the on-line application of the extended simulation 
approach could outperform analytical solutions in the field of active disturbance handling. 

As the consumers become even more saturated by the uniform products, the manufacturing 
industry faces new challenges. In order to fulfil the customer demands new and more 
sophisticated products have to be developed. The pressure of competitors on the market 
compels the firms to deliver customer specific, high quality products as rapidly as possible. 
Besides mass and serial production, the need for these customer-specific products evokes the 
necessity of introducing, e.g., customised mass production (Figure 52). As it was stated in 
Chapter 2, this change requires new types of manufacturing organisations in which the outer 
control is shifting to the customers. The manufacturing control system is expected to handle an 
increased number of order types making the scheduling and especially, schedule execution 
problem even more complicated. 

 
Figure 52: Typical example of today’s needs: high variety of products has to be produced, having the same 

function, in order to meet customers demand 

Recall the problem statement described in the Introduction and the above explained 
changing circumstances, in manufacturing systems difficulties arise from unexpected tasks and 
events, non-linearities, and a multitude of interactions, while attempting to control various 
activities in dynamic shop-floors. Moreover, complexity (product, process and ICT structure) and 
uncertainty seriously limit the effectiveness of conventional control and scheduling approaches.  

In the research presented in this section, we tried to couple the simulation (simulation here 
means applying the extended simulation approach) with the information systems on the 
operational decision level of manufacturing systems and to achieve more adequate results and 
higher performance during the operation of these systems. 

 
 

6.1 Active disturbance handling architecture 

The function of real-time production control is to adapt the production system to the changing 
environment, while preserving efficiency with respect to cost, time and quality requirements. 
Real-time production control systems provide decisions for specific problems associated with 
part manufacturing, quality control, material provision, internal logistics, resource maintenance 
and personnel allocation. Figure 53 gives details about the operative manufacturing layers, i.e., 
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Manufacturing Execution and Machine Automation that support the above decisions. 
Production Planning and Scheduling (PPS) on the left-hand side of the figure is not itemized.  

The real-time production control receives predictive schedules from the PPS and attempts 
to execute them on the base of the real situation on the shop floor (Figure 53). For this purpose 
an indispensable requirement is the fast collection and presentation of production monitoring 
data. These data are, usually, separated in different IT systems that need interfaces for instant 
data synchronization and data acquisition. The current state of the system is acquired from the 
production monitoring system that integrates the data from other sub-systems. Production 
monitoring, generally, has machine-, plant- and factory-level views. The Manufacturing 
Execution System (MES) layer also includes a diagnostic tool, which beyond the data acquisition 
and report functions, supports the diagnosis of problems occurred during the manufacturing 
execution. Moreover, the most advanced production control systems integrate an analysis and 
estimation sub-system that with its forecasting feature(s) may notify the decision makers about 
possible deviations in the near future (Figure 53).  

The main goal of our research is concordant with the requirements of an advanced real-time 
production control, which not only reports on the deviations and problems of the 
manufacturing system but also suggests possible alternatives to handle them. The proposed 
simulation-based evaluation and benchmark platform is capable of recognising different 
production situations, and enabling the decision-maker to react on deviations by applying 
different simulation experiment in advance, i.e., in a proactive manner, or to react to 
disruptions by applying simulation runs in a reactive way, in order to validate and offer decision 
alternatives to the decision-maker. 

 
Figure 53: Main functions of the operative manufacturing execution level 

 

6.1.1 Information fusion for detecting changes and disturbances on the shop floor 
level 

The reference of the real-time production control is the optimized, daily schedule calculated 
by the Scheduler [117]. In the execution phase the schedules are not directly forwarded to the 
plant, they should be accepted and activated by human dispatchers. In the project a MES 
Cockpit was developed to support these dispatchers in the on-line control of the factory (Figure 54). 

The statuses of the machines and production orders, the availability of operators and results 
of the quality checks are all recorded in separate databases. The information about the overall 
factory is collected in the MES Cockpit, which has a database common with the Production 
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Monitoring system and the Scheduler. This main database is instantly synchronized with the 
previously mentioned databases by one common interface. 

By default, the MES Cockpit itself provides an overall view of the factory, however, the 
statuses of separate plants, cells or specific machines can also be checked. The platform also 
notifies the users about deviations from the production schedules together with the option to 
find the cause of the deviation (e.g. raw material unavailability, machine breakdown, lack of 
operator, etc.). 

 

6.1.2 Proposed system architecture 

The reference of the real-time production control is the optimized daily schedule calculated 
by the Scheduler ([117]). In the execution phase the schedules are not directly forwarded to the 
plants of the factory, they should be accepted and activated by human dispatchers. 

All the statuses of the machines and production orders, the availability of operators and 
results of the quality checks are recorded in separate databases. The information about the 
overall factory is collected in the MES Cockpit, which has a database common with the 
Production Monitoring system and the Scheduler (Figure 54). This main database is instantly 
synchronized with the previously mentioned databases by one common interface. 

By default, the MES Cockpit itself provides an overall view of the factory, however, the 
statuses of separate plants, cells or specific machines can also be checked. The platform also 
notifies the users about deviations from the production schedules together with the option to 
find the cause of the deviation (e.g., raw material unavailability, machine breakdown, lack of 
operator, etc.). 

The production-related data (DB in Figure 54) are accessible for both the Scheduler and 
simulation (highlighted as Factory simulator in Figure 54), thus ensuring data integrity and real-
timeness, as main requirements for simulation-based on-line decision support. A detailed 
description of the new simulation modelling techniques in production planning and scheduling 
systems as well as the detailed description of a technique developed for generating simulation 
models automatically can be found in the following sections. 

 

 
Figure 54: Architecture for simulation-based evaluation of scheduling and rescheduling strategies, as 

well as the information flow in the real system 
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6.1.3 New solutions in simulation-based disturbance handling 

The main functions (or operation modes) of the simulator in the proposed architecture 
(depicted in Figure 55) are as follows: 

 Off-line validation, sensitivity analysis of the schedules. Evaluation of the robustness 
of daily schedules prior to the execution against uncertainties, such as machine 
unavailability or job slipping. By this way, it can point out the resources which can 
endanger the realization of the daily schedule. 

 On-line, anticipatory recognition of deviations from the planned schedule by 
running the simulation parallel to the plant activities. By using a look ahead function 
(supposing of keeping the sequences as planned), support of situation recognition 
(proactive operation mode, Figure 55). 

 On-line analysis of the possible actions and minimization of the losses after a 
disturbance already occurred (reactive operation mode, Figure 55). 

The model structure in the simulator is the same for the three operation modes, however, 
the granulation (level of modelling details), time horizon, applied failure models and considered 
outputs depend on the purpose of the experiments.  

In the on-line modes the simulation models represent various virtual mirrors of the plants 
and run parallel to the real manufacturing environment, simulating also the future processes for 
a predefined short period. The performances of the predicted, and the so far executed schedule 
are compared (highlighted as ‘Performance measure of interest’ in Figure 55). 

The off-line operation mode refers to either the factory or individual plants, while in the on-
line modes the work of a plant-level Decision maker is supported (Figure 55). The main goal of 
the Decision maker is to ensure the completion of the daily schedule and if it is not possible to 
minimize the lateness of jobs (L). In case of occurred or predicted disturbances, a decision has to 
be made, whether to intervene, or not. In the former case a rescheduling action has to be 
performed with a limited scope (in space and time) in correspondence to the sphere of 
authority of the Decision maker.  

 

Simulation

i) Normal op. mode (proactive)

Recognition of possible deviations, 

comparison of plans and sim.

Simulation

ii) Disturbance handling (reactive)

Evaluation of the effect of the distur-

bances, on the decision alternatives

Decision-

maker

Decision 1

Time

Performance

measure of

interest

Decision 2

Decision n

. . .

Threshold value
Plant

production sys.

Decision 

alternatives 

evaluated

Reaction

(proactive, reactive)

Prospective analysis

and classification of

deviations

MES – control and excution, 

production schedule

 
Figure 55: Plant-level active disturbance handling realized by using reactive/proactive operation 

modes for simulation 
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The control action13 made in this rescheduling point incorporates the selection of the 
appropriate rescheduling policy and method, which might be supported by the simulation-
based analysis. Moreover, as a hybrid solution, by applying a simulation model instance in off-
line operation mode, replacing the real plant (off-line validation), and additional instances in on-
line operation modes (on-line evaluation) may result in a structure which supports decision 
making in PPS systems as a benchmark platform for the predictive schedules. 

 
 

6.2 Implementation of the flow-shop simulation model 

The solution methods for disturbance handling, described in the previous sections, were 
profoundly tested, analyzed and compared by applying the proposed simulation architecture. 
The object-oriented hierarchical simulation model of the plant is based on the functional 
decomposition approach. The simulation model is created following the simulation modelling 
process described in Chapter 4. However, in contrast to the simulation model “PS” introduced in 
section 4.4, in the current case the development of the simulation representation of a large, 
flow-shop system is presented. Focusing on the on-line evaluation techniques, the relationship 
between the rescheduling threshold, schedule stability and efficiency under different 
rescheduling circumstances has been treated. 

Note that the factory in which the results are implemented, can be considered the largest of 
its kind in the world, situated in Hungary and it works with its more than 100 production lines in 
three shifts, and outputs several million products per week, representing some of the several 
thousand variants. 

Defining the best level of model detail during the simulation modelling of a real, large-scale 
production system is not a trivial issue. Mostly, the final decision does not depend on the scope 
of the simulation study only, but more or less on the environmental “factors”, such as the 
required response time, data availability and credibility, or the hardware environment. 

After several exploration simulation studies (including also model variants for combined, 
discrete and continuous simulation trials, see Appendix E), the selected level of aggregation in 
the case-study presented, i.e., the smallest physical entities modelled in the simulation are the 
Pallet units. These pallets (referred to as parts hereafter) contain a certain amount of the end-
products (50-4000), and thus the computational efforts could be significantly reduced, 
compared to a one-to-one correspondence. Moreover, at the current phase of implementation, 
the Scheduler system calculates the starting times for the production orders and the ordering of 
the resources on the same granulation level. 

Following the modelling rules, and applying the experiences during the model building, a 
detailed simulation model, appropriate for demonstration purposes, has been developed 
(Figure 56). Illustrative results on the “performance” of the simulation, i.e., the computational 
needs during the simulation experiments are highlighted in Table 15 (the problem size on which 
the experiments are executed is described in Table 16).  
 

 
 

                                                 
13

 On the base of the current state of the system different possible actions can be taken (e.g. rescheduling, stopping 
the machine, rebuffering, etc.) Actions like these can be identified in the concept of Behaviour Based Control (BBC) 
which applies knowledge-base techniques in it control decisions [53]. The option to apply the BBC techniques in the 
disturbance handling system will be analysed. 
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Table 15. Computational needs and response capability of the on-line simulation (one-week horizon, 
proactive mode) 

Simulation step Computation time (in ms) 

Download data (Oracle interface) 1800-3500 ms 
Prepare data (link data tables and objects) 400-440 ms 
Implement plant model 20-25 ms 
Run a single simulation (with initialisation) 870-920 ms 
Each further simulation replication 460-490 ms 
Visualisation of the final results 380-410 ms 

 
As it was previously described, each production line is able to process several different 

activities (assembly, quality check, packaging, etc.), but the capability of the lines is different 
and can be described by dynamic attributes (changes over the time). After an activity is 
completed, the status of the production unit (part) is actualised in the ERP system. In our 
approach, we apply meta-machine models for representing the lines in the simulation, i.e., each 
machine in the model is derived from the same class-object (described in details in section 
4.4.4). These are preprogrammed component objects in the simulation, consisting of a 
generalized model of the resource, a built in execution policy as well as the process flow. As a 
main principle, the simulator should play back the production schedule without changing the 
optimized sequence of the tasks, but considering the calculated start times of the processes. 
Therefore, as a new solution, an ordered queue of the tasks (jobs) is built up in front of each 
scheduled machine and the parts to be processed are forwarded into these objects. Each part 
has a list of the objects to be visited during the manufacturing process, according to its process 
plan and the production schedule. 
 

 
Figure 56: User interface of the demo simulation model “NK Sim” 
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Figure 57: Routing alternatives, available machine assignments and processing times as the function of 

the different technical steps in the case-study, based on [117] 

 
Since, the machines are of the same kind in the simulation, furthermore they formalize a 

flexible flow-shop system – in order to handle the huge amount of resources – the 
parameterisation (or customization) is done dynamically, as soon as a part arrives. That means, 
the routing table of the part determines how the line should process the part in question, i.e. 
which statuses can be achieved (up to now seven different combinations of the four statuses 
are possible). The status-dependent-selection procedure (highlighted in Appendix F, under the 
name models.line.received) is executed in case a part (pallet) arrives at the setup place of the a 
certain production line. In Figure 57, a simple example is highlighted, demonstrating the routing 
alternatives, the available machine assignments and the processing times for five jobs in 
consideration. Each job consists of 1000 60W normal light bulb in a certain type of box (job 
family) and has to pass each of the four different technical steps depicted in Figure 57 (A Q M, P). 

By applying the extended simulation modelling method, several test runs, experiments were 
conducted on the resulted demonstration model. In the coming space, we introduce the results 
gained by applying the simulation in both proactive and reactive modes, on real, industry sized 
data (Table 16). 
 
Table 16. Typical size of the scheduling problem to be simulated in the selected plant of the factory 

Input Size 

Operations /week 1000-2000 
Working resources /week (machine) 20-40 
Working resources /week (human) 80-100 
Number of product units (pallet) 200-400 

 
 

6.3 Proactive operation mode – capacity constraints based on resource 
availability 

The main focus of the prospective simulation experiments in the case-study presented is 
analysing the influence of human resource (HR) availability on schedule execution and 
rescheduling decisions. Each day, simulations are initiated in proactive operation mode for a 
one-week (7 days, 3 shifts) time period by the Decision maker. Disturbances generated during 
the model runs, influencing the schedule execution are generally: 

 Machine breakdowns, 

 Stochastic processing times, 

 Sequence changes. 
However, material shortage of certain raw materials is one of the most recent causes of 

delays, it is not considered directly as an input factor for the simulation. But the production 
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orders, which cannot be processed based on this reason, are reallocated in the schedule, i.e., 
usually a sequence change is made to resolve the problem. This is important, while the MRP 
database is not accessible for the simulation module, but the Scheduler “transforms” this 
information into the production database. 

Results of a single proactive simulation trial is introduced in Figure 58. Tests have been 
performed for the two different human resource types in consideration (highlighted in blue 
(Res1) and in red (Res2) in Figure 58), representing the two main service groups required for the 
production lines, namely, operators and packaging personnel. 

Dashed lines illustrate the calculated maximum human resource (HR) demand, i.e., 
threshold value changing in time, while continuous lines represent the simulated (anticipated) 
HR demand for the one-week period. Here, the classification of deviations means that, e.g., in 
the current experiment the simulated HR demand exceeds the calculated capacity (highlighted 
with blue ellipse in Figure 58). Similarly, at the end of the time period (approx. from the middle 
of day 4) further analysis is advisable, based on the very high utilisation for a longer period. 

As it was previously stated, in case the proactive simulator warns the Decision maker on a 
deviation, a reactive simulation can be initiated, and thus, the possible actions and minimization 
of the losses after a disturbance already occurred can be analysed. 
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Figure 58: Simulation results, obtained for the packaging section of the plant (1 week period). Considered 

disturbances are simulated machine breakdowns (day 2, 3x2hours) and stochastic processing times. 

 

6.4 Reactive operation mode – Influence of threshold settings and 
schedule stability  

In case of the performance measure of interest bypasses the threshold value, short-term, 
reactive simulations are initiated. Based on the results of the proactive simulation, selected 
critical shifts and/or physical areas are analyzed with the reactive simulation. Thus, it is focused on:  

 analyzing the influence of different rescheduling strategies on performance 
measures (the lateness of the production orders are induced by the anticipated HR 
capacity shortage), 

 exploring the rescheduling action with the possible smallest disturbance on the 
original schedule. 

The subject of the experiments reported on below is a set of production lines to be 
(re)scheduled (in one shift) in a selected shop of a plant, due to late jobs occurred during the 
prospective simulation analysis. It can be regarded a flexible flow-shop scheduling problem with 
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9 machines. Job’s lateness (L) is used as primary, and makespan (cmax) as secondary efficiency 
measures. 

The filtering effect of (Eq. 9) can be controlled by different settings of threshold β. When 
setting β sufficiently large, the threshold will not be bypassed, consequently, each operation 
affected by the disturbance will be delayed (right shifted) and thus, sequence change of the jobs 
to be processed is not allowed on the disrupted machine. Setting β on a reasonable value, which 
influences the reaction time to disruptions, it allows slight modifications during schedule 
execution. β=0 can be considered an event-driven rescheduling method where each execution-
related event initiates a control action. In case of breakdowns or material shortages (as the two 
main disruption groups), the Decision maker can take the mean time to repair into account, 
calculated from historical data of the Production Monitoring system.  

In the current case-study two different machine breakdown-types are treated: a ‘short’ 
disruption which needs approx. 30 minutes to be eliminated, and a ‘long’ disruption, mainly 
with an average of 2 hours. These are highlighted as dtS and dtL, respectively, in Figure 59 and 
Figure 60. 

As it was mentioned before, in case the threshold β is bypassed, rescheduling is initiated 
during the rescheduling action. The way of the modification of the running schedule in the 
current case depends on the Decision maker, however, the selection of the right alternatives 
must be reinforced by the system developed. Consequently, when deciding on rescheduling, 
two main alternatives are evaluated by the simulator: resequence the jobs waiting for 
processing on each machine affected (denoted as alt0), or allow a wider rage of modification, 
i.e., replacement of the machines (alternative machines) could be selected for the jobs during 
rescheduling (denoted as alt2, while in the case-study there are, in average, two alternative 
machines for the processes). A detailed description on the scheduler applied for “local” 
interventions, as well as further experiments and results in this direction are presented in [108]. 

The different settings of the rescheduling policies are presented and analyzed on the 
particular machine breakdown cases, as well as on the rescheduling problems. It is assumed 
that no operation can be processed during the disruption, and job preemptions are not allowed, 
consequently, disrupted operations must be restarted. By this set of machine breakdowns, the 
time of the disturbance occurred in the system (relative to the time of execution) is considered. 
Note that the system provides simulated results for one selected shift (8 hours) in a daily 
schedule. 

Illustrative results are highlighted in Figure 59 for efficiency (cmax) and Figure 60 for stability 
measures (INS).  
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Figure 59: Resulted improvement (in percentage) of the efficiency measure on the applied rescheduling 

threshold (β), against the time of breakdowns (compared to the right-shifting method) 
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Figure 60: Resulted stability measures on the applied rescheduling threshold (β) against  

the time of breakdowns 

 
The x-axis represents the elapsed time during the shift in consideration. In Figure 6, 

regarding the cases alt0 and alt2, as well as dtS and dtL, the y-axis represents the simulated 
percentage improvement of the best cmax values (obtained by the different threshold settings), 
compared to the right-shifting method. 
 
The results of the simulation-based evaluations can be summarised as follows. 

Based on the anticipatory recognition of deviations from the planned schedule by running 
the simulation parallel to the plant activities (using the look ahead function and supposing we 
keep the sequences as planned), it can be stated that the proposed proactive simulation 
method supports situation recognition, moreover, deviations might be classified before they 
occur in the reality. This helps the decision making personnel on deciding whether to react, i.e., 
an intervention is required, or simply the recognized deviation has no effect on the schedule 
execution. 

In case of running the simulation in a reactive operation mode, and if no alternative 
resources exist in the system, i.e., sequence change is allowed but machine replacement is not 
possible, event-driven rescheduling (β=0) is the appropriate selection in case of longer 
disruption times, while keeping stability in an acceptable range. Similarly to the case-study 
presented in [31], increase on the efficiency measure results in a degradation of the stability. 

Regarding schedule efficiency, it can be stated that the right-shift method (setting β 
sufficiently large) outperforms the other cases only if the disturbance occurs nearly at the end 
of the scheduling horizon considered (see e.g., the negative values for alt0 at time point 7). 
However, if the disturbance occurs right after the schedule release – normal (re)scheduling 
point – or in the middle of the scheduling horizon, it is obvious to apply the proposed 
rescheduling method. The selection of the most suitable rescheduling threshold (β) in these 
cases depends on the required level of stability. As it is assumed, finding the appropriate 
rescheduling threshold for each given rescheduling situation may result in a compromise for the 
Decision maker between stabile schedule execution and schedule quality. 

As a summary, we can state that the applied rescheduling policy (e.g., appropriate selected 
rescheduling threshold) and rescheduling method (e.g., fixed ratio of operations to be 
rescheduled) have a major effect on system performance, however, a too frequent revision of 
the initial (original) schedule might cause some degree of system nervousness (see Figure 7). 
This behaviour of rescheduling systems is discussed more in details in [110]. The detection of 
correct timing of the rescheduling action (rescheduling policy) and the proper method applied 
for formulating the revised schedule (rescheduling method) are not a trivial issue and depend 
very much on the characteristics of the system investigated. 
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6.5 Summary 

In this chapter, a decision support architecture was proposed, in which the integrated 
simulation module can be applied to different purposes (e.g., validation of the calculated 
schedules, recognition of deviations in advance, analysis of the effect of the possible actions 
taken). By applying the proposed simulation architecture, the solution methods for stability-
oriented hybrid rescheduling could be profoundly tested and analyzed . The evaluation of 
selected scenarios of the rescheduling threshold and the timing of rescheduling (i.e., 
rescheduling policies) were presented in an industrial case-study. This meant an analysis of the 
occurrence of disturbances, as well as the possible actions after a disturbance had already 
occurred during the schedule execution, and thus, the validation of the selected/applied 
disturbance handling policy (reactive operation mode).  

The results of the experiments are valuable for future works in this direction, e.g., 
consideration of additional disturbances in the system, recognition of rescheduling situations by 
the prospective simulation mode, as well as, applying the results to the real, industry-sized 
problem presented in the study. 

The proactive and reactive simulation modes, as well as the rescheduling policies treated 
here, have been intensively tested on industrial data (illustrative results were highlighted in the 
section, for more results ([118],[119]) and solutions applied in simulation modelling please read 
Appendix F and [120]) and the introduction of the same at a certain plant of the factory in 
question is planned for the coming months. It is important to note that by applying the built in 
HTML interface components, attempts are made to control the simulation experiments from 
HTML browsers, and to generate the report of the simulation results in HTML format. Thus, 
upon request by the users, it is feasible to integrate the simulation module into the ERP 
systems’ user-interface. 
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7. Conclusions 

As a conclusion, we briefly summarize the topics treated and the results obtained in the Thesis. 
In manufacturing systems, difficulties arise from unexpected tasks and events, non-linearities, 
and a multitude of interactions while attempting to control various activities in dynamic shop-
floors. Complexity and uncertainty seriously limit the effectiveness of conventional control and 
(predictive) scheduling approaches.  

Taking the uncertain and complex environment into consideration, the selection of the most 
appropriate control decision(s) is a very difficult task. The results of the research presented in 
the Thesis focused on the decision support on the operational level of manufacturing systems. 
Special emphasis was given to the scheduling and rescheduling decisions. Having as input a 
given production schedule, our main goal was to support the decision makers in utilizing the 
scheduling system available at its best performance. Naturally, different scheduling algorithms 
can be compared and evaluated with the simulation-based methodology presented in the 
Dissertation. 

One of the most important objectives of our research is related to the potential 
improvement of computer simulation as applied to manufacturing systems. Among the current 
limits of simulation, existing tools fall short of offering effective integration into the process of 
production planning and control. In order to enhance the capabilities of simulation and make it 
more responsive to today’s industrial needs, the task was to find a way of introducing solutions 
appropriate for these purposes. The Thesis introduced and described the extended simulation, 
as a possible application approach of simulation on the different levels and in different life-cycle 
phases of production systems, based on the requirements specified. Our proposed hierarchical 
view of the combination of Digital Enterprise components and simulation, as well as the related 
information systems in interface connections were introduced. Theoretical results were 
validated by computational experiments, and through several case studies. 
 
 
Classification of the research areas and new scientific results 

The results of the research presented in the Dissertation can be summarised in form of 
thesis’s, as follows (Figure 61). New simulation modelling methods for the analysis of complex 
production systems are introduced in Thesis 1. Novel solutions developed for supporting 
production control decisions are treated in Thesis 2 and 3. A new, real-time, simulation-based 
active disturbance handling solution is described in Thesis 4. 
 
Thesis 1: Planning and analysis of complex productions systems based on extended simulation 
The Thesis introduces and describes the extended simulation architecture, as a possible 
application approach of simulation modelling on the different levels and in various life-cycle 
phases of production systems, based on the requirements specified. 

Extended simulation. I proposed a vertical extension of the simulation on the 
hierarchical levels, by applying parallel (instead of separate, stand-alone 
simulation models), demand-driven, temporary simulation models, based on 
a common model structure (e.g. capacity planning then validating production 
schedules). 
I developed novel methods aiming at the extended application of simulation 
over time. The core idea of the solution is to develop simulation structures 
appropriate for the different life-cycle phases, following the changes 
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occurring over time in the complex production system under examination 
(e.g. factory planning, process planning, deployment of control systems, 
operation). 
Development of a new, component based simulation modelling method. I 
developed a new – component-based – simulation modelling method, based 
on data-base information, describing the production systems, as well as, 
based on predefined model elements. The simulation components are 
separate units, constituting different functions, and formalizing a certain 
structure for temporary simulation models, defined by the goal of the 
simulation study. The method is capable of effectively realizing the extended 
simulation structure, as proven by several case-studies. 
Novel method for executing production schedules via simulation. I 
developed and applied a novel execution model for simulation, which is 
capable of keeping the precedence constraints during the simulation analysis 
of assembly operations of resources and related production schedules. 

 
Thesis 2: Support for stability-oriented solution of dynamic rescheduling problems 
The Thesis introduces a new schedule stability measure and the cost-based validation of the 
proposed solution. 

Proposed new schedule stability measure. I introduced a new, complex 
expression for measuring the stability of production schedules. The main 
advantage of the new measure is that during the schedule modification not 
only the rate but the actuality (relative to the execution) of the schedule 
modification is considered (Eq. 5). Applied to multi-criterion analysis of 
rescheduling policies, and combined with efficiency measures, I proved the 
effectiveness of the proposed stability measure for dynamic rescheduling 
problems and a periodic rescheduling strategy. 
Cost-based validation of the proposed schedule stability measure. I 
introduced a cost-model (four different types of costs) and a related 
simulation environment of a production system, in which the effect of the 
disturbances on resource constraints can be analysed. I confirmed that if the 
production schedules are modified (rescheduling), during the execution of 
the pre-calculated secondary schedules (e.g. transportation, material 
request) – calculated on the basis of the production schedule – additional 
costs occur. The time-based values of these costs occurred can be 
characterised by a decaying curve. On the results of the experiments, I stated 
that for the operations closer to the execution (actuality) in the secondary 
schedules, the average increase of the costs are always higher compared to 
the operations scheduled later in the time horizon. 

 
Thesis 3: Situation dependent control solutions for support and analysis of rescheduling 
decisions 

Evaluation of hybrid rescheduling policies. For the evaluation of hybrid 
rescheduling policies in a dynamic scheduling environment, I proposed a new 
method by which the pareto-optimal timing and rate of the schedule 
modification can be determined. I introduced a rescheduling threshold  
(Eq. 9.), based on the monitoring of the execution process of the operations. 
Based on simulation experiments, I verified that the efficiency measures do 
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not significantly decrease during the control action is taken, moreover, the 
expected negative effect of the control action can be minimized, resulting in 
a higher overall schedule stability. 
Control action curve. I defined a control action curve, which determines for 
each point in time the required rescheduling threshold value (and thus the 
desired rescheduling policy as well) in the predictive-reactive scheduling 
environment considered. I verified the proposed solution by several 
simulation experiments, and it can be stated that depending on the situation 
occurred, the optimal timing and rate of the control action (rescheduling or 
schedule repair) can be calculated by applying the proper rescheduling 
threshold values. 

 
Thesis 4: New approaches for simulation supported active disturbance handling 

Proactive and reactive operation modes of the simulation. The main goal of 
the proposed proactive operation mode of the simulation is the on-line, 
anticipatory recognition of deviations from the planned schedule by running 
the simulation parallel to the plant activities. Thus, by using a look ahead 
function with short-term simulation runs (supposing of keeping the 
sequences as planned), support of situation recognition can be achieved. 
I developed the reactive operation mode for the on-line analysis of the 
possible actions and decisions as well as minimization of the losses after a 
disturbance already occurred. 
Proposed new disturbance handling structure. I proved that based on the 
simulation approach and modelling method described in Thesis 1, an active 
disturbance handling structure can be formalized, which – applied on-line, as 
the part of the production control system – fosters the proactive/ reactive 
production control activities. I stated that the proposed system recognizes 
the changes and disturbances, related to schedule execution. The system 
identifies the different situations and, as an active reaction, provides 
evaluated decision alternatives to the decision maker. 

 

 
Figure 61: Classification of the research areas and new scientific results 
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Glossary 

AI Artificial Intelligence 
BBC Behaviour Based Control 
BOM Bill of Material 
CAD Computer Aided Design 
CAM Computer Aided Manufacturing 
CAE Computer Aided Engineering 
CIM Computer Integrated Manufacturing 
CBSE Component-Based Software Engineering 
CP Capacity Planning 
DDE Dynamic Data Exchange 
DDES Dynamic Discrete Event Systems 
DES Discrete Event Simulation 
DET Digital Enterprise Technology 
DF Digital Factory 
DJSP Dynamic Job shop Scheduling Problem 
DOE Design of Experiments 
ERP Enterprise Resource Planning System 
FJSP Flexible Job-shop Scheduling Problem 
FMS Flexible Manufacturing System 
GA Genetic Algorithm 
JSP Job-shop Scheduling Problem 
MA Manufacturing Automation 
MES Manufacturing Execution System 
MeS Manufacturing entity Structure 
MOP Multi-objective Optimisation Problem 
MP Master Planning 
MRP Material Requirements Planning 
MRP II Manufacturing Resources Planning 
ODBC Open Database Connectivity 
OR Operational Research 
PAC Production Activity Control System 
PLC Programmable Logic Controller 
PPC Production Planning and Control 
PPS Production Planning and Scheduling 
RI Rescheduling Interval 
SD System Dynamics 
SDX Simulation Data eXchange 
SF Schedule stability Factor 
SFC Shop Floor Control System 
SPC Statistical Process Control System 
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Appendix A – Computational results, “Picanol” 
simulation case-study 

According to the demand of PICANOL, we aimed to improve the performance of the internal 
material handling system. There are only a very few possible ways to improve the performance 
of the existing system. Changing the layout of the physical system or placing new resources is 
not allowed, so only the improvement of the control logic or scheduling method of the 
resources is effective. One of these control logics is the rack selection strategy in the temporary 
storage system. 

 
TRAM as a scheduled resource 

If all of the resources in the system – workstations, operators and also transportation 
resources – were scheduled as simple resources, theoretically, it would be possible to calculate 
an optimal and feasible production plan. 

In this case there would be a schedule table regarding the TRAM, too, allowing the control 
system to create a production plan without containing time periods with a higher 
transportations demand than the TRAM capacity can provide. However, in the production plan 
there would be greater time-gaps between the operations on the machines – because the 
system would calculate with the data of the real schedule-table of the TRAM, instead of 
prefixed operation times. Consequently, this plan would be near to the optimal solution. 

From practical point of view, it is not always easy to realize such a strictly scheduled system, 
in fact, if there is a significant difference between the operation time of a machine and the 
TRAM. If both the machine and the TRAM are handled as the same kind of resources, it is 
important to consider that the normal process operation lasts for hours, but the most extended 
and complex task for the TRAM lasts for minutes only. 

In such an environment sensibility in the schedule of the transportation resource could 
question the effectiveness and fault-tolerance of a prescheduled production plan compared to a 
distributed controller system. This pre-scheduled system lacks robustness and for this reason it 
had to be rescheduled several times in one shift to handle uncalculated disturbances occurring 
in the system To schedule the TRAM and create the plan for the simulation some basic 
transportation time is needed. Consequently, a possible solution for the above problems is to 
let the control system calculate with the highest possible transportation time at the beginning, 
but as soon as the control system gets statistical data from the simulation runs, it will modify 
the time for the given relation. 

 
Applying a more flexible schedule 

Further scheduling procedure for the TRAM are being considered as future tasks. It is 
practicably to define not only exact time but time-windows (TW), too, during the TRAM 
schedule. The controller calculates the shortest possible operation time for the transportation, 
and also takes the fact according to which the TRAM has to reach the starting position of the 
operation in time into account (this is a kind of setup time). It requires the controller to always 
know where the TRAM is and what its destination is. For calculating operation times, 
permanently updated statistical data are needed, which come from the emulation. The system 
would be implemented in such a way that only a TW, the calculated duration of the operation 
and the two destinations were necessary for the TRAM from the scheduler. When the internal 
schedule-algorithm of the TRAM controller collects several TW-s, the algorithm could allow 
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optimizing the current scheduled tasks with an objective function focused on finding the 
optimal, i.e., the shortest possible routing for the resource. All this also means the minimization 
of the total operation time.  

Actually, the optimization methods could replace and sort the scheduled tasks if they can be 
replaced within their own time-window. A very important thing has to be stated when applying 
this flexible scheduling system. We assume that the TRAM scheduler can create at least one 
feasible solution by using the TW-s from the main controller-scheduler. 

 
Optimization of the controls systems, by applying emulation 

Applying optimization by simulation, we searched for an optimal RSS taking into account the 
change-drivers14 given by PICANOL. The optimization engine defines the input parameter set for 
the simulation – in our case the actual RSS – and the simulation returns the resulted fitness 
value after each simulation run. The optimization engine creates new RSS and evaluates the 
new fitness from the simulation, until an optimal RSS is generated. In the optimization engine 
we applied Genetic Algorithm. 

After several simulation model runs, the result is an optimal strategy (only for a defined 
input pattern) which means 7-11% percent decrease in the order specific lead time. 
 
The structure of the proposed simulation-based optimization 

The simulation model in this setting forms the evaluation function. After each simulation 
run the selected performance measures are calculated and evaluated by the optimization 
module. As described previously, the simulation model is divided in two separate modules, 
control- and emulation subsystems. This way the improvement of the control system is formed 
by optimizing parameters based on the behavior of a non-linear, dynamic system. The problem 
encoding means in the current situation that the chromosomes of an individual in the 
population are a set of simulation parameters to be optimized. In the current case, these 
parameters are the encoded strategy of the control system. The method of the optimization is 
as follows: 

1. Initiate the population of the new generation. 
2. Select individual from population, decode chromosomes, set-up simulation by using the 

parameters. 
3. Initiate and run simulation(s). 
4. End simulation, calculate selected performance measure(s). 
5. If the last individual is not yet evaluated in the same generation then 2. 

6. If no STOP set then go to 1. 
 

Control system

Emulation

Simulation

Event Command
Optimization

module

Input parameters

Simulation results

Control system

Emulation

Simulation

Event Command
Optimization

module

Input parameters

Simulation results

 
The optimization module coupled with the simulation. 

                                                 
14

 Change drivers here mean that the company anticipated an increasing customer demand, however the unknown 
growth portion of the different product families requires flexibility in the production sites. Thus, this is a kind of driver 
which may changes the product structure. 
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Results for the different “inspection” monitoring threshold. 

mix_full_inv 100 125 

no_monitoring 69313 86041 

monitoring freq_limit_8 71625 89629 

monitoring freq_limit_10 71775 88635 

monitoring freq_limit_12 72301 89461 

monitoring freq_limit_14 72783 89559 

monitoring freq_limit_16 72025 88769 

monitoring freq_limit_18 72319 89349 

monitoring freq_limit_20 71221 88505 

monitoring freq_limit_22 70669 88463 

Average 71840 89046 

  3,64% 3,49% 

 

67000

68000

69000

70000

71000

72000

73000

74000

 
100 orders, mix 

 
Taking “change-drivers” into account (order pattern) 
 
Taking the change drivers of Picanol into account such as 

 increase of the incoming orders / month 

 changing order structure (“order pattern”), 
the following combination of the input data was created: 
 

Time period 2 months 1 year 

Incoming orders/day 15-25 20-30 25-35 15-35 

Order 
structure 

Default  x X x x 

+10% rollen x x x - 

+ 10% profielen x X x - 

 
For each combination 10 different input file was generated with the following columns: 

 Order ID 

 Product type 

 Part ID 

 Set Size 

 Release date 

 Due Date 
 
The folder name refers to its content: (order structure_incoming orders/day_time period), e.g: 
default_25_35_2m, each folder contains a summarizing txt file as follows for example: 
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----------------- INPUT DATA ------------------ 
 
---------------------------------- 
Order frequency:  
35.6 -- rollen 
6.5 -- hoofdas 
26.7 -- profielen 
7.4 -- luchtkoker 
18.9 -- dwarsligge 
3.9 -- assen 
 
---------------------------------- 
Time period: 2 months 
---------------------------------- 
Number of Replications: 10 
---------------------------------- 
Number of incoming orders a day: min: 25 max: 35 
---------------------------------- 
Number of released orders: 1283 
---------------------------------- 
 

 

 
Effect of the order quantity on total lead time of products (normal: red curve, increased: green) 

 

 
Changing order structure (“order pattern”) 
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Changing order structure (“order pattern”) 

 
Results of experiment when changing the “order pattern” and amount of incoming orders  

rollen          

247456 264853 312450 371084 383220 409445 439375 484075 515367 597226 

245346 254433 312709 371232 383241 398372 439776 482436 514049 586893 

235261 249449 278715 312830 383593 383414 428264 444546 485175 515553 

222357 244915 254834 312906 338474 383717 387139 433427 482581 514233 

209583 235504 249283 278817 314589 381506 383450 408956 440033 484463 

200404 233764 242785 255071 313852 339789 385241 388770 434489 466283 

197645 208850 236826 248572 279300 315147 383136 387050 400664 442378 

198058 200528 233920 242934 255206 314258 340646 387384 395215 431100 

197197 197899 208927 236590 247076 279936 315753 374369 389015 403173 

197336 198249 200868 234538 242980 255376 315576 341702 388983 389300 

          

          

profielen          

210764 187807 171661 159161 155633 152323 142362 142204 139445 137944 

216190 193076 173989 173440 162429 157610 148476 147471 148056 143108 

244177 218024 207408 184833 188044 164548 165887 151596 160556 162125 

260734 243037 234036 221172 202004 190155 175781 189541 165449 174200 

295673 280221 267513 248918 244391 238250 216219 202747 228032 207397 

336194 320595 302526 293681 281655 274303 275917 242713 275041 235872 

369258 354016 331816 316022 326104 328105 314413 332027 291238 289338 

383697 381769 391544 365533 355176 358310 379011 358889 335704 305460 

462577 465451 459847 422466 404973 415890 398391 385507 368337 335067 

518969 513065 524332 531381 457986 435718 460605 451144 425247 401569 

          

          

cumulated          

229110 226330 242055,5 265122,5 269426,5 280884 290868,5 313139,5 327406 367585 

230768 223754,5 243349 272336 272835 277991 294126 314953,5 331052,5 365000,5 

239719 233736,5 243061,5 248831,5 285818,5 273981 297075,5 298071 322865,5 338839 

241545,5 243976 244435 267039 270239 286936 281460 311484 324015 344216,5 

252628 257862,5 258398 263867,5 279490 309878 299834,5 305851,5 334032,5 345930 

268299 277179,5 272655,5 274376 297753,5 307046 330579 315741,5 354765 351077,5 

283451,5 281433 284321 282297 302702 321626 348774,5 359538,5 345951 365858 

290877,5 291148,5 312732 304233,5 305191 336284 359828,5 373136,5 365459,5 368280 

329887 331675 334387 329528 326024,5 347913 357072 379938 378676 369120 

358152,5 355657 362600 382959,5 350483 345547 388090,5 396423 407115 395434,5 
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Optimization of the RSS in the changing environment 
Average service time at different RSS applied 

 nextToWp optMM-run optMM-Ts 

W3495 33,76271 32,15254 33,94915254 

W1264 20,38462 20,12821 20,48717949 

W3664 25,17857 26 24,10714286 

W1529 31,09302 29,39535 29,39534884 

W3754 17 16,4359 16,07692308 

W3234 16,55714 19,77143 16,51428571 

W3513 22,14286 26,28571 22,6 

W1528 11,08571 11,51429 11,34285714 

W3825 46,75862 46,41379 47,5862069 

W3824 51,75 45,41667 48 

W3233 29,17241 29,51724 27,96551724 

W3512 14,02041 13,34694 14,06122449 

W3828 17,875 13,1875 16,0625 

W3583    

W3663 25,375 26,5625 21,1875 

W3310 27,25 27,25 27 

W9038 16,34375 16,28125 18,40625 

W3485 42,31034 42,44828 38,62068966 

Average 26,3 26,0 25,49 
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Message handling: 
Extraction of the message-flow captured during the communication of the “emulation” and 
“controller” 
 
 
<C5|2001/01/01 06:00:00|24|.Models.PicanolLongP.Controller|GET_CONTAINER|.MUs.Order:5|||||||ASSISTANTSIM|> 
<S405|2001/01/016:00:00|0|.Models.PicanolLongP.AssistantSim|GET_CONTAINER_COMPLETED|.MUs.Order:6|.MUs.Container:40
6||||||CONTROL|> 
<C6|2001/01/01 06:00:00|8|.Models.PicanolLongP.Controller|GET_CONTAINER|.MUs.Order:6|||||||ASSISTANTSIM|> 
<S406|2001/01/01 
06:00:00|0|.Models.PicanolLongP.AssistantSim|GET_CONTAINER_COMPLETED|.MUs.Order:7|.MUs.Container:407||||||CONTROL
|> 
<C7|2001/01/01 06:00:00|20|.Models.PicanolLongP.Controller|GET_CONTAINER|.MUs.Order:7|||||||ASSISTANTSIM|> 
<S407|2001/01/01 
06:00:00|0|.Models.PicanolLongP.AssistantSim|GET_CONTAINER_COMPLETED|.MUs.Order:8|.MUs.Container:408||||||CONTROL
|> 
<C8|2001/01/01 06:00:00|8|.Models.PicanolLongP.Controller|GET_CONTAINER|.MUs.Order:8|||||||ASSISTANTSIM|> 
<S408|2001/01/01 
06:00:00|0|.Models.PicanolLongP.AssistantSim|GET_CONTAINER_COMPLETED|.MUs.Order:9|.MUs.Container:409||||||CONTROL
|> 
<C9|2001/01/01 06:00:00|30|.Models.PicanolLongP.Controller|GET_CONTAINER|.MUs.Order:9|||||||ASSISTANTSIM|> 
<S409|2001/01/01 
06:00:00|0|.Models.PicanolLongP.AssistantSim|GET_CONTAINER_COMPLETED|.MUs.Order:10|.MUs.Container:410||||||CONTRO
L|> 
<C10|2001/01/01 06:00:00|20|.Models.PicanolLongP.Controller|GET_CONTAINER|.MUs.Order:10|||||||ASSISTANTSIM|> 
<S410|2001/01/01 
06:00:00|0|.Models.PicanolLongP.AssistantSim|GET_CONTAINER_COMPLETED|.MUs.Order:11|.MUs.Container:411||||||CONTRO
L|> 

 
The message processing component was built to be able to handle the incoming and 

outgoing messages parallel, and asynchronously. This enables processes to send messages 
without expecting an immediate answer. A process sends messages to the message processing 
component and goes on as normal, without having to wait for the other process. The message 
we use is a standardized string message: 

 
<msg_ID|time|SensorID|sender|order|name|param1|param2| param3|param4|param5|param6|receiver> 

 
The messaging system uses the following commands or events, which can be complied by 

the receiver: 
 From To Operation Value Param. Time Description 

C
o

m
m

an
d

 

CONTROL 

      

TRAM- 
MANAGER 

LOAD 

SENSOR_ID 

-  Loads TRAM from WP 

UNLOAD -  
Unloads TRAM, place 

container into the 
IOBuffer of the WP 

STOREIN -  

Places the container 
into the first free place 

in the rack-system 
(ASRS) at a defined 

column 

STOREOUT LEVEL  
Gets container from the 

defined column and 
level 

OPERATOR 
GOTO_WP 

OPERATOR_ID 
Start-
time 

Call operator 

START_OP Start the job 

ASSISTANT 
SIM 

GET_CONTAINER SETSIZE OrderAgent   

INIT_WP PROCTIME WP   

TROLLEY ContainerID From, to position   

E
ve

n
t 

ASSISTANT 
SIM 

CONTROL 

INIT_WP_COMPLETED     

GET_CONTAINER 
_COMPLETED 

ContainerID OrderAgent   
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TRAM- 
MANAGER 

LOAD_COMPLETED 

SENSOR_ID 
ContainerID, 

Level 
Finish 

Contains a report about 
the finished operation. It 

gives back also the 
order_agent and the 

finish time of the 
operation important for 

the scheduling 

UNLOAD_COMPLETED 

STOREIN_COMPLETED 

STOREOUT_COMPLETED 

WP 
OP_COMPLETED 

ERROR1   

Error 
time 

WP is down 

Any ERROR2   
Waiting for operation to 

start – TIMEOUT 

  ERROR3    

 

 
A typical GA performance graph, by calculating the optimal RSS for 100 orders 

 
Scheduling the machine resources and booking the TRAM 

Propagation of a time-window (EST-based) for a defined activity, scheduling algorithm 
realised in the “Picanol” simulation case. The function called in case of a new production order 
has to be processed. That machine will be allocated to this task, which, compared to the results 
from other machines with similar capability, the EST value is the smallest. 

do 
 -- initialise comparators 
 op_start := root.eventController.absSimTime; 
 op_end_min := 10000000; 
  
 found_gap := false; 
  
 WPAgent.WPAbility.cursory := 1; 
 WPAgent.WPAbility.find(`[1,*], op_name); 
 op_duration := WPAgent.WPAbility[2, WPAgent.WPAbility.cursorY]*60; 
 setup_time := WPAgent.WPAbility[3, WPAgent.WPAbility.cursorY]*60; 
  
 -- the process time for the whole set 
 op_duration := setup_time + set_size * (op_duration); 
 if WPAgent.Schedule.empty 
 then 
  op_end := EST + op_duration; 
  tt_index := 1; 
 else 
  y_dimension := WPAgent.Schedule.Ydim; 
  from i := 1 
  until i > y_dimension or found_gap 
  loop 
   if WPAgent.Schedule[2, 1] > EST + op_duration 
   then 
    op_end := EST + op_duration;      
    tt_index := 1; 
    found_gap := true; 
   else 
    op_start := WPAgent.Schedule[2, i] + WPAgent.Schedule[3, i]; 
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    if WPAgent.Schedule[1,i + 1] = "" 
    then 
     if EST < op_start 
     then 
      op_end := op_start + op_duration;      
     else 
      op_end := EST + op_duration;      
     end; 
     tt_index := i + 1; 
     found_gap := true; 
    else 
     time_gap := WPAgent.Schedule[2,i + 1] - op_start; 
     if EST < op_start 
     then 
      if op_duration <= time_gap 
      then 
       op_end := op_start + op_duration;      
       tt_index := i + 1; 
       found_gap := true; 
      end; 
     else 
      if EST < op_start + time_gap 
      then 
       time_gap := (op_start + time_gap) - EST; 
       if op_duration <= time_gap 
       then 
        op_end := EST + op_duration;      
        tt_index := i + 1; 
        found_gap := true; 
       end; 
      end; 
     end; 
    end; 
   end; 
   i := i + 1; 
  end; 
 end; 
-- create answer 
 answer.create; 
 answer[1,1] := op_end - op_duration; 
 answer[2,1] := op_duration; 
 result := answer; 
 WPAgent.Schedule.pasteRow(tt_index); 
 WPAgent.Schedule[1,tt_index] := op_name; 
   WPAgent.Schedule[2,tt_index] := op_end - op_duration; 
 WPAgent.Schedule[3,tt_index] := op_duration; 
 WPAgent.Schedule[4,tt_index] := Order_agent; 
end; 
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Appendix B – Input files for scheduling 

Input files and resulted short term production schedule 
Here we present an example of the files which were applied during the calculation of the 
schedules in the experiments presented in Section 5.4. 
 
The .\input directory contains the following four files: 

 machines.txt 

 recipes.txt 

 jobs.txt 

 (preorders.txt) 
 

Machines 
The machines.txt file contains the properties of the machines. This file should contain a 

table of integers or ‘-‘s. Each row corresponds to a machine (and later to a resourc) and each 
column corresponds to an operation. If the ith machine can make the jth operation in s time 
unit, then s stands at (i, j) in the table. If it can not do that operation at all, then the ‘-‘ sign 
stands in the position of time instead. Let’s see an example: 

 
15   -   -   10  16 
 -  26   -    -   - 
 -   -  19   21   - 
31   -   -    -  22 

 
If the machines.txt contains only this table, then is means that there are 4 different 

machines and 5 different operations. The first machine can do the first operation in 15 time unit 
but it cannot do the second operation. The third machine can do the second operation in 26 
time unit, but it cannot do the fifth operation, and so on. 

 
Products 

The recipes.txt file contains the information of the products. Each row of the file 
corresponds to a recipe which is a sequence of operations. Each operation is noted by its index 
which is defined in the machines.txt file. The indexes are counted from 0! So in our example 
there are 5 operations and the operation indexes are in {0,…,4}. A possible recipe file can look 
like this: 

1 2 3 4 
0 2 0 
1 4 1 2 3 4 0 
2 3 
4 1 
1 0 2 

 
In that case, there are 6 products in the system and the production of the first product must 

be started with the first operation, after that the second operation must be done, and so on. 
 

Orders, jobs 
A possible job file, containing the orders to be scheduled, can look like this (we follow our 

example, this is why we have 6 products): 
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0 
5 
4 
1 
3 
1 

 
Resulted production schedule (cmax = 43), calculated by the GA scheduler (M = 5, number of 
orders = 8, problem set alt0) 

orderID TasksIndex Operation MachineID PriorityIndex Duration StartTime FinishTime 

1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 

5 1 1 1 0 1 1 2 

2 1 1 1 1 1 2 3 

4 1 1 1 1 1 3 4 

1 2 3 2 0 4 1 5 

6 1 1 1 1 1 4 5 

8 1 1 1 1 1 5 6 

3 1 2 1 1 2 6 8 

1 3 6 3 1 3 5 8 

4 2 4 2 0 6 5 11 

1 4 7 4 0 2 8 10 

7 1 2 1 1 2 8 10 

1 5 10 5 0 6 10 16 

4 3 5 3 0 2 11 13 

8 2 4 2 0 6 11 17 

4 4 8 4 0 6 13 19 

8 3 5 3 1 2 17 19 

3 2 9 5 1 3 16 19 

5 2 3 2 1 4 17 21 

5 3 6 3 0 3 21 24 

7 2 9 5 1 3 19 22 

6 2 3 2 1 4 21 25 

8 4 8 4 1 6 19 25 

4 5 9 5 1 3 22 25 

7 3 5 3 0 2 24 26 

5 4 7 4 1 2 25 27 

6 3 6 3 0 3 26 29 

8 5 9 5 1 3 25 28 

7 4 7 4 1 2 27 29 

2 2 4 2 1 6 25 31 

3 3 5 3 1 2 29 31 

6 4 7 4 1 2 29 31 

2 3 5 3 1 2 31 33 

3 4 7 4 1 2 31 33 

5 5 10 5 1 6 28 34 

3 5 3 2 0 4 33 37 

2 4 8 4 1 6 33 39 

6 5 10 5 1 6 34 40 

7 5 3 2 1 4 37 41 

2 5 9 5 1 3 40 43 
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Stability-oriented scheduling by applying genetic algorithms 

In the research to be reported here the genetic algorithms are applied for solving even static 
and dynamic shop floor scheduling problems. The architecture of developed system is detailed 
in previous sections. 

Genetic Algorithm (GA), inspired by the process of Darwinian evolution, has been 
recognized as a general search strategy and an optimization method which is often useful for 
tackling combinational problems. In contrast to other local search methods such as simulated 
annealing and Tabu search, which are based on handling one feasible solution, the GA utilizes a 
population of solutions in its search, giving it more resistance to premature convergence on 
local minima [30]. Since Davis [61] proposed the first GA-based technique to solve scheduling 
problems, GA has been used with increasing frequency to address scheduling problems. 

As opposed to many other optimization methods, GA works with a population of solutions 
instead of just a single solution. GA assigns a value to each individual in the population 
according to a problem-specific objective function. A survival-of-the-fittest step selects 
individuals from the old population. A reproduction step applies operators such as crossover or 
mutation to these individuals to produce a new population that is fitter than the previous one. 
GA is an optimization method of searching based on evolutionary process.  

In applying GA, one have to analyze specific properties of problems and decide on a proper 
representation, an objective function, a construction method of initial population, a genetic 
operator and a genetic parameter. 

The scheduler, connected to the simulation is based on a genetic algorithm. Since the early 
‘80s, several promising GA-based scheduling solutions are presented in the scheduling 
literature, however, the difficulties arising from the chromosome representation for ordering 
problems (e.g. JSSP) are still inducing potentials in this research field as discussed in [7] and [30]. 
For instance, the traditional chromosome is usually a binary string. For a scheduling problem, 
one possible representation is that this string contains the position of each operation in the 
sequence. The problem with this representation is clear: the applied standard crossover or 
mutation operators often generate infeasible offspring sequences. One reasonable solution is to 
use schedule builder or decoder procedures to form a feasible schedule from the chromosome 
representation. 

In our approach we use a problem encoding solution similar to the one presented in [27]. 
For reducing search space during the generation of active schedules and to be able to use 
standard GA operators, a modified Giffler-Thompson (G&T) algorithm is presented. The basic 
concept and proof on the theorem on the active or non-delay schedule creation algorithm can 
be found in [12], while particular applications in which G&T is hybridized with GA can be found 
in [27] and [30].  

Below a brief outline of the G&T algorithm for obtaining active schedules is presented. 
 
Step 1. 

Let C contain the first schedulable operation of each job 

Let rjm = 0, for all operation (j,m) in C (rjm is the ready time 

(earliest start time) for the operation (j,m)) 

Step 2. 
Calculate t(C) = min(j,m)C {rjm + pjm}, (pjm is the processing time 

of operation (j,m)) 

Let m* denote the machine on which the minimum is achieved 

Step 3. 
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Let G denote the conflict set of all operations (j,m*) on machine m* 

such that rjm* <= t(C) 

Step 4. 
Randomly select one op. from G and schedule it 

Step 5. 
Delete the operation from C, and include its immediate successor in 

C 

Step 6. 
Update rjm in C and return to step 2 until all operation are 

scheduled. 

 
In our proposed solution, the schedule is formulated by modifying Step 4 in the original G&T 

algorithm as follows: 
 
Select the operation from G with the smallest priority index and 

schedule it. 

 

Two parallel chromosome sequences are applied to be able to build up schedules also for 
job-shop problems where one selected operation can be processed on different machines, i.e. 
machines are capable for different processes. 

The first sequence (chrom 1 in Table 17) contains indexes for all the operations to be 
scheduled with a priority index value. This is generated and selected initially from a set defined 
between 0 and the number of operations in the schedule. Priority indexes for all the schedulable 
operations are represented by the chromosomes in the GA (Table 17). 

The second sequence (chrom 2 in Table 17) also contains indexes for all the operations (in 
the same order) but this is responsible for selecting the appropriate machine from the set of the 
available processes required by the operation, e.g., in the example above, it varies btw. 1 and 3. 

The parameters for the proposed hybrid GA scheduler are determined after a set of test 
runs in order to be able to tune the values for the presented scheduling problem sets. Standard 
setting for the GA are as follows: generation level is 100, population size is 10, crossover 
probability rate for the applied PMX operator is 0.8, and mutation probability rate is set to 0.1. 
Selection of the individuals is based on the roulette-wheel selection strategy. The mutation 
operation is applied to off-spring solutions with a mutation probability: the value of the gene in 
the selected chromosome for mutation will be altered randomly, by setting the value between 0 
and the number of all operations in the schedule for the first sequence and the number of 
available machines for the second sequence. (Further information on the parameter settings is 
presented in Appendix E.) 

As a novel approach, the GA scheduler is capable of creating more stabile (new) schedules 
by setting the initial population of the GA at the rescheduling point so that the schedule should 
be built by modifying the final (or best) population of the preceding GA run. Since this 
procedure reduces the search space [7],[30], and thus the computation effort, as a by-effect, 
the probability of ending the search in a local minimum or maximum is higher. As stated in the 
previous sections, in case of a rescheduling action, the reason of schedule modification is a 
certain deviation between the initially calculated and the finally executed schedules. Therefore, 
regarding stability, this kind of shortcomings of GA-based search procedure might be an 
advantage during the modification of an existing schedule. In our current solution this 
‘behaviour’ of the GA is represented by the rate of the probability, in which measure the new 
initial population should use the solutions from the preceding ones. In the presented case-study 
this is set to 0.8. 
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Table 17. Example (3 jobs   3 machines) for chromosome representation applied in the GA for schedule 
formulation. 

operation/job 1,1 2,1 3,1 1,2 2,2 3,2 1,3 2,3 3,3 

chrom 1. 8 1 6 5 2 3 4 7 9 
chrom 2 1 2 3 2 3 1 3 1 2 

 
 
Testing and tuning GA parameter settings for the G&T scheduler 

The following tables summarises the selected results of several test-runs of the GA 
scheduler. The problem set was generated to have a robustly alternative machines, i.e., several 
alternatives are available for a certain process. The parameter I represents the sum of all 
iterations, while the best fitness values obtained is 19 (Csáji et al. [80]) 
 

I=600  Gen Level NoofGen OffSpring CloningBest fitness_at_Iter_100 FITNESS 

  1 600 prob x  25 

  1 600 prob   32 

  1 600 1of2 x 34 30 

  1 600 1of2  33 30 

  1 600 1of4 x 34 30 

  1 600 1of4  30 23 

  2 300 1of2 x 29 25 

  2 300 1of2  34 28 

  2 300 1of4 x 30 29 

  2 300 1of4  30 23 

  4 150 1of2 x 36 29 

  4 150 1of2  34 27 

  4 150 1of4 x 28 24 

  4 150 1of4  28 22 

  8 75 1of4 x 29 25 

  8 75 1of4  29 25 

  16 38 1of4 x 32 22 

  16 38 1of4  32 22 

          

          

I=1200   Gen Level NoofGen OffSpring CloningBest fitness_at_Iter_100 FITNESS 

  1 1200 prob x  25 

    1 1200 1of4   23 

  2 600 1of2 x  23 

    2 600 1of4   21 

  4 300 1of4 x  21 

    4 300 1of4   22 

  16 75 1of4 x  21 

    16 75 1of4   21 

  64 19 1of4 x   

    64 19 1of4   25 

        

        

          

I = 2400  64 38 1of4 x  23 

    64 38 1of4   23 
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Appendix C – Some important issues in production 
control and simulation 

Production Control 
 
Complexity and uncertainty 

Handling the growing complexity in production systems became one of the most important 
factors in the last decade. Indications of complexity can be originated from all division of a 
company, but in the production systems – regarding the production control aspect – it can be 
classified in product and production based complexity. The production complexity itself can be 
subdivided further into structural (static) and procedural (dynamic) complexity [58]. The new 
information technology techniques applied in today’s manufacturing systems are also one of 
the main components contributing to the increased complexity level. 

The intensive evolution in the manufacturing industry and the integration of different 
functions under the CIM concept introduced a large degree of procedural complexity. This is 
originated from all levels of the production system, started from machine level including the 
complexity of automatic sensors, diagnostic system or error compensation through cell level 
including short term scheduling to plant level with complicated shop floor control sub systems 
[111]. 

Another main issue in production systems is the difficulty to cope with the numerous 
environmental and executional uncertainties [112]. Unexpected production demands raised by 
changing market conditions, late deliveries by suppliers, failed operation/break down of 
machines/equipment etc. are unpredictable factors, which can be regarded as sources of 
uncertainties. 

 
 

Production, information technology and globalisation 
The manufacturing industry faces new challenges, namely, in order to fulfil the increasing 

customer demands new and more sophisticated products have to be developed. The pressure 
of competitors on the market compels the firms to deliver customer specific, high quality 
products as rapidly as possible. Besides mass and serial production, the need for these 
customer-specific products evokes the necessity of introducing mass customisation and one-of-
a-kind production. This change requires new types of manufacturing organisations in which the 
outer control is shifting to the customers. In order to create such production systems the 
reduction of work in progress, stock levels and lot sizes is essential. The manufacturing control 
system is expected to handle an increased number of order types making the scheduling and 
schedule execution problem even more complicated. 

Concerning production system, in addition to the material and energy flow, nowadays a new 
dimension must be taken more significantly into account: information. Information and 
communication technology has quickly made its way into all fields of the life including 
manufacturing and engineering industries. The effective use of ICT combined with up to date 
organisational forms and manufacturing methods provides competitive advantage, therefore, 
profitable activity for enterprises. Due to the fast ICT infrastructure developments, larger 
problems can be resolved than previously. This improvement enables the use of more detailed 
and complex models of manufacturing systems. The open architectures used in the current 
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information systems enable the tight integration of planning and control functions, which were 
sharply separated before, creating new possibilities for optimisation procedures [56].  

As computer networks became widespread during the last decade, the new concept of 
globalisation sprung up. The globalisation of markets and businesses forces the manufacturing 
firms to become a member of a value adding chain and to be able to change quickly as required. 
The new terms production networks, co-operative production or extended enterprises are all 
direct outcomes of the world wide globalisation. 

 
 

Shop floor control 
The shop floor is an elementary part of a production system. Considerable amount of the value 
added activities of the enterprise are carried out on this level, and in order to fulfil these 
activities various functions must be performed.  

In the term shop floor control (SFC), control means achieving the planning instructions. The 
shop floor control system receives manufacturing orders from the planning department where 
capacity planning and mid term scheduling are carried out. Taking the load of the resources into 
account, the shop floor controller tries to optimise the sequence of orders and allocates them 
accordingly. The SFC system must have an overall view about production orders and the total 
resource load to achieve optimal processing. Therefore, theoretically, a shop floor control 
system merges technological and logistical tasks because it must co ordinate economic goals 
taking the technological constraints into consideration.  

The control could be defined as a continuous surveillance and adaptation of the original 
plans during the execution phase. According to the goals to be achieved, this activity is based on 
the comparison of the plan to actual reality and if necessary could result in the correction of the 
plan. 

 
Functional components of shop floor control systems 

The functional structure of a traditional SFC system is illustrated in Figure 62. In a 
hierarchical control structure (see Section 2.1.1) the shop floor control system is located 
between the local enterprise network and shop floor network. The hardware included in the 
shop floor controller depends on the size of the production system, but usually a workstation is 
used as a central computer. The shop floor controller is a multitasking system; it must 
simultaneously process a large amount of data received from the planning department via local 
corporate network, from the user interface and from the monitoring unit. Data is stored locally 
in the SFC database that could be an integrated part of the corporate information system [56]. 
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Figure 62: Functional components of a Shop Floor Control System, from [56] 
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Scheduling and on-line execution 

The two most important functions of SFC are scheduling and on-line execution. In the 
context of SFC scheduling is short term planning function that calculates and optimises 
schedules typically for several days or only one day. The time steps used in these schedules 
range from days till bellow minutes. The calculated schedule is implemented afterwards by the 
on-line execution system that takes the current status of the production system into account. 
This function is called on line manufacturing control as well. In the following sections we try to 
analyze in more detail the connection between the scheduling and on-line manufacturing 
control. The on-line execution of the schedules, the disturbances affecting this process, reactive 
actions taken against the disturbances and their evaluation will be explored in the remaining 
part of this chapter. 

 
 

Robust scheduling 
Robust scheduling15 does not concentrate on the modification of the schedule during 

revision but on the creation and selection of robust schedules, i.e., schedules whose quality 
does not change significantly when a disruption occurs [29][27][66]. 

The special case, where the fundamental objective is to minimize a function of the deviation 
between the initial schedule and the final schedule, focuses on ex ante stability [15]. Often the 
term quality robustness is used when referring to the sensitivity of the schedule performance in 
terms of the objective value, while the term stability or solution robustness is used to refer to 
the insensitivity of the activity start times to changes in the input data. 

A production schedule is termed robust in case it performs well after a disruption. On the 
other hand, a schedule which tends to perform well after the rescheduling (or schedule repair) 
is called flexible. In his thesis, Jensen states [18] that it is highly difficult to relate the terms 
flexibility and robustness to each other. Often, a schedule which is robust can also turn out to 
be flexible to some degree, since robustness means that the schedule is still acceptable if small 
delays happen during schedule execution. The acceptability of small delays is an advantage if 
small changes are made to the schedule. On the other hand, the acceptability of small delays 
does not necessarily say anything about the possibility of making profound changes in the 
schedule. 

In [17] the robustness and flexibility of tardiness and total flow-time job-shop schedules 
facing breakdowns have been investigated. They have introduced five rescheduling methods 
form right-shifting to complete rescheduling, and performed an experiment on a set of 
benchmark problems by executing schedules against simulated machine breakdowns. Schedules 
are created with a GA optimizing standard performance (cost), neighbourhood-based 
robustness measures and lateness robustness measures (for the tardiness problems). Outlining 
the results on robustness, it has been stated that the neighbourhood-based robustness 
measures generally seem to improve schedule robustness for all problem performance 
measures tried, and both for tight and loose tardiness problems. For many problems, the 
improvement in robustness and flexibility when using the neighbourhood-based robustness 
measures was found to be better than the improvement gained from using the lateness-based 
robustness measures. 

Similarly, Mehta & Uzsoy [29] present an approach to create predictive schedules that 
include inserted idle time as a means to reduce the impact of disruptions. The method uses the 

                                                 
15

 Also referred to as proactive scheduling. 
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shifting bottleneck algorithm to form operation sequences and then inserts idle time using a 
construction heuristics. Their studies indicated that schedules that are robust to stochastic 
disturbances could be generated without much degradation of system performance.  
 
 
Solution approaches for multi-objective optimisation  

Rangsaritratsamee, et al. [33] propose a method which addresses DJSP based on a bicriteria-
objective function that simultaneously considers efficiency and stability, and so let the decision 
maker to strike a compromise between improved efficiency and stability (moreover the stability 
itself is a combination of job starting time deviation and actuality, see above). 

Kimms [24] presents stability measures for dynamic production planning with rolling time 
horizon schedules. These measurements take the changes periodically into account and also 
measure the amount of these changes. An iterative method is presented to reduce the 
nervousness (improve stability) of calculated schedules. Instead of considering stability as an 
additional constraint (this is a non-linear constraint which makes mathematical programming 
approaches hard to implement) they consider two solutions. First is to modify the objective 
function to be minimized (using the similar notation as in Eq 2) M + r D where M is the efficiency 
measure D is the overall stability and r ≥ 0 is the weighting factor for stability measure. Second 
is to consider objectives as a multi-criteria decision making problem: minimizing efficiency 
measure and maximizing stability. 

Wu et al. [43] study a bicriterion, single-machine rescheduling problem to minimize 
makespan and deviation from the initial schedule which is measured by the difference between 
start times (D0) and the sequence of operations in the initial and revised schedules (Ds). during 
schedule calculation they apply the bicriteria-objective Z = (r)M(π) + (1-r)D(π), for both D0 and 
Ds problems. 

Cowling & Johansson [10] suggest some simple stability measures based upon the temporal 
movement of tasks, using the idea that the most significant effects of the movement of jobs is in 
changing release dates for upstream and downstream processes. The measure is related to that 
of Wu et al. [43] which incorporates starting time movements and a measure of the change in 
job sequence. For the single-machine case problem the stability measure is considered as the 
sum over all jobs of the absolute change of start and finish times divided by the number of jobs. 
In order to compare the strategies, they measured the overall efficiency by considering the 
average processing time of the final sequence which each strategy produced in response to the 
real time information and the sum of stability effects of all of the moves which were made, 
divided by the number of jobs. The effects on stability come from two sources, first, simply from 
changes in the processing time of a single job and second, from any change in the job sequence 
resulting from use of the real time information. 

Importance of schedule stability is also emphasized in [87], where cost, efficiency and 
stability are simultaneously considered as important measures to real dynamic scheduling 
problems. The authors introduce a “frozen” interval concept, in which instead of scheduling all 
unprocessed jobs every time a new rescheduling action is taken (new rescheduling scenario 
occurs), only those scheduled beyond a specified time in the future will be rescheduled, as well 
as occurring new jobs arrived will be scheduled. Thus, the remaining jobs are untouched and are 
referred to as positioned within the “frozen” interval. By applying the introduced partial 
rescheduling method, they examine the effect of the “frozen” interval on the schedule performance 
(both efficiency and stability). Environmental factors as due date tightness and system utilisation are 
considered in several periodic rescheduling cases. They conclude that using a frozen interval length 
two times the rescheduling interval may results in the most stabile system. 
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Simulation in production, literature review 
 

Simulation in production control 
Figure 63 can be formulated by using the classification of schedule evaluation approaches 

(described in Section 2.4.1) for defined scheduling problems (Section 2.2). As stated by Banks 
[76], optimisation-based approaches, where one tries to minimise or maximise a scalar 
objective function, are more suitable for deterministic-static problems where problem data are 
known in advance with perfect accuracy. However, as accuracy and data availability decreases, 
simulation-based approaches become more suitable. 
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Figure 63: Simplified classification of scheduling problems and solutions 

 
A basic rule is that when simple static calculations can not be made in a spreadsheet, 

simulation is probably a better solution [92]. In reality, this then applied to most systems that 
have a dynamic behaviour, does not have a simple straight material flow, and produce more 
than one product, i.e., most of the manufacturing systems. Moreover, the technique has several 
desirable benefits that are well established (see Section 3.1.1). 
 
 
Use of simulation in the industry 

However, there must be a solid base for industrial application of simulation in Hungary, 
regarding the numerous multinational, high-tech (high-end) manufacturing enterprises. These 
companies often “import” their knowledge (management, production, business processes etc.) 
due to applying solutions and processes which are – so called – company-wide standards. 
Despite this advantageous situation, conducting simulation studies, moreover, continuous use 
of simulation is nowadays not a key issue in Hungarian (suited) companies, and thus, the 
important simulation-related knowledge has not been transferred and transmitted until now in 
the industrial practice. 

Because the lack of studies reported in Hungary in the field of simulation based decision-
support in production, international results are presented below. 
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Table 18. Simulation usage in Sweden (1999), from [101]. 1-strongly disagree, 5-strongly agree, (in %) 

 
In our company simulation has  1 2 3 4 5 

been frequently used 60% 16% 7% 1% 4% 
Been seriously considered 42% 16% 17% 5% 3% 
a solid knowledge-base 46% 21% 10% 5% 3% 
Given us good experiences 51% 15% 10% 5% 2% 

 
Table 19. Simulation usage in Germany (1997), form [102]. According to 24 interviews in 15 companies 
and a questionnaire with 395 respondents. One third of the questionnaires were from large companies 
and two thirds from small to medium sized companies. 

User Percentage 

Current user 65% 
Plan to use simulation 11% 
Previous user 3% 
Not a user 21% 

 
Table 20. The different simulation types used by the current users, Germany (1997), form [102]. 

Type Percentage 

Other 20% 
Structure dynamic simulation 16% 
Graphic 3D simulation (kinematics) 48% 
FEM simulation 50% 
DES 58% 

 
 
Digital Factory and simulation 
Digital Factory and Digital Enterprise Technology 

The concept of the Digital Factory, i.e., the mapping of all the important elements of the 
enterprise processes by means of ICT provides a unique way for managing the problems, 
enterprises face in today’s changing environment.  

According to [55], the Digital Factory concept can be understood as an approach for 
achieving improvements in handling, managing and control of changes in a production system. 
With the power provided by the ICT components of the Digital Factory plans of higher quality 
can be realized. Additionally, the concept provides better support in the handling and execution 
of planning processes. In a broader sense the Digital Factory concept can be regarded as an 
integrated, synthetic manufacturing environment to enhance all the levels of decision and 
control. 

Moreover, as reported in [44], one of the most promising approaches towards the future of 
manufacturing is digital enterprise technologies (DET), i.e., “the collection of systems and 
methods for the digital modelling of the global product development and realization process in 
the context of life-cycle management” [89]. Five main technical areas are outlined by the 
authors as cornerstones for realizing digital enterprises: 

 distributed and collaborative design, 

 process modelling and process planning, 

 production equipment and factory modelling, 

 digital to physical environment integrators, 

 enterprise integration technologies. 
Modelling and presentation tools for complex products will be used for creating a scalable 

virtual representation of an entire factory that includes all buildings, resources, machines, 
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systems and equipment. Planners and designers can use the information from Digital Factories 
like this to obtain dramatic time and cost savings in the implementation of new facilities and 
running existing ones [88].  

 
How Digital Factory concept fosters the application of simulation? 

Simulation can be considered as one of the technologies used in the Digital Factory concept. 
This is a powerful tool often applied to the design and analysis of complex systems. As 
simulation models have high levels of detail, the amount of simulation-relevant data contained 
in the Digital Factory (i.e., mapped from the manufacturing ICT systems) is considerable. 
However, there is also a huge amount of data which is irrelevant for simulation modelling.  

The data can be separated into four blocks, which are simulation relevant and irrelevant 
data, directly usable and indirectly usable data.  

Simulation irrelevant data. Simulation irrelevant data is the data that is needed only for 
calculations or evaluations required for planning in the Digital Factory. Examples for simulation 
irrelevant data are cost information, detailed product information, manufacturing accessories 
and the process graph.  

Simulation relevant data. Simulation relevant data is the data that is needed only by the 
simulation software and therefore is not stored in the Digital Factory software. Control logics, 
specification and assignments of detailed shift models, stochastic distributions, routing 
information and experimental data (warm-up and simulation time etc.) are the major 
components of simulation relevant data.  

Directly usable data. Data that can be exported from the Digital Factory without further 
manipulation is called directly usable data. Examples are bill of materials (BOM), structural 
information (resource locations and other layout information), scrap and rework fractions, 
machine setup and downtimes and buffer capacities.  

Indirectly usable data. In addition to directly usable data, there are also data that exist in the 
static manufacturing model as well as in the simulation model, but with different levels of 
detail. Examples are process and labour times which are used with mean values for static 
calculations, shift models without explicit resource allocations for resources operating during 
breaks or additional hours per day, detailed production schedules and work plans.  

Completing the above described four data-categories, Son & Wysk [36] emphasizes that the 
information included, which is commonly required for both traditional simulation and 
simulation for shop-floor control, can be grouped as static information, and dynamic 
information. 

 Static information: the set of static information in a simulation includes physical and 
logical data pertaining to the shop, as for instance, layout and resource information. 

 Dynamic (time-varying) information: dynamic information are those characterized 
by the temporal evolution of the objects in a system in terms of the changes of 
states they undergo in response to interactions with other objects inside or outside 
the system. Dynamic information in the simulation is used to define part flows and 
interactions with resources as well as random part arrivals to the system. Given a 
certain set of static information, different system configurations can be 
implemented using alternative dynamic information. 

 
As it was previously defined, data collection and model building considerably contribute to 

the overall expenditures of a simulation project. Both tasks can be simplified by using data 
gathered for static calculations in the Digital Factory and speeding up the model building 
process through an appropriate simulation interface which make possible automated, 
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component-based simulation modelling. However, the second criterion, namely component-
based simulation modelling, makes claims on the simulation tool applied. Hence, the principle 
of the selection is depicted in the coming parts. 
 
 
Choosing a simulation tool adequate for the research purposes 

Regarding the objectives formulated in the previous section (data acquisition, and modelling 
capability), for supporting the research work a commercial discrete event modelling and 
simulation package was chosen in the EMI Laboratory, as the environment for the system 
development.  

The following list gives the basic requirements that the simulation environment had to 
comply with: 

 provide the basic objects and features that enable the modelling of real and 
informational manufacturing system components such as products, resources, 
workers, orders, schedules, 

 has to be based on object oriented (OO) concept enabling the basic object oriented 
features such as inheritance, and allow the creation of new classes and instances, 

 has to be extendible to support the organisation of the manufacturing objects in sub 
and super objects enabling the representation of different hierarchical 
manufacturing system levels (e.g. resource level, shop floor level, plant level), 

 has to be flexible and to include inner development language to support the 
customisation of manufacturing objects, 

 has to incorporate interfaces, through which the created model is able to receive 
input data, communicate outputs and, if necessary connect to other softwares (e.g., 
ODBC, Oracle, Socket). 

Taking the above requirements into consideration, the object oriented, discrete event 
simulation package eM-Plant fulfils the above requirements. This simulation package is the 
direct successor of SIMPLE++16. 

eM-Plant is a powerful software for integrated, graphic and object oriented modelling, 
simulation and animation. It mainly suits the formulated requirements and includes the SimTalk 
language that allows a very large variety of options in the creation and customisation of user 
developed manufacturing objects. Rapid programming, modular structure, improved 
maintainability and software reusability are achieved through the object oriented nature of the 
platform. 

Most complex systems, consisting of material, personnel and information sub-systems can 
be modelled and simulated in great detail. It provides an object library that contains a number 
of basic objects necessary for modelling a discrete event system. Combining and customising 
these basic elements, user-defined objects can be created that enable the construction of 
application-specific libraries. The application models created in this environment are 
composites of basic and user specific objects and corresponding to the real world they employ a 
hierarchical structure. This bottom-up realisation procedure of an application is illustrated in 
Figure 64. 

                                                 
16

 Note that SIMPLE stands for Simulation in Production, Logistics and Engineering; ++ relates to the implementation 
in the programming language C++. After purchasing AeSop, the developer and vendor of Simple++, Tecnomatix Inc. 
integrated the software into its eM-Power platform. Therefore, the name was changed to eM-Plant. In 2005, the 
management of these Tecnomatix products was taken over by UGS, and thus, the new name PlantSimulation reflects 
its position in the UGS engineering portfolio. Despite this fact, regarding this software package, in this thesis work we 
refer to as eM-Plant. 
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However, the modelling capabilities of a simulation tool are very important features, 
gathering the required data for modelling – from some aspects – is even more essential. Hence, 
it is important to point out that building a standardised data capturing and transferring 
interface is a common issue in the simulation developers’ and users’ society, which, however 
resulted in only a few – and still non-standard – data interfaces. One of them is a built in feature 
of eM-Plant, therefore it will be briefly introduced in the followings. 

The goal of simulation data exchange (SDX) format is to exchange CAD layout information 
together with simulation relevant data and a description of the process in a standard format in a 
single file. For example, a factory modelling tool, namely FactoryCAD, exports relevant layout 
information, simulation relevant attributes (e.g. conveyor speed, cycle time of machines, etc.) 
and a description of the process (routing of parts). The SDX interface of eM-Plant provides the 
possibility to import SDX-standard data in eM-Plant, in order to create or to update simulation 
models automatically which have been generated with the SDX interface. Thus For the 
automatic model generation, a FactoryCAD application objects library is part of the interface in 
the simulation software as well. 

Though, SDX is a promising data interface solution in CAD oriented environments, in our 
case, for evaluating schedules and scheduling methods, process and execution oriented 
approach is required (for more information on SDX, please read Appendix F, and [96]). 

Concluding this requirement gathering on simulation tools, we can state that the features 
provided by the new generation of simulation software facilitate the integration of the 
simulation models with the production planning and scheduling systems, as a key element in 
the reduction of expenditures regarding data acquisition and modelling. Additionally, if the 
simulation system is combined with the production database of the enterprise in an on-line 
manner (not only in the design phase), it is possible to instantly update the parameters in the 
model and use the simulation parallel to the real manufacturing system supporting and/or 
reinforcing the decisions on the shop-floor, i.e., constituting the real-time decision support tool 
at the shop-floor level. 
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Figure 64: Basic architecture of eM-Plant 

 
 
Model building, model translation 

Simulation has flexibility in that it can handle several different types of systems. The price 
paid for flexibility is that simulation results depend on the personal experience and intuitions of 
the simulation analysts. As the second key element, model building is an overwhelming task that 
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requires much training and experience. The level of detail required can be hard to define. DES 
has been applied to manufacturing for about 40 years [92]. However, for most of that time is 
has been within the province of a few specialists, remote from, the manufacturing engineers. 
This is very much the case today as well, although the gap is getting smaller.  

Traditionally, simulation has been applied to the long-term planning, design and analysis of 
manufacturing systems. These models have been termed “throw away models” because they 
are seldom used after the initial plans or designs are finalized [54]. As opposed to the 
“traditional” use of simulation, Wysk et al. [36] proposed that once the system design has been 
finalized, the simulation that was used for evaluation could be used as the basis for system 
control. Moreover, simulation is created by using neutral system components, i.e., they made 
efforts to build simulation models for SFC, generated automatically. This approach has been 
illustrated as part of the RapidCIM project and has been successfully implemented in some test 
labs.  

Another problem is the exchange of system logic. Application integration partially solves 
that problem, but a neutral modelling language that is capable of describing the systems logic 
would solve the problem of exchanging both models in between DES tools and the exchange of 
logic in between DES systems and, e.g., SFCSs or MES. Randel [92] gives a quite pessimistic view 
regarding the possibility to, e.g., exchange DES models in between tools. He states it might 
never ever come true, because software vendors are interested in protecting their own 
interests. 

Hitchens [106] presents a life cycle approach to the simulation and emulation of automated 
systems. The approach uses conventional discrete event simulation in all the phases for 
different purposes and reuses the model from stage to stage. And thus, regarding simulation 
from the project point of view, a distinction is made between simulation and emulation. 
Simulation is generally applied in the early stages of a project while emulation is applied during 
the detailed design and implementation phases. 
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Appendix D – Simulation results, “Schedule_Cost” 

Results and model description of the proof-of-concept model “Schedule_Cost_2.1.1” 
The model calculates costs arising during production on 5 machines and transportation. 

Costs are based on the divergence between the planned and executed production and 
transportation (secondary) schedules (see section 5.2.2). 

 

 
User interface of the simulation model 
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Typical characteristic of the occurring costs in case of a disturbance 
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The cost calculation object frame 

 
Factorial experiments  

We analysed the effect of the three different failure types on the occurring costs (sum cost, 
i.e., all the developed cost factors are considered), in order to analyze the proper settings of the 
cost factors, i.e., all the cost types should have similar weight in the sum. Simulation results are 
gathered both on event as and time based modes. Event-based representation means that costs 
are calculated/updated in case of an event is realised in the system. Time-based representation 
means that with a predefined interval costs are calculated even if no specified event occurred. 
 
 
 
Input parameters for simulation experiments (highlighted for failure type 1) 

TrLoadCostFactor AssyTardCostFactor MachineWaitingCostFactor FailureType 

100 5 4 1 

50 5 4 1 

150 5 4 1 

100 3 4 1 

100 7 4 1 

100 5 2 1 

100 5 6 1 
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Sensitivity of costs on the cost factors  
(even-based representation, failure type 1)
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Sensitivity of costs on the cost factors  
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The same input table is applied, but failure type 2 is activated in the simulation during the 
execution of the schedules. 

Sensitivity of costs on the cost factors  
(even-based representation, failure type 2)
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Sensitivity of costs on the cost factors  
 (time-based representation, failure type 2)
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In order to be sure that the two different stability measures proposed have a more or less 
similar characteristic, the mapping of the expression responses are performed on a set of 
benchmark data. On the axis x closeness (values are from 2 to 60) while on the axis y the 
starting time difference component (values are from 2 to 40) of the expressions are highlighted. 

 
PN surface, calculated for a 20x30 matrix 

 
INS surface, calculated for a 20x30 matrix 
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Delay time between the realization of the disruption and the rescheduling action 

 event driven  0 +1 +2 +3 +5 +10 +20 

2 β=0 e.. d. Cmax 26 24 21 21 21 23 27 
 pn 289 207 215 219 100 47 0 

β=0, e. d. + MTTR Cmax  23 22 22 21 21 23 27 
 pn 278 222 192 219 100 47 0 

6 β=0, e. d. Cmax 26 25 25 25 25 26 31 
 pn 221 197 188 179 131 46 0 

β=0, e. d.+ MTTR Cmax  25 26 23 25 25 26 31 
 pn 280 266 214 184 161 46 0 
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Appendix E – Computational results and statistical 
analysis for Chapter 5.  

Statistical analysis of the single machine case (PN and INS) 
 
Experimental design in general 

As described in [26] in experimental design terminology, the input parameters and 
structural assumptions composing a model are called factors, and the output performance 
measures are called responses. The decisions as to which parameters and structural 
assumptions are considered fixed aspects of a model and which are experimental factors 
depends on the goals of the study rather than on the inherit form of the model. Also, in 
simulation studies there are usually several different responses or performance measures of 
interest. 

Factors can be either quantitative or qualitative. Quantitative factors naturally assume 
numerical values, while qualitative factors typically represent structural assumptions that are 
not naturally quantified. Factors can be also classified in simulation experiments as being 
controllable or uncontrollable, depending on whether they represent action options to 
managers of the corresponding real-world system. 

In simulation, experimental design provides a way of deciding before the runs are made 
which particular configurations to simulate so that the desired information can be obtained with 
the least amount of simulating. 
 
Significance test 

A significance test is performed to determine if an observed value of a statistic differs 
enough from a hypothesized value of a parameter, to draw the inference that the hypothesized 
value of the parameter is not the true value. The hypothesized value of the parameter is called 
the "null hypothesis". A significance test consists of calculating the probability of obtaining a 
statistic as different or more different from the null hypothesis (given that the null hypothesis is 
correct) than the statistic obtained in the sample. If this probability is sufficiently low, then the 
difference between the parameter and the statistic is said to be "statistically significant." 

 
 

ANOVA tests 
In the following, the statistical analysis of the single machine sequencing test-case is 

presented. The statistical tests were performed by the statistical tool SPSS for Windows Student 
Version (Release 9.0.1). 

 
One-way ANOVA 

Settings for the one-way ANOVA test are as follows: three levels of SF are defined, where SF 
equals 0; 0.5; or 0,75, while the rescheduling interval is constant (RI=2000). Dependent variables 
are efficiency (EFF), system load (LOAD) and stability (INS) 
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Descriptives

10 658,7936 6,4139 2,0283 654,2053 663,3819 649,38 667,15

10 695,9387 4,5657 1,4438 692,6726 699,2048 690,45 704,43

10 710,6456 4,3674 1,3811 707,5213 713,7699 701,68 715,34

30 688,4593 22,7519 4,1539 679,9636 696,9550 649,38 715,34

10 807,5156 86,1825 27,2533 745,8644 869,1668 670,57 948,53

10 446,3927 45,4977 14,3876 413,8456 478,9398 374,44 524,96

10 158,1053 27,6206 8,7344 138,3467 177,8639 125,66 205,89

30 470,6712 276,0468 50,3990 367,5936 573,7488 125,66 948,53

10 3,7212 7,474E-02 2,364E-02 3,6677 3,7747 3,56 3,80

10 4,0012 6,851E-02 2,166E-02 3,9522 4,0502 3,90 4,08

10 4,1142 7,099E-02 2,245E-02 4,0634 4,1650 3,99 4,24

30 3,9455 ,1816 3,316E-02 3,8777 4,0134 3,56 4,24

1,00

2,00

3,00

Total

1,00

2,00

3,00

Total

1,00

2,00

3,00

Total

EFF

INS

LOAD

N Mean Std.  Dev iation Std.  Error Lower Bound Upper Bound

95% Conf idence Interv al f or

Mean

Minimum Maximum

 

Test of Homogeneity of Variances

1,922 2 27 ,166

5,002 2 27 ,014

,052 2 27 ,949

EFF

INS

LOAD

Lev ene

Stat is tic df 1 df 2 Sig.

 
ANOVA

14282,275 2 7141,138 264,295 ,000

729,528 27 27,020

15011,803 29

2117510 2 1058755,186 309,567 ,000

92343,184 27 3420,118

2209854 29

,819 2 ,409 80,173 ,000

,138 27 5,107E-03

,957 29

Between Groups

Within Groups

Total

Between Groups

Within Groups

Total

Between Groups

Within Groups

Total

EFF

INS

LOAD

Sum of

Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

 
 

Post Hoc Tests, (Homogenous subsets) 

EFF

Student-Newman-Keuls
a

10 658,7936

10 695,9387

10 710,6456

1,000 1,000 1,000

SF
1,00

2,00

3,00

Sig.

N 1 2 3

Subset f or alpha = .05

Means f or groups in homogeneous subsets are display ed.

Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 10,000.a.  

INS

Student-Newman-Keuls
a

10 158,1053

10 446,3927

10 807,5156

1,000 1,000 1,000

SF
3,00

2,00

1,00

Sig.

N 1 2 3

Subset f or alpha = .05

Means f or groups in homogeneous subsets are display ed.

Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 10,000.a.  

 

LOAD

Student-Newman-Keuls
a

10 3,7212

10 4,0012

10 4,1142

1,000 1,000 1,000

SF

1,00

2,00

3,00

Sig.

N 1 2 3

Subset f or alpha = .05

Means f or groups in homogeneous subsets are display ed.

Uses Harmonic Mean Sample Size = 10,000.a.  
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Univariate analysis of variance 1 (UNIANOVA) 
In these tests, the statistical significance of the effect of the rescheduling interval (RI) and 

the schedule stability factor (SF) are treated, considering efficiency (EFF), system load (LOAD) 
and stability (PN), where (SF values are 0; 0,25; 0,5; 0,75) 

 

Between-Subjects Factors

40

40

40

30

30

30

30

500,00

2000,00

3500,00

RI

1,00

2,00

3,00

4,00

SF

N

 

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

Dependent Variable: EFF

120754239a 11 10977658,06 196265,4 ,000

437410421 1 437410420,8 7820297 ,000

120731799 2 60365899,46 1079259 ,000

18621,720 3 6207,240 110,977 ,000

3817,991 6 636,332 11,377 ,000

6040,733 108 55,933

558170700 120

120760279 119

Source
Corrected Model

Intercept

RI

SF

RI * SF

Error

Total

Corrected Total

Ty pe III  Sum

of  Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

R Squared = 1,000 (Adjusted R Squared = 1,000)a.  

 

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

Dependent Variable: LOAD

4725,028a 11 429,548 90587,039 ,000

16068,083 1 16068,083 3388585 ,000

4724,085 2 2362,043 498129,3 ,000

,602 3 ,201 42,318 ,000

,341 6 5,680E-02 11,979 ,000

,512 108 4,742E-03

20793,623 120

4725,540 119

Source
Corrected Model

Intercept

RI

SF

RI * SF

Error

Total

Corrected Total

Ty pe III  Sum

of  Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

R Squared = 1,000 (Adjusted R Squared = 1,000)a.  
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Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

Dependent Variable: PN

76292902,7a 11 6935718,427 25486,298 ,000

90379634,7 1 90379634,70 332113,0 ,000

29387206,0 2 14693603,02 53993,764 ,000

32943889,4 3 10981296,46 40352,358 ,000

13961807,3 6 2326967,881 8550,779 ,000

29390,600 108 272,135

166701928 120

76322293,3 119

Source
Corrected Model

Intercept

RI

SF

RI * SF

Error

Total

Corrected Total

Ty pe III  Sum

of  Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

R Squared = 1,000 (Adjusted R Squared = 1,000)a.  

 
 

Univariate analysis of variance 2 
In these tests, the statistical significance of the effect of the interarrival time of jobs 

(denoted as B, and can be considered as the inverse of the level of system utilisation) and the 
schedule stability factor (SF) are treated, taking into consideration efficiency (EFF), system load 
(LOAD) and stability (PN), where (SF values are 0; 0,25; 0,5; 0,75) 
 

Between-Subjects Factors

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

40

150,00

160,00

170,00

180,00

B

1,00

2,00

3,00

4,00

SF

N

 

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

Dependent Variable: EFF

10739554,5a 15 715970,302 87,649 ,000

612168643 1 612168643,4 74941,701 ,000

10389950,3 3 3463316,780 423,979 ,000

75860,659 3 25286,886 3,096 ,029

273743,528 9 30415,948 3,724 ,000

1176278,139 144 8168,598

624084476 160

11915832,7 159

Source
Corrected Model

Intercept

B

SF

B * SF

Error

Total

Corrected Total

Ty pe III  Sum

of  Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

R Squared = ,901 (Adjusted R Squared = ,891)a.  
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Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

Dependent Variable: LOAD

1322,620a 15 88,175 141,191 ,000

22543,454 1 22543,454 36098,160 ,000

1306,956 3 435,652 697,597 ,000

4,070 3 1,357 2,173 ,094

11,594 9 1,288 2,063 ,037

89,929 144 ,625

23956,003 160

1412,549 159

Source
Corrected Model

Intercept

B

SF

B * SF

Error

Total

Corrected Total

Ty pe III  Sum

of  Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

R Squared = ,936 (Adjusted R Squared = ,930)a.  

 

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

Dependent Variable: PN

45557599,2a 15 3037173,283 2209,261 ,000

112927922 1 112927922,3 82144,541 ,000

311248,369 3 103749,456 75,468 ,000

44749012,2 3 14916337,39 10850,246 ,000

497338,706 9 55259,856 40,196 ,000

197963,500 144 1374,747

158683485 160

45755562,7 159

Source
Corrected Model

Intercept

B

SF

B * SF

Error

Total

Corrected Total

Ty pe III  Sum

of  Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

R Squared = ,996 (Adjusted R Squared = ,995)a.  

 
 
 

Univariate analysis of variance 3 
In these tests, the statistical significance of the effect of the interarrival time of jobs 

(denoted as B, and can be considered as the inverse of the level of system utilisation), the 
rescheduling interval (RI) and the schedule stability factor (SF) are treated. As dependent 
measures efficiency (EFF), system load (LOAD) and stability (PN) are taken into consideration. 
The results of the full factorial analysis is presented below (SF values are 0; 0,25; 0,5; 0,75). 

 

Between-Subjects Factors
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Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

Dependent Variable: EFF

8794331,994a 11 799484,727 123,498 ,000

91613399,8 1 91613399,78 14151,667 ,000

7367634,829 1 7367634,829 1138,090 ,000

657092,181 2 328546,090 50,751 ,000

29180,017 1 29180,017 4,507 ,036

506951,686 2 253475,843 39,155 ,000

81402,835 1 81402,835 12,574 ,001

73386,176 2 36693,088 5,668 ,005

78684,270 2 39342,135 6,077 ,003

699157,728 108 6473,683

101106890 120

9493489,722 119

Source

Corrected Model

Intercept

B

SF

RI

B * SF

B * RI

SF * RI

B * SF * RI

Error

Total

Corrected Total

Ty pe III  Sum

of  Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

R Squared = ,926 (Adjusted R Squared = ,919)a.  

 

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

Dependent Variable: LOAD

626,718a 11 56,974 220,958 ,000

3534,498 1 3534,498 13707,461 ,000

572,602 1 572,602 2220,659 ,000

26,435 2 13,217 51,259 ,000

4,768 1 4,768 18,491 ,000

21,702 2 10,851 42,082 ,000

,274 1 ,274 1,061 ,305

,453 2 ,227 ,878 ,418

,486 2 ,243 ,942 ,393

27,848 108 ,258

4189,064 120

654,566 119

Source

Corrected Model

Intercept

B

SF

RI

B * SF

B * RI

SF * RI

B * SF * RI

Error

Total

Corrected Total

Ty pe III  Sum

of  Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

R Squared = ,957 (Adjusted R Squared = ,953)a.  

 

Tests of Between-Subjects Effects

Dependent Variable: PN

1999519,092a 11 181774,463 916,917 ,000

14653137,4 1 14653137,41 73914,147 ,000

229075,408 1 229075,408 1155,515 ,000

1594493,067 2 797246,533 4021,514 ,000

42827,408 1 42827,408 216,032 ,000

85841,867 2 42920,933 216,504 ,000

336,675 1 336,675 1,698 ,195

46738,867 2 23369,433 117,881 ,000

205,800 2 102,900 ,519 ,597

21410,500 108 198,245

16674067,0 120

2020929,592 119

Source

Corrected Model

Intercept

B

SF

RI

B * SF

B * RI

SF * RI

B * SF * RI

Error

Total

Corrected Total

Ty pe III  Sum

of  Squares df Mean Square F Sig.

R Squared = ,989 (Adjusted R Squared = ,988)a.  
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Appendix F – Simulation-ERP interface 

Database interfaces (Cases of the simulation studies “PS Sim” and “NK Sim”) 
 
In both cases, several partial copies (dump) of the original production database was set up 

at the laboratory – in the design and implementation phase – and thus data could be easily 
exported into a simulation database. The simulation database had a defined set of tables that 
was known to the simulator routines (detailed in Section 4.4.4). The simulation database is 
created and data is loaded using a number of sql commands, (see code below).  
 
 

Case “PS Sim” 
 
About ODBC  

The advantage of the ODBC (Open Database Connectivity) interface over product-specific 
interfaces is that it allows the user to access different data sources, such as Microsoft Excel, 
dBase, and text files as well as Database Management Systems (DBMS) such as Oracle or 
Informix, as long as the corresponding drivers are installed on your computer. eM-Plant and the 
data source communicate over the ODBC Driver Manager and the ODBC Database Driver. 
Therefore, eM-Plant realizes the ODBC interface employing the ODBC call, provided in the 
libraries odbc32.lib and odbccp32.lib. This interface allows the user to establish a connection to 
any data source an ODBC driver is available for, to define sql run time statements and to send 
those to the data source. Microsoft Windows provides the ODBC Driver Manager17 by default, 
thus it will load and manage the driver needed for specific tasks.  
 
Sql commands in simulation model “PS” 

First the ODBC client object realizes the connection to the development database. After 
downloading the requested data tables the built in methods “format_ST_Schedule” and 
prepare_ST_Schedule” are initiated, which prepares and appends simulation relevant data to 
the “raw” data table. (The highlighted fuctions are coded in SimTalk, the bulit in programming 
language of eM-Plant.) 

 
-- open Odbc database 
 odbc.login("PS2_local","",""); 
  
 odbc.sql(OSP_Tasks, "SELECT * FROM [@OSP_TasksID]"); 
 odbc.sql(ST_Schedule, "SELECT * FROM [@extendedSchedule_toSim]"); 

 odbc.sql(Weeks, "SELECT DISTINCT Schedule_ST.Week FROM Schedule_ST ORDER BY 
Schedule_ST.Week;"); 

 odbc.sql(default_Params, "SELECT today FROM defaultParams"); 
  

                                                 
17

 The drivers form the ODBC interface for the data source and are provided by Dynamic Link Libraries (DLLs). They 
are divided in Single Tier and Multiple Tier drivers. Single Tier drivers are intended for data sources that do not have 
an sql interface, such as Microsoft Excel, dBase or text files. In this case, the driver processes the ODBC calls and the 
sql statements. The driver converts them into elementary file operations. Note that these drivers usually limit the sql 
statements offered. At the least they provide the basic commands defined by ODBC. Multiple Tier drivers require a 
server that processes the sql statements and provides the interface to the data source. The driver processes ODBC 
calls and forwards the sql commands to the server. It is also possible to define DBMS specific calls. Other calls are 
modified by the driver to fit the syntax required by DBMS. Multiple Tier drivers are intended for typical client/server 
architectures, such as Oracle, Informix or Sybase. The combination of application and driver forms the client. 
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 -- close Odbc database  
 odbc.logout; 
  
 -- format ST_Schedule 
 format_ST_Schedule; 
  
 -- prepare Tables 
 prepare_ST_Schedule; 

 
Similarly, after the simulation experiments have been completed, the results are provided to 

the database by executing a number of sql commands, as follows: 
 

  -- login 
 odbc.login("PS2","",""); 
  
 -- set "done" flag and finishtime for finished tasks 
 for i := 1 to ST_Schedule.YDim 
 loop 
  if ST_Schedule[20,i] = true 
  then 
   done := 1; 
   id := ST_Schedule[3,i]; 
   --finishdate := to_str(ST_Schedule[18,i]); 
   --print finishdate; 
   www := "UPDATE tasks SET done = %d  WHERE id = %d;"; 
   odbc.sql(www, done, id); 
  end; 
 next; 
  
 -- no of completed tasks 
 AllTasksareintableTASKS; 
  
 -- update dafault params  
 odbc.sql("UPDATE DefaultParams SET Today = Today + 7;");  
  
 -- clear DB tables 
 if .models.SimManager.Dialog.getCheckBox("clearDB") = true 
 then 
 odbc.deleteRows("Activities"); 
 odbc.deleteRows("Aggregation"); 
 odbc.deleteRows("Calendar_MT_Aggregated"); 
 odbc.deleteRows("ResourceReq_Activities"); 
 odbc.deleteRows("Schedule_MT"); 
 odbc.deleteRows("Schedule_ST"); 
 odbc.sql("DELETE * FROM OSPContracts WHERE isNull(ContractNumber);"); 
 end; 
   
 -- logout  
 odbc.logout; 
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User interface of the proof-of-concept simulation model (“PS Sim”) 

 

     
User Interface of the short-term schedulers. On the left, the resource view, while on the right side picture 

the project view of the detailed schedules are highlighted. 

 

 
Excerpt data table of a schedule executed with stochastic system parameters 
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Model-builder procedure 

The procedure of creating and parameterising the resource model objects – both machine 
groups as well as human operators – is highlighted in the program code below 
(.appObjects.ModelBuilder.build). 

do 
 for i := 1 to ResourcesInModel.YDim  
 loop 

-- MACHINE -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  -- create WorkStation 
  if ResourcesInModel[4,i] = "Machine" and ResourcesInModel[2,i] /= "OM" 
  then 
   ws := .appobjects.WorkStation.createObject(.models.PSmodel, 
    ResourcesInModel[6, i],ResourcesInModel[7,i]); 
   ws.comment1.text := ResourcesInModel[2,i]; 
   ws.name := "M_" + to_str(ResourcesInModel[1,i]); 
   
   -- set schedule table 
   tab.create; 
   m_sch := DataIf.mach_schedule; 
   m_sch.cursorY := 1; 
   if m_sch.find(`[1,*], ResourcesInModel[2,i]) -- machine name 
   then 
    rowindex := m_sch.cursorY; 
    tab.paste(1,1,m_sch[2,rowindex].copy(`[1,*]..`[17,*])); 
    ws.schedule.paste(1,1,tab.copy); 
   -- set Icon for scheduled 
    ws.IconPrefix := ResourcesInModel[15,i]; 
    ws.CurrIcon := ws.IconPrefix + "1"; 
   else 
    -- print "machine  " + ws.name + "  is not scheduled for   

   this time period..."; 
   -- set icon for not scheduled 
    ws.IconPrefix := ResourcesInModel[15,i]; 
    ws.CurrIcon := ws.IconPrefix + "7"; 
   end; 
      
   -- create Machine(s) into WorkStation frame 
   for j := 1 to ResourcesInModel[5, i] 
   loop 
    machine := .AppObjects.Machine.createObject(ws, 30 + j * 40,   

  240); 
    machine.singleproc.imp.brokerpath :=     

   .models.PSmodel.OperatorPool.Broker; 
    machine.setup.imp.brokerpath :=     

    .models.PSmodel.OperatorPool.Broker; 
    -- connect Maschine to InputBuffer 
   .MaterialFlow.Connector.connect(ws.InputBuffer,machine.Interface); 
    -- set supported services 
    tab1.create; 
    h_serv := DataIf.all_resH_Services; 
    h_serv.cursorY := 1; 
    h_serv.find(`[1,*], ResourcesInModel[2,i]); 
    rowindex := h_serv.CursorY; 
    --tab1.paste(1,1,h_serv[2,rowindex].copy(`[1,*])); 
    tab1.paste(1,1,h_serv[2,rowindex].copy); 
    machine.workPlace.setSupportedServices(tab1); 
    machine.setupPlace.setSupportedServices(tab1); 
   next; 
    
   -- register object into resource list 
   .models.SimManager.ModelBuilder.ResourcesInModel[10, i] := ws; 
   .models.SimManager.ModelBuilder.ResourcesInModel[11, i] := ws.name; 
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   --print "...object created:   " + ws.name; 
   tab.delete; 
  end; 
     
  if ResourcesInModel[4,i] = "Machine" and ResourcesInModel[2,i] = "OM" 
  then 
   ws := .appobjects.OutSource.createObject(.models.PSmodel, 
    ResourcesInModel[6, i],ResourcesInModel[7,i]); 
   -- register object into resource list 
   .models.SimManager.ModelBuilder.ResourcesInModel[10, i] := ws; 
   .models.SimManager.ModelBuilder.ResourcesInModel[11, i] := ws.name; 
   --print "...object created:   " + ws.name; 
  end; 
 

-- OPERATOR AND OPERATORPOOL ---------------------------------------------------------- 
  -- create OperatorPoolFrame 
  if ResourcesInModel[4,i] = "Human" and ResourcesInModel[2,i] /= "OH" 
  then 
   opool := .AppObjects.OperatorPoolFrame.createObject    

   (.models.PSmodel.OperatorPool, 
    ResourcesInModel[6, i],ResourcesInModel[7,i]); 
   -- create WorkerPools for each shift 
   for shift := 1 to 3 
   loop 
    tpool := .Resources.WorkerPool.createObject (opool, 50 +   

    shift * 50, 50); 
    tpool.description := ResourcesInModel[2, i]; 
    tpool.brokerpath := .models.PSmodel.OperatorPool.Broker; 
    
    -- set Worker parameters (skills, amount, etc.): 
    tbl.create; 
    tbl[1,1] := .resources.Worker; 
    tbl[2,1] := ResourcesInModel[11 + shift, i]; -- set number of   

       operators for the shift 
    --tbl[2,1] := ResourcesInModel[12, i]; 
    tbl[3,1] := 0; 
    tbl[4,1] := str_to_num("100"); 
    tbl[5,1] := ResourcesInModel[2, i]; -- set service 
    tpool.setWorkerCreationTable(tbl); 
    -- set shift 
     
    inspect shift 
    when 1 then 
     tpool.ShiftCalendarObject :=     

     .models.PSmodel.OperatorPool.Shift1; 
    when 2 then 
     tpool.ShiftCalendarObject :=     

     .models.PSmodel.OperatorPool.Shift2; 
    when 3 then 
     tpool.ShiftCalendarObject :=     

     .models.PSmodel.OperatorPool.Shift3; 
    end; 
   next;  
    --register object into resource list 
    .models.SimManager.ModelBuilder.ResourcesInModel[10, i] :=   

  opool; 
    .models.SimManager.ModelBuilder.ResourcesInModel[11, i] :=   

  opool.name; 
    --print "...object created:   " + tpool.name; 
  end;   
 next; 
end; 
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Case “NK Sim” 
 
Modelling alternatives 

A detailed discrete event simulation model has been developed modelling a selected plant 
of the factory involved into the research work (Figure 65). This explorative simulation model – 
exploration and analysis of current manufacturing processes on machine group level – is built 
up manually, however production data is captured from the company production dump 
database, by using an Oracle interface between the systems. Daily schedules are downloaded 
and executed in the simulation model. Testing the daily schedules on the selected simulated 
production lines resulted in a significant speed reduction of the experiments, due to the 
enormous number of entities occurring in the system. Therefore, the development and test of a 
machine group model based on the continuous simulation approach has been carried out. First 
results of the comparisons between the discrete event and continuous approach (comparison 
for the same tasks) are highlighted in Table 21. Finding the most appropriate models for 
discrete and continuous sub-models as well as building the shop-floor model is an on-going 
research activity at the moment. 
 

 
Figure 65: Screenshot of the simulation model of a implemented in eM-Plant, representing the “discrete 

event” realisation of the selected production line 

 
Experimental results obtained by comparing the discrete and continuous simulation models 

developed for the same production line are highlighted in Table 21. Three different cases are 
treated. Discrete event model of the production line resulted in a speed-ratio around 1400-fold 
of the normal execution time (highlighted in the first line of the table). During the validation, 
relative error of 0,3% could be observed only, compared to the “theoretical” output of the 
system (highlighted as “Diff. %”). The continuous simulation solutions are promising, since the 
speed-ratio has considerable improvement (8500 and 22500 for a sampling time 0.1 and 0.5, 
respectively), compared to the discrete solution, however, the relative error values are 
significantly worse. 

Table 21. Experimental results obtained by comparing the discrete and continuous simulation models 
developed for the same production line. 

Representation type Speed-Ratio Diff. % 

Discrete 1400x 0.3% 
Continuous (sampling=0.1s) 8500x 2% 
Continuous (sampling=0.5s) 22500x 9% 
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Sql commands in the simulation model “NK Sim” 
Using an Oracle interface object, standard sql queries can be executed, and thus, production 

data can be downloaded and stored locally in the simulation model. 
 
-- get RESOURCES for given LOCATION 
 .OraDD.login("orcl",login,password); 
 .OraDD.sql(Resource, "select * from VCRTRNS.PRCS where NUM_AREA =   'NKCORE_GLS_GLS1' 

AND TXT_DESC_LVL = 'GROUP'");  
 .OraDD.logout; 
  
 -- get ResSCHEDULES for each given RESOURCE and TIME period 
 for i := 1 to Resource.Ydim loop 
  .OraDD.login("orcl",login,password); 
  .OraDD.sql("alter session set NLS_DATE_FORMAT='yyyy/mm/dd   

 hh24:mi:ss'"); 
 sql := "select * from DD.DD_PALT_POOL_OR_SCH where TM_STRT_PLND > '" +  

 to_str(fromDate) + "' AND TM_STRT_PLND < '"  + to_str(toDate) +   "' AND 
 TM_FNSH_ACT IS NULL AND ID_GRP_MCHN_OR_DTG = '" +    Resource[2,i] + "'";  

 .OraDD.sql(ResSchedule[1,i], sql); 
 .OraDD.logout; 
 next; 
  
 -- get SCHEDULE for Time period and RESOURCE 
 .OraDD.login("orcl",login,password); 
 .OraDD.sql("alter session set NLS_DATE_FORMAT='yyyy/mm/dd hh24:mi:ss'"); 
 sql := "select * from DD.DD_PALT_POOL_OR_SCH where TM_STRT_PLND > '" +  

 to_str(fromDate) + "' AND TM_STRT_PLND < '"  + to_str(toDate) +   "' AND 
 TM_FNSH_ACT IS NULL AND ID_GRP_MCHN_OR_DTG IN (select   NUM_PRCS_MFG from 
 VCRTRNS.PRCS where NUM_AREA =    'NKCORE_GLS_GLS1'  AND TXT_DESC_LVL 
=  'GROUP')";  

 --sql := "select * from DD.DD_PALT_POOL_OR_SCH where TM_STRT_PLND > '21-  FEB-07' 
AND TM_STRT_PLND < '22-FEB-07' AND ID_GRP_MCHN_OR_DTG   IN (select NUM_PRCS_MFG 
from VCRTRNS.PRCS where NUM_AREA =   'NKCORE_GLS_GLS1' AND TXT_DESC_LVL = 'GROUP')";  

 .OraDD.sql(Schedule, sql); 
 .OraDD.logout; 
  
 -- get PALETT 
 .OraDD.login("orcl",login,password); 
 .OraDD.sql("alter session set NLS_DATE_FORMAT='yyyy/mm/dd hh24:mi:ss'"); 
 --sql := "select distinct ID_PALT from DD.DD_PALT_POOL_OR_SCH where   TM_STRT_PLND > 

'21-FEB-07' AND TM_STRT_PLND < '22-FEB-07' AND   ID_GRP_MCHN_OR_DTG LIKE 'NKCORE_GLS%%'";  
 sql := "select distinct ID_PALT from DD.DD_PALT_POOL_OR_SCH where   

 TM_STRT_PLND > '" + to_str(fromDate) + "' AND TM_STRT_PLND < '"    + to_str(toDate) + "' 
AND TM_FNSH_ACT IS NULL AND     ID_GRP_MCHN_OR_DTG IN (select 
NUM_PRCS_MFG from VCRTRNS.PRCS   where NUM_AREA = 'NKCORE_GLS_GLS1' AND TXT_DESC_LVL = 
'GROUP')";  

 .OraDD.sql(PaltIDs, sql); 
 .OraDD.logout; 
  
 -- check data available 
 if Resource.Ydim = 0 OR Schedule.Ydim = 0 OR PaltIDs.Ydim = 0 
 then 
  MessageBox(.models.DataIF.ErrorMSG[2,1],1,13); 
 end; 
 
end; 

 

 
 
Status handling in the OO flow-shop model developed 

The status-dependent-selection procedure (highlighted in Appendix F, under the name 
models.line.received) is executed in case a part (pallet) arrives at the setup place of the a certain 
production line. There are two main interesting selection algorithms realized within the method 
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do 
 Setup.entranceLocked := TRUE; 
 waituntil  
  Line.occupied = false and 
  Router.occupied = false 
 prio 1; 
  
-- inspect STATUS and set proctimeot, Res-Type and TaskIndex !!! 
 t := @._taskIndex; 
 if @._tasks.Ydim > 1 then 
  for i := @._taskIndex to @._tasks.Ydim -1 
  loop 
   if @._tasks[5,i] = @._tasks[5,i + 1] 
   then 
    -- STATUS (AQMP),(MP) 
    u := i; -- set taskindex when proceeding on    

  current machine 
     
   else 
    -- STATUS (AQ),(AQM) 
    --@._taskIndex := @._taskIndex + 1 ; 
    i := @._tasks.Ydim + 100; 
   end; 
  next; 
  if u > 0 then 
   @._taskIndex := u + 1; 
  end; 
 else 
  -- STATUS (A),(M),(P)STATUS (AQ),(AQM) 
  --@._taskIndex := @._taskIndex + 1 ; 
 end; 
  
 @._taskIndex := @._taskIndex + 1 ; 
  
-- set proctime 
 t1 := str_to_num(@._tasks[20,t]); 
 ----TEST 
 t1 := Z_uniform(1, t1, t1*1.2); 
 ----ENDOFTEST 
 t2 := 0; 
 --t2 := str_to_num(@._tasks[19,t]); -- ChangeOverTime 
 Line.procTime := (t1 + t2) * 60; 
  
-- set ResType-s (ALL STATUS) 
 if str_to_num(@._tasks[33,t][1,1]) = 1  
 then 
  noResType1 := str_to_num(@._tasks[33,t][2,1]); -- t !!! 
 elseif str_to_num(@._tasks[33,t][1,1]) = 2  
 then 
  noResType2 := str_to_num(@._tasks[33,t][2,1]); 
 end; 
 if str_to_num(@._tasks[33,t][1,2]) = 2  
 then 
  noResType2 := str_to_num(@._tasks[33,t][2,2]); -- t !!! 
 elseif str_to_num(@._tasks[33,t][1,2]) = 1 
 then 
  noResType1 := str_to_num(@._tasks[33,t][2,2]); 
 end; 
 --set global sum 
 .models.ModelBuilder.ResourcesInModel[3,ResID] := noResType1; 
 .models.ModelBuilder.ResourcesInModel[4,ResID] := noResType2; 
 .models.ModelBuilder.sumResType1 :=  .models.ModelBuilder.ResourcesInModel.sum(`[3,1]..`[3,*]); 
 .models.ModelBuilder.sumResType2 :=  .models.ModelBuilder.ResourcesInModel.sum(`[4,1]..`[4,*]); 
 
----- Areatype ResType 
 ?.~.~.ResType1 := ?.~.~.ResType1 + noResType1;  
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 ?.~.~.ResType2 := ?.~.~.ResType2 + noResType2; 
 .models.ModelBuilder.AreaInModel[3,?.~.~.areaID] := ?.~.~.ResType1; 
 .models.ModelBuilder.AreaInModel[4,?.~.~.areaID] := ?.~.~.ResType2; 
 
-- move, start processing... 
 if sequence[3,1] = @._ID 
 then 
  sequence.cutrow(1); 
  -- del second line in case duplicated lines 
  if sequence[3,1] = @._ID 
  then 
   sequence.cutrow(1); 
  end; 
 else 
  print "Error in move…"; 
 end; 
  
 @.move(Line); 
 -- chkSequence 
 chkSequence; 

end; 

 

 

       
Control windows of the on-line simulation developed (“NK Sim”, experimental version) 
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User interface window of the scheduler system (machine schedule view) 

 

 
Schedule engine settings of the scheduler system 
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Communication interfaces 
 
COM interface 

We have successfully implemented remote control of simulation models via COM interface, 
which facilitates connection to and control of eM-Plant models. A remote control console has 
been developed in Borland Delphi 5.0, which has a limited control over the simulation model 
(load, save, run, read/write parameters, etc.) according to a predefined set of functions. The 
type of the interface is IRemoteControl. 

 

 
 

The COM interface enables the user to control eM-Plant from other applications that can 
address COM objects, such as MS Office applications, the Windows Scripting Host, etc. For this 
purpose the name Tecnomatix.eMPlant.RemoteControl.7.5 should be applied. This can be also 
helpful for example, starting a simulation run in eM-Plant from Microsoft Excel and then writing 
the results into an Excel table. 
 
 
SDX interface 

The simulation data exchange (SDX) interface of eM-Plant provides the possibility to import 
SDX data in eM-Plant, in order to create or to update simulation models automatically which 
have been generated with the SDX interface. Thus the goal of SDX is to exchange CAD layout 
information together with simulation relevant data and a description of the process in a 
standard format in a single file. For example, the factory modelling tool, FactoryCAD, exports 
proper layout information, simulation relevant attributes (e.g. conveyor speed, cycle time of 
machines, etc.) and a description of the process (routing of parts). For the automatic model 
generation, a FactoryCAD application objects library is part of the interface in the simulation 
software as well. 
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Visualization of the model of a certain internal logistic system in FactoryCAD (left) and in eM-Plant 

(right). The plant data (layout, process flow, etc.) are directly extracted form FactoryCAD to SDX format 
and imported into eM-Plant. 

 

 
Screenshot of the SDX object mapping table in eM-Plant 


